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PEARL
Batman’s lip twitched. He watched as Catwoman walked around a gaping hole cut
through the wood and metal of the modest one-story roof. She bit her lip in either
amusement or puzzlement, then glanced up at him in a clear attempt to read some clue
in his face. Finally she walked to the edge of the roof, looked down, paced back and
forth a few times, and returned to the hole.
“Well?” he graveled.
“When I got here, you said not to take the ladder up, ‘it’s evidence.’ It’s theirs. Metal
painted black, about three days ago give or take. We’re obviously meant to think they
came up the ladder and cut through the roof, dropped into the vault area of the bank,
took the tellers’ cash and safe deposit boxes…” she gestured to the dozens of empty
boxes stacked on the roof beside the hole. “Passed them up here to open and stacked
the empties there to be out of the way.”
“That’s not ‘what we’re meant to think;’ it’s what happened,” Batman said.
“No,” she said, dismissing an m.o. that was too absurd to be taken seriously.
“It’s the tenth of this kind in five years. All in the outer boroughs, small community
branches with less than first rate security.”
“A steel door and a wood ceiling I would describe as ‘less than first rate,’ yes,”
Catwoman said with quietly emphatic scorn.
“Last time they came in through a wall. Scored around three hundred thousand.”
“Fine: steel door and a plaster wall. It’s still sad, I don’t care how much they took. I
thought you asked me to come out here to, I don’t know, try to figure this out.”
“No,” Batman said mildly. “I called because I thought you might find it funny.”
“Ah,” she smiled and looked grudgingly back at the hole. “Another night I suppose
I might have.”
“Rough day?”
“No, just… Scottish Fold, I’ll tell you later.” She squatted down and examined one of
the safe deposit boxes, running a claw-tip over the edge of the number plate. “The
tenth break-in like this?” she said in wonder.
“I keep telling you, thieves are like gamblers,” Batman intoned. “They never know
when to quit.”
“And I keep telling you that’s the kind of thing cops say that you should not repeat
because you are not a pinhead.”
“Selina, I know it’s a generalization that doesn’t apply to you, but it’s based on
expertise, drawing on the observation of hundreds or thousands—”
“Of failures. Don’t play science with me, Sherlock. It’s a generalization based on a
non-representative group: the failures who get caught. Same reason nobody but Hugo
takes Freud seriously. You can’t just go drawing conclusions about all of mankind
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based on a dozen people who were so screwed up they were seeing a psychiatrist
when the idea was more radical than monkey glands. You can’t go drawing
conclusions about everyone who can pick a lock—”
“The point is—”
“The point is you've got all these tenets about criminals and what they do based on
the ones that are known. Look at this bunch. At the very least, you know what they
did: hole, empty boxes, there’s a crime to investigate. You know nothing about the
most successful specimens because they’re successful. Murders that pass as natural
deaths, thefts that are never discovered. You want to pretend this is science? Your
criminology buddies have created an incredible evolutionary force on the criminal side
of the equation, because all these police mechanisms evolve to catch the injured fawns
as if they’re the entire herd.”
“Maybe we should agree to disagree on this one,” Batman graveled.
“You know I’m right.”
“Do you want a ride home?”
“You don’t want to admit it, but you know I’m right.”
“It’s not an original theory,” Batman said flatly. “Agatha Christie put it forward, so
did Alfred Hitchcock and so did ‘Richard Castle.’ All entertainers, one of whom is
fictional. Compared to actual police and criminolo—”
“Hi,” Selina said, stepping into his personal space and extending her hand until the
tips of his claws touched his sternum. “I don’t think we’ve met. Catwoman, cat
burglar, theme rogue. I’ll be your criminal adversary this evening. Do I look like an
entertainer, jackass?!”
He grunted, but he didn’t concede the point.
“Come on, I’ve already examined the scene inside. Quick pass through Bayside and
I’ll give you that ride home. You can tell me about the Scottish Fold,” he said lightly.
The code word for their once secret engagement now denoted the wedding plans,
which were much simpler than the ones for Dick and Barbara’s nuptials. Bruce and
Selina were significantly older, they’d been living as man and wife for years, and
throwing an extravagant party for several hundred guests was not a once in a lifetime
experience. So many mechanisms were in place for entertaining on that scale, Selina
could hand over nearly all the traditional planning apart from picking the dress. That
left her time to tackle the other arrangements a typical bride didn’t need to consider,
such as ‘Fifth Dimension Blackout Dates’ when a malevolent trickster was most likely
to appear and harass the best man.
The subject of the bank heist didn’t come up again until the next day, when Selina
found Bruce in his study.
“I’ve reconsidered,” she announced. “Your crime scene on top of the bank, it’s
funny now.” She spread a newspaper on his desk and, as she leaned over to point to
the story… “Right there” …her hair fluttered in Bruce’s face. At first he thought it was
the whiff of her shampoo, the first really personal detail he’d noticed about the elusive
cat burglar, that flashed him back to early rooftops. Then he realized it was something
more substantive:
“’Sophisticated burglary, police say,’” she read. “Sophisticated. Do they not know
what words mean, or do they think leaning a ladder against the side of a building and
cutting a hole is a complex operation that requires a high level of expertise?”
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“I—” Bruce began, but Selina rolled over him.
“They are pros because they cut the video cameras, Detective Schmidt told GCN,’”
she read indignantly. “Pros! Because they cut the video cameras.”
“I—” Bruce tried again.
“I’ve been nice,” she said emphatically. “Since we got together, for your sake, for
Barbara’s, I’ve been polite about the GCPD in general and Gordon in particular. I
practically apologized for the things I repeated in Cat-Tales, as if Luthor didn’t have a
perfectly fair point about the state of law enforcement in this town sans you. These
idiots aren’t meeting me halfway.”
“Can I talk now?” Bruce asked mildly.
“Go for it.”
“If I concede your point that a portion of criminal science is flawed due to imperfect
sampling, namely that we can only observe those criminals we know about, usually
because they get caught, and that known burglars are not representative of burglars in
general, will you agree not to judge the entire Gotham police force because this
Detective Schmidt is, admittedly, not the brightest of men?”
“Agreed,” she smiled.
“Agreed,” he echoed.
Bruce glanced at the picture of his parents while Selina folded up the newspaper.
“Before you go, there’s something I wanted to talk about,” he said uneasily.
“Hm?” Selina said, not noticing the uncharacteristic hesitancy.
“It was late when we got back last night, and then I took a while with the logs and
that’s a lie. I really just… We were in the cave and it just…wasn’t the right time.”
Selina had stopped and was looking at him with concern. He continued stumbling.
“I… should have said this when we decided to have the wedding here. I should have
said it before then, probably.”
“Do you want to change it? I mean, it’s your family home, I love the idea of having it
here. And like you said, it gives us complete freedom picking the dates. Barbara
knows there’s going to be a certain amount of comparison to her wedding, but she’s
fine with that. She cares even less about socialite chatter than I do, I care less than you
do. Alfred is the only one in the family who gives a damn, and even he said if we have
the ceremony inside instead of the garden, it minimizes the point-for-point—”
“It’s not that.”
Selina took a step back. It was his roof-of-the-MoMA voice. The first time she ever
heard him speak as Bruce inside the mask, it sounded just like that.
“The first time I heard that voice, I didn’t even know your name,” she said gently.
“Bruce, what is it?”
“When Dick and Barbara decided to have their wedding here, I told Alfred that I
wanted the planning of this one event to be a Bruce Wayne matter entirely and that
absolutely no Batman considerations were to intrude. I didn’t want to give any
thought to the public persona or having strangers in the house. It was important to me
that it be something I did for the kids because Dick is my son, period.”
“That’s incredibly sweet. I didn’t know that,” Selina said warmly.
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“Sweet, maybe, but it set a precedent, and now I can’t… I did it for them and I can’t
do as much for you… There are considerations we can’t dodge. The honeymoon for
one—”
“Oh that,” she laughed. “We’ll come up with something.”
“There is no way anyone can take my place for those weeks,” he insisted. “Batman
has to patrol while Bruce and Selina are off on their honeymoon. He has to be seen
patrolling, and anyone he encounters from a name rogue to a common thug to a beat
cop might be just a little curious. Catwoman got married. It’s human nature, given the
stories about us over the years, anyone might be curious enough to look for a
reaction—or even probe for one. And if that happens, no one who stands in for me can
possibly be expected to react plausibly, not Dick or J’onn or Clark, and certainly not
Jean Paul—”
“No, they couldn’t,” Selina smirked. “But I would pay top dollar to watch you pitch
the idea to Jean Paul just to see the panic attack.”
“It’s not funny,” Bruce said, clearly not meaning Jean Paul.
“We’ll think of something,” Selina repeated. “Worst case, I go into hiding for a few
weeks. Professional cat burglar here, I can lay low; I’ve done it before. I read trashy
novels, I watch old movies, one time I learned to cook. One time I learned to fly a
helicopter. Boy that paid off, remember?”
She smiled up at him, and he scowled.
“Sometimes I even go blonde,” she said daringly, and he scowled deeper.
“Not the point. It was just an example of… You’re talking about spending your
honeymoon alone reading throwaway paperbacks.”
“It’s just a vacation, Bruce. We can take one any time Joker isn’t free.”
“But—”
“I care more about being married than getting married, okay?”
“But if I can keep Batman out of it for Dick and Barbara and I can’t do as much for
you—”
“Bruce, I know it’s been quiet since Spitcurl helped clean up the city, but you have
got to stop making problems just because—”
“—there has to be an offset.”
“—you’re not getting your regular allowance of nightly pummels.”
Selina saw that he was no longer looking at her and his final words seemed to be
directed at the painting over the mantel behind her.
“It used to be a good thing for kitty when Gotham was quiet,” she said, trying to win
back his attention with the old rooftop tease. “You weren’t distracted by straw, tea
cups, chattering teeth and weeds, similar baddies that aren’t any fun.”
His eyes said that the change of tone wasn’t working, so she played back his final
words in her head.
“An offset, what does that mean?”
“I have to keep Batman out where I can to make up for the places I can’t... I was
thinking pearls.”
“…”
“An exchange of gifts between the bride and groom is customary for a wedding on
this scale; a man of my means, pearls are the usual thing.”
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“Bruce, you hate pearls. I understand why. Everyone understands why. Why would
you possibly—”
“Selina, it is the traditional gift on this occasion, and my aversion to them goes to the
heart of… of what Batman is. It’s practically a sign if you believe in that kind of thing.
Yes, the thought of you wearing them makes me uneasy. I don’t know how I’ll feel
getting ready to go out and seeing those miserable oyster tumors around your neck…
As a gesture, there couldn’t be a more perfect way to symbolize—”
“Brutal is the word you’re looking for. As a symbol, as a gesture, there couldn’t be a
more brutal way to send Batman out of the room on our wedding day, and I… Give me
a minute.”
She looked back and forth. She swallowed. She looked nervously over her shoulder
towards the painting, then at the grandfather clock. It took almost a minute to
compose her thoughts, and finally she shook her head.
“I’m really not sure how to say this well,” she said finally. “I know it’s meant as a
loving gesture, and I can’t tell you how much that means to me but… it’s wrong on a
really primal level. Batman is who you are. Sure it was sweet keeping ‘him’ out of
Dick and Barbara’s wedding where ‘he’ is a… a set of priorities for keeping secret
identities secret. But here it’s just different. Batman is a part of you. And how we met
and who I fell in love with. Batman is a big piece of who I’m marrying. I don’t want
that part of you kept out of the way or… or suppressed or ignored like it’s some kind
of a character flaw that should be overcome. That’s not a gesture for a woman who
loves you, it’s for someone who thinks you’d be a great catch if only you weren’t
Batman.” She shook her head helplessly, none of the words were right. “Bruce, I love
you, all of you. I could never want you to be less than you are.”
“Just less of a jackass?” he graveled, and her eyes smiled.
“I could possibly do with less schlepping out to Queens to see the refuse of the
world’s least interesting bank—”
She stopped and covered her mouth as her eyes lit with delight. For a full second
those too-green orbs blazed with a mixture of surprise, curiosity, mischief, and
wonder. Then she unclamped her mouth and laughed—still looking into his eyes
while some unknown calculation flashed through hers. It all culminated in an excited
squeal and she kissed his cheek and ran off.
Bruce watched her go silently as Psychobat began earmarking protocols.

The relative lull Selina alluded to meant that Bruce had more time on his hands.
Normally he’d point it at the Foundation or Wayne Enterprises, but with no indication
at all when the respite might end, he confined himself to Bat-projects where he could
suspend the effort as quickly as he’d begun without attracting attention. In addition to
the outer borough bank robbers, there were cold cases he had tagged over the years.
Each day he selected one and reviewed the evidence, hoping to spot something new. It
was at the end of the third day’s perusals that Selina appeared in the cave.
“I have a much better idea for a wedding gift,” she announced. “It’s technically for
you, but if you like the idea, trust me, I don’t need a thing. Nothing that comes in a
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box will come close. And if we set it up now, it solves the honeymoon dilemma.
Bonus.”
“This I’ve got to hear,” Bruce said, bemused, while Psychobat thought the same
words in dread.
Selina held out a small black thumb drive, which he took with a thank you and
inserted into his workstation. Soon, an insurance photo of a darkened old master in an
ornate gilded frame appeared on the screen.
“Wood Nymph startled by a River God in tragic need of a cleaning,” she announced
crisply. “Orazio Gentileschi, oil on canvas, 1620. Telegraphing the Sauli commissions
that would link Caravaggian naturalism with Tuscan lyricism, paying off in Danaë in
1623. Provenance is solid until it vanished from the collection of Simon Stagg.
Opinions vary if it was the work of Gentleman Ghost, The Shade or The Mist. What is
known is an ex-CIA reptile got it from Shadow Thief in the late ‘90s and traded it to
Russia for a little plutonium, which went to an unmentionable Mid-Eastern Country in
return for two tankers of embargoed oil… Shall I go on?”
“It’s not an original story,” Bruce said with a good humored nod.
“Yeah, people who get fetishy about stolen art often have other interests, sometimes
very nasty ones, and it’s twice as bad with gems where something like the Rosaline
Diamond makes a very compact way to pay for two million dollars’ worth of firepower
to jumpstart a coup. Which brings me to my gift.”
The slide show advanced to show a series of upscale locations while Selina
continued:
“If you wanted to go undercover on the Wood Nymph the way you did to suss out
the rat’s nest in Hell’s Kitchen, you’d need someone who blends in at Emirates First
Class Lounge at JFK, the lobby bar at the Peninsula and the West Side Tennis Club.”
The next slide was a photo of Matches Malone as he’d appeared in the final days of
his lengthy mission with the Westies.
“You made Matches to infiltrate dives, fit in among the bottom feeders, low grade
henchmen and mob associates. He was becoming a conspicuous throwback and
needed an update to go on fitting in—but he’s still a scruffy guy from the Kitchen and
he always will be. I want to give you someone new who can blend in at the VIP room
in Club 23 just like Matches did at Finn’s, but… more like me. A new criminal identity
to inhabit, a thief on my level...”
“Who can infiltrate a different kind of operation on a different level,” he mused. He
thought of the database she’d made him for the Foundation bandit, profiling the guests
of the fundraising galas, breaking down their jewelry and the locations of their homes
as they’d appear to a potential thief. It was shockingly intimate, getting in her head
that way.
“Malone is more than a name and a rap sheet,” he said. “I know the man; I know
how he thinks, what horse he bets on and how he replaces the money when he loses.
What he hears in any given conversation and what goes over his head. Even how he
rationalizes a screw-up. If we do this… Selina, if we do this, it has to be all the way.
You have to let me in on everything, all the particulars of the lifestyle. I can’t… I can’t
hide funds the way I do to buy jet fuel for the Batmobile. I can’t have mastered a zip
line during a pop through Northern Wales to learn in an old slate mine between
Cryptography at Cambridge and Wing Chun in Foshan.”
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“Of course,” she said, beaming. “That’s the idea, Bruce. Something that’s really
from me and really for you. It’s not just for the practicality of your having a different
type of cover, it’s for... the POV. The one you’re sadly lacking, there’s no other way to
say it, about being a successful criminal. Just being it for a while, living it, on that level,
smelling its smells and tasting its tastes.”
“And the honeymoon bonus is what we fell into with Matches and Gina: Bruce and
Selina appear to leave, very publicly, in this case to a very private undisclosed location,
we come back in undercover and live in Gotham in those assumed identities.”
“You got it.”
“I’ll kick the tires on that idea,” he said, automatically deferring any plan that wasn’t
his until he had a chance to run it through a dozen Bat-filters. “As for the rest, let me
file away this blood spatter analysis and we can start right now.”
“Boy, we are going to have to clean this story up before we tell anybody,” Selina
pointed out.
“You gave me golf clubs and a round at St. Andrews with Vandal Savage,” Bruce
suggested. “I said ‘Thank you.’”

From a thief’s point of view, the beauty of a safe deposit box is that nobody but the
owner knows what’s in it. Rob Tiffany or Feinstein & Son or even The Jewel Box on
19th Street and they know every piece that’s gone. But a safe deposit box might
contain anything, the bank has no idea, and a used Breitling in the window at Gem
Pawnbrokers is exactly that.
Tonight, Batman meant to turn that perceived advantage on its head. When the
Batmobile pulled out of the cave, nobody in the underworld knew a thing about the
previous night’s bank heist beyond what was said on the news. By the end of his first
patrol, word was spreading that an Israeli competitor of Wayne Tech had produced an
ultra-high-security smart phone with some kind of military grade encryption
(whatever the hell it meant, that sure sounded impressive.) It cost, like, $14,000 and
was only sold at Harrods Department Store in London. You had to show a passport to
buy one, because there was a list of countries they couldn’t be sold to! And a pair of
those phones was in the safe deposit box haul in Queens.
Now all Batman had to do was trust the black market’s greed. ‘Viper’ was the fence
most likely to take the bait. She specialized in gadgets, which wasn’t uncommon, but
she also had a history gutting high end gaming systems for the processors. Once she
heard the phone he’d described was loose as a hot item in Gotham—chip-to-chip 256
encryption, MU-MIMO and WiGig Wi-Fi—in the hands of some thief who had no idea
what he was holding, she’d pursue it like the Holy Grail. So he had taken up a position
across from the pizza joint she used as an office, and waited. Oracle would ping him
when Viper found one of the websites set up for researching these fictitious
technological wonders, but he didn’t think he’d need the heads up. He’d know when
the rumors reached her by the activity on the street below. Of course he was set up to
intercept any calls and to follow her and track her associates, when the time came. For
now, there was nothing to do but wait—and consider the evolving identity of Thomas
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Uaimhfife, who reinvented himself as Tommy Coronet after the dashing titular thief in
his favorite movie The Thomas Crown Affair.
The truth of Tommy’s early life would never be known outside of six archived
databases where he’d laid the foundation for a birth certificate and other necessities.
PARENTS: Father dec’d, Age 5. Mother dec’d, Age 12. No siblings... And that was the
very last time any aspect of the character would be built to the file rather than the other
way around. The particulars of Tommy’s career were still to be worked out. Selina
was adamant that he not ‘work ahead’ and make assumptions about where Coronet
had been or what he’d taken, but the one thing he could say for certain: Tommy had
never operated in Gotham. He would be setting up his first apartment, an aspect of
any cover that spoke to Bruce’s sincere love for his city…
The Batmobile relay was sending map and street view photos of the safe houses and
satellite caves he kept throughout the city, and he swiped through several screens
pretending to consider them until he reached a particular one on West 4th Street. Built
in 1905, Storm Zone 5, Police Precinct 6. Six stories of apartments above a restaurant
with outdoor seating, twenty-five units on paper, nineteen in reality since he kept the
top two floors empty to maximize privacy, minimize sound exposure and restrict roof
access.
The sightlines weren’t ideal, which is why he rarely used it, but aesthetically, it was a
beautiful piece of pre-war architecture. Red brick with dark green windows, neoclassic cornices in sandstone and detailed wrought iron fire escapes painted to match.
Even the entrance had character—and a more practical consideration: psychological
cover. The restaurant’s outdoor seating made it seem the residents were casually
unconcerned if their comings and goings were noticed. On the off chance police or
federal agents were keeping an eye on Coronet, he clearly wasn’t the kind of person
who cared about that kind of thing. His movements could be seen by anyone, but at
the same time, they would be random anyones. A casual diner who happened to look
up from his lobster ravioli at the critical time would be almost impossible to track. A
smart crook’s location if ever there was one.
Then there was the neighborhood. It was a few blocks from the residential hotel
where Selina had settled for a few weeks when she returned from Europe, so she
couldn’t complain about the quality of his sample: 100% of the successful international
cat burglars known to him had settled in the West Village when they first hit Gotham.
She also couldn’t say he was cloning Catwoman since she’d only stayed a few weeks,
declaring herself ‘not a downtown girl.’
So Tommy Coronet would be a downtown boy and that was settled. Granted he
could not be using Bruce Wayne’s resources, but there was no reason he couldn’t be
Bruce Wayne’s tenant. By the time Viper mobilized her contacts to find whoever
pulled the bank job, the paperwork was in place. Tomorrow, Bruce could have Lucius
take over his afternoon schedule (always a pleasure when Asian currency arbitrage
was on the agenda), clean out a few things and see about personalizing the generic
corporate furnishings.

Viper’s efforts never produced a lead on the bank heist, but it did unearth a
warehouse of stolen TVs, confirmed a suspicion about Jonathan Crane’s source for the
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electronics he used at the Man’s Reach exhibit, and answered the question of how the
Spanish Town Posse had been paying their bills since the Hell’s Kitchen raids. It took a
week for Batman to clean up the girls and drugs the Jamaicans were running in the
Bronx, the black market electronics shops in Harlem and Queens, and their supply
network of thieves working nightclubs and subway stations. He set Oracle on the
online business supplied by the Queens storefront, Clark on the Crane tech source in
Metropolis, and Gordon on the trail of counterfeit iPhones and iPads sold alongside the
stolen ones. The last would eventually become a case for the FBI or Homeland Security
and that would boost the GCPD’s standing with the federal agencies.
It made for a complicated log, but rather than go up to bed when he finished, he
changed into his most nondescript travel clothes, packed a duffel with his make-up kit
and the other appliances for his disguise, and left for the airport. Hours later, a man
with the build of an ex-sailor and the elegance of a diplomat emerged from one of the
shower rooms in the first class lounge of an airline with whom Wayne Enterprises had
an arrangement. He had a “weekend beard,” a shadow of about two day’s growth that
strategically reshaped his mouth and jaw. His hair was browner than Bruce’s, longer
on top, a windswept style that was chic for the nineties and, combined with the darkrimmed glasses, gave the impression of a vaguely out of touch intellectual—a novelist
perhaps, but too highbrow to be anyone you’d heard of. He strode down the corridor
past the clocks of various time zones and into the seating area where Lucius Fox was
hunched behind a newspaper.
There was no more than a glance of acknowledgement as he picked up a magazine
from the table and took the seat opposite. Skimming the amenities at the airline’s other
clubs around the world, he casually turned it for Lucius to see the picture.
“I’ve never seen anyone that happy on a layover,” he observed, and Lucius
chuckled. He agreed they all seemed improbably thrilled by a pitcher of orange juice.
No names were given, but the small talk established that Lucius was on his way to
Germany on business while he himself was on his way home to Metropolis, the last leg
after a grueling twenty-hour flight from Singapore, also on business. With the wry
observation that neither of them thought to wear a tie like the euphoric orange juicedrinkers, they exchanged hopes that the other would have a smooth flight and went
their separate ways.
Bruce could have ended it there, but he decided another few tests were called for.
He’d never before assumed a cover who would move so freely in Bruce Wayne’s
world, and given the nature of his disguise…

“Don’t React,” Clark heard as Bruce’s distant, battlefield murmur in the seconds
before a tall, broad-shouldered figure walked uncertainly into the Daily Planet
bullpen. Clark held his breath as the bespectacled stranger hovered over Lois’s desk
and asked for Mr. Kent. She gave him the hitchhike thumb without looking up, and
Clark was amused at the slight hesitation before Bruce changed tactics. He recognized
her then, apologizing like a star struck fanboy and burbling praise for her coverage of
the Wasner trial to get her to look up. She did, slipping into Gracious Lane mode long
enough to thank him and then directed him more explicitly to Clark’s desk.
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“Come by for some pointers?” Clark asked when Bruce reached him.
“Among other things. I needed to run tests and Metropolis is the best place.
‘Undercover Boss’ if I’m busted here, and at STAR Labs or Lex Corp, it’s corporate
espionage. They’ll react, but they’ll keep it quiet.”
“You want me to hover nearby and listen, let you know if they ‘react?’” Clark
guessed.
“If your lunch hour is free,” Bruce said as Clark grabbed his jacket.
“Sure, happy to help. As long as you tell me how you’ve got the cheek and neck
looking sort of… rounder,” he said, gesturing around his own chiseled jaw.
The infiltration of STAR Labs was uneventful, but Lex Corp brought the most
rigorous test Bruce’s disguise would face. Luthor had nearly restored his company to
the prestige it enjoyed before his fall, but he hadn’t yet achieved a corporate
headquarters that dominated the Metropolis skyline like the old LL Towers. The new
Lex Corp was headquartered in the smaller Oxford Complex where it accounted for
73% of the tenancy, so it wasn’t an absolute certainty that the man Bruce collided with
at the entrance was there on Lex Corp business. What was certain, Clark knew from
meeting him in Gotham: Barry Hobbs was a keen Luthor supporter. He’d described
Lex as ‘the greatest president this country ever elected’ and, according to Bruce, his
pro-Luthor zeal was grounded in the rivalry with Wayne. Barry Hobbs had a grudge
against Bruce since ‘an old prep school rugby match.’
Clark narrowed his focus, watching intently, listening intently... Bruce’s blood
pressure had surged when he recognized Hobbs. His heart pounded, though there
was nothing amiss in his voice as he apologized and held the door for the other man.
Drops of sweat beaded under the make-up while the two men worked through the
bottleneck going into the lobby… Clark held his breath until they separated, Bruce
breaking right to a news stand while Hobbs continued on towards security.
“That was an unexpected bit of drama,” he said into the communicator, and Bruce
coughed. “Someday, I want to hear about that rugby game.”
The rest of the Lex Corp tests were an anti-climax. Bruce signed in at the security
desk, naming a law firm that was one of the other tenants, and rode around in the
elevators visiting offices on several floors. Clark lost sight of him thanks to Luthor’s
fetish for lead-based paint, but he could still hear, the accommodations for sonic mesh
being limited in a building Lex didn’t own. At the end of the day, Clark offered a fly
home as he usually did, but Bruce wanted to get into character leaving Metropolis as
“someone who wouldn’t exactly be chummy with Superman.”

Selina had said to text her when he was ready to begin, and since she was known to
be Catwoman, it seemed perfectly plausible that she could know Tommy well enough
to pick him up at the airport. So he disembarked from flight 6635 expecting to find her
holding a sign reading Coronet. Instead, he saw a platinum blonde, hair style identical
to Gina O’Malley’s brash red, funky ultramodern sunglasses like a visor, silver frame
and lightly tinted black echoing the black and white of her sweater with the dramatic
close-up of a lion. She was looking right at him with the smug smile of ancient
rooftops when she thought she had the upper hand, and wiggled up to him with a
welcoming kiss.
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“Clark gave you a heads up,” he graveled before she could slip her tongue in his
mouth. “Details of the disguise, maybe told you what I was wearing?”
“He sent a picture, actually.”
He demanded to see her phone, not because he was upset at the prank but because
he hadn’t noticed when it was taken. Once he saw the background and angle, he
thought through the walk from the parking lot to the Metropolis terminal, factored in
where Clark must have been positioned, how long he would have to be in a stable
hover in order to take a non-blurry photo, and if there were any indicators he should
have seen but missed.
“Any bags, or is that it?” Selina said, guessing the subject of his reverie and choosing
to ignore it.
“This is it. I’ll shop as we go,” he said, and then when they reached the car, he gave
her the address.
She stared.
“I was going to check you into The Mark,” she said. “Preferred hotel of cat burglars
since the Falco/hair gel incident of 2003.”
“When they found him because the hotel’s exclusive hair gel was found in the air
duct?” he muttered with crimefighter disdain. “That makes it a preferred hotel?”
“It’s ironic,” Selina said simply. “I told you not to work ahead. What else have you
been up to?”
“Nothing… much.”
Selina recognized a touch of her own rooftop wordplay and failed to suppress a
scowl in response.
“This is going to be harder than I thought,” she muttered.
The ‘Nothing much’ turned out to be a stack of Wayne Industries bearer bonds he’d
taken from the Wayne Tech office in Metropolis. When Selina reminded him the first
rule he’d laid down was not using Bruce Wayne’s resources, he said that he hadn’t
made use of Wayne’s face or keycards to enter and move through the building or his
knowledge of the combination to open the safe.
“And you’ve said several times, in your view rightful ownership has ‘nothing to do
with who paid for the thing,’” he concluded. “I say I stole it fair and square.”
The last was said with a boyish grin that brought a naughty one from Selina.
“It’s fine by me,” she said. “Just be warned, if you get to enjoying this new thing:
bending the rules and turning on the charm while you talk your way around it, I’m not
going to stop you. Ever.”
“Noted.”

When they arrived at the West 4th Street address, Selina smiled as Tommy explained
the psychological cover provided by the restaurant, but it wasn’t a pleased smile. It
would be handy as a way to tweak the nose of any police or feds so arrogant as to think
they could tail you, to send an order of garlic bread and nibbles out to the surveillance
van, for instance, but that isn’t what Tommy/Bruce was saying. No, he was suggesting
police would not have the ingenuity or wherewithal to pull the restaurant’s credit card
receipts and go knocking on the doors of anyone they could find on the off chance one
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of the random strangers did look up from their plate at the opportune moment…
Batman knew better, but he was assuming Tommy would not. He was preloading
Tommy with the overconfident blind spots he assumed any criminal must have. And
she would have to find some way to correct that.
To do otherwise would be such a waste. That was her thought as he entered a 6-digit
pin into the Dactyl Elite keypad outside the door to his unit… PNZ601 he typed, then
looked at her as if for recognition. He opened the door with a key, held it for her but
warned her not to move past the foyer. Once he’d closed the door, there was a
pneumatic whisper as a small wall panel opened revealing a second, identical keypad
with the PNZ number still displayed on the LED screen. Bruce/Tommy recited the
remaining code aloud as he typed: QAU400.
“I assume that means something,” she grinned.
“Stockholm, December 22, 2000, two Renoirs and a Rembrandt were taken from the
National Museum. As you probably know, the thieves escaped by boat less than seven
minutes after entering the gallery, while police never got anywhere near the scene
because of two car fires completely blocking street traffic coming into that part of the
city. The first, one hundred meters to the northeast, was a Ford, license plate PNZ601,”
he said, pointing towards the door indicating the first keypad, “The Mazda blocking
the southwest entrance to the peninsula was QAU400.”
“Oh that’s hot,” Selina murmured with a throaty growl, but before Bruce could
consider acting on the lustful response, her attention shifted to the apartment and she
let out a low whistle.
Like the Wayne Penthouse when she’d first seen it, there was an ultra-modern
sensibility: clean crisp lines, a preponderance of right angles, leather and metal. The
color palette was reversed, though still an achingly tasteful arrangement of supremely
subtle grays. The penthouse had offered slates so dark as to be nearly black, while the
furnishings here were so light as to be nearly white, set off by a dark wood floor.
“Nice,” Selina noted. “Wasn’t expecting a man cave or anything, but this is… really
nice. Now what’s going on there?”
Her finger twirled at the two anomalies in the room that were completely
ornamental and also the only items that weren’t remotely modern. An oil painting in
the style of the Dutch Old Masters hung on the wall, stretched and mounted on a board
but unframed… and a gold and crystal 18th century snuff box.
Bruce reeled off a few of the particulars as Selina might have done in her Sorbonne
lecture delivery: the painting was A Boy Bringing Bread, Pieter de Hooch, 1663; the snuff
box, Dresden, 1740, carved from a single piece of rock crystal, one of the most
expensive gemstones and extremely difficult to work with, since it is solid quartz and
second only to diamonds in hardness… then he changed gears, and in a new tone
dripping with playboy charm, explained that they were reproductions he had made
years ago to trap a thief called Marlowe.
Selina’s brow crinkled, and she looked quizzically towards the window as if she’d
heard a noise and was trying to guess where it came from.
“Déjà vu,” she murmured. And then, hesitantly, “Do you have, like, an aspirin?
Because this is exactly the headache you used to give me. I’m not kidding. I haven’t
had it in years, but it’s not something you forget. Trying to plan a crime and there’s
just no way of guessing what you’ll know, what you’ll notice, what you’ll figure out
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and where you’ll run with it, and where you’ll just unexpectedly turn up—bearing a
17th Century de Hooch, God my head hurts!”
He recognized the exasperation, on her face and in her tone, from a dozen other
criminals…
“Wallace Collection, right?” she asked, and he nodded.
To her credit, he’d never glimpsed that exasperation in Catwoman. He thought
about telling her, as a compliment…
“I remembered them from the Wednesday exhibitions,” he explained pleasantly.
“Officially, I was studying at the London School of Economics. Unofficially, Scotland
Yard and Mi6 both had… never mind, it doesn’t matter.”
…But at the moment, it seemed doubtful she’d take it as a compliment. So he simply
brought her aspirin and a glass of water, and after she took it, she eyed him with that
adversarial glint in her eye.
“Remind me, how many martial arts have you mastered?” she asked sharply.
“We’ve talked about this. There’s no real answer to that question; it depends on
where you draw the line saying a certain master’s technique is different enough to call
it a separate fighting style. Count Japanese, German and Brazilian jujitsu as three
distinct disciplines, that level of distinction it’s between thirty and forty fighting arts.
But if you go into the minutiae and politics of the dojos, where a master’s sons and
students founded different schools that feud, recognize and disavow each other over
time, the total must be over a hundred.”
“What I’m asking, Bruce, is how often you’ve been a white belt.”
“Ah. You mean you want me to slow down.”
“Considering we haven’t started yet and you’ve got a Sterling Trust haul of bearer
bonds in your carry-on and a Wallace House de Hooch on your wall, yes, I would like
you to slow the hell down.” She looked at the painting and shook her head in
frustrated awe. “Since you’re itching to give me your resume, I guess that’s chapter
one. And since you’ve been all over the world learning Wing Chun in Foshan and
spelunking in Wales or whatever the hell it was, this part should be easy. Pick seven or
eight places—I’ll narrow it down to five and you’ll pick three—that has some
particular food or drink associated with it. Exotic but not too exotic, oddball but not
too oddball, hard but not impossible to come by in a place like Gotham, and ideally
something you liked enough to eat a lot.”
“And alluding to these will be part of the lifestyle,” he deduced.
“White. Belt,” she said crisply.
“Right, I’ll make a list and you’ll tell me what it’s for later,” he said with a
businesslike nod. “But assuming these things will be part of the lifestyle, tea? I do just
happen to have some Japanese sencha I picked up at this Asian grocery down the
block. The real thing from Shiuoka province, just like I remembered from Tokyo…”
“This might be a difficult concept for a man who has the silhouette of a bat on every
tool he owns, but subtle allusions. Not making a pageant of it.”
“This is subtle. A pageant would have been the matcha pan bread they had behind
the counter, the matcha brownies, matcha muffins and matcha Kit-Kat bars.”
“God, this neighborhood has changed,” she said. “It’s the cleanest, most livable,
most European neighborhood in Gotham now. That’s you, m’love, it wasn’t like this
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when I stayed here. Do you ever stop to notice how much better things are than when
you started?”
“Only you would bring up Batman’s accomplishments at your first meeting with
Tommy,” he said, changing the subject.
“If you didn’t want comparisons made, you shouldn’t have settled in this part of
town,” she countered. “How about I make the tea while you work on that list. Seven
or eight places, food or drink, something you like, and try not to be that guy who learns
a wrist grab and is instantly working out six variations, three ways to counter and
adding a biomechanical exploit.”
“Roger. Squid sandwich in Madrid, no biomechanical exploit… like assuming it’s
shorthand for stealing a Goya at the Prado.”
“Bast and her kittens, what have I done?”

By the time Selina brought the tea, Bruce had a written list which he handed over.
“Japan at the top, no surprise there,” she noted as she read. “Lotte Ghana Black
Chocolate bar with extra cacao.” She looked up at him. “Interesting.” Her eyes
returned to the list and she read “London: Spanish sea salt chocolates, 70p at Harrods
Food Hall; Hong Kong: chocolate covered nougat from Mr Simms Olde Sweet Shop;
Italy: Pastiglie Leone… these are all candy.”
“I had considerable need for compact, highly portable doses of sugar.”
“I’ll bet,” she smirked.
“I can come up with a more diverse list.”
“Oh no, this is perfect,” she said, “You’ve got a thing for oddball foreign candy,
couldn’t be a more perfect angle. The thing is—as you guessed—it’s not ideal to go
through life confessing to felonies, but like any business, you want to advertise what
you do. The people who will be inclined to hire you have to know you exist and what
you’re capable of. So you advertise in code…” She touched the top of the teapot. “If I
know you’re in the business and I see you’re always ordering green tea, you mention
‘real sencha, the way I remember it from Tokyo,’ I know you’re advertising
something.”
She tilted her head and looked at him appraisingly.
“Maybe the Rubens taken from the Odawara board room a few years back, or maybe
it was the prototype chips from Hachinohe A.I. I may guess wrong, but things will fit
together eventually. The Rubens means you can beat smart glass, a Phoenix box,
passive infrareds and shock sensors. Hachinohe, that’s key imprinting and a retinal
scan, voiceprint failsafe with heat and moisture detection. Rubens, you’ve got mad
acrobatic skills and a custom-made carbon fiber rig, five point harness with some kind
of auto-breaking resistance voodoo going on in the back. Hachinohe, you cloned one
of those high tech ID badges with smart paper. You’re a high tech badass.”
“Suppose I did both?”
“Then you’re Batman,” she said flatly.
He laughed.
“If you deduce all that from the tea, maybe you’re Batman.”
“I can’t get all that just from the tea. But that’s why every thief I know has half a
dozen oddball exotic tastes, a collection of regional specialties that add up to a resume.
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Paprika Hendl—Budapest, Hapsburg Dagger. Dosa and vadas—Southern India, Tipu
Sultan Tiger. You know that twice-cooked pork belly they make in Sichuan province?”
“Sanxingdui Museum for a Han Dynasty bronze,” Bruce said quickly.
“You got it. So in your case, let’s say I’ve got Tokyo, London, Hong Kong and Italy
to work with.”
“Which could each represent countless targets, so you would look for other cues. I
should presumably pick actual thefts in each of the cities I want to highlight from my
travels, and without ‘making a pageant of it,’ find occasions to let some knowledge of
the subject show through. Rubens in Tokyo, silver vaults in London, etc.”
“I guess I better get used to the idea of your being three steps ahead every step of the
way,” Selina said, rummaging through her purse and withdrawing a rolled up catalog.
“This was for some light reading in your hotel room tonight. Russian military surplus,
I marked a few things you might like: night vision spotting scope, thermal camera, the
world’s simplest short-range jammer. Just intercepts a signal and resends with a
stronger microwave a split-second out of phase, creates the most god-awful signal
mud.”
“Is this how you set off all those false alarms to get into the Whitebridge?”
“No, it doesn’t have the range,” she said, sliding a thin stylus from an old-style
Blackberry and pointing it at him. “From here, I can get your phone and the wifi, but
even that keypad at the door is out of range.”
“Doesn’t sound very effective,” he sniffed.
“Tech is the one area you are honestly a snob,” she laughed. “A match stick isn’t
exactly badass on its own. ‘Effective’ depends what you light with it.”
“Fair enough,” he said. “Can I at least take an item like that apart, see how it works
and enhance its effectiveness?”
“Yes,” Selina said crisply. “That’s exactly what we’re going to do, in fact. There are
only a handful of Kittlemeiers in the world, and when you go to one—”
“It’s a vulnerability,” he cut her off in Batman’s dismissive gravel. “Use a Holt
Descender like the thief at Hofburg Castle, it had to be made by Koechert, Dulaq,
Rodriguez, or Fang. Interpol knows it. Other thieves know it. And Koechert is close
to Vienna. If police or a competitor find him, pressure him and he coughs up a lead…
that points them to Tomio as the thief.”
“Very good. Solution?”
“Make my own gear whenever possible.”
“Meow. Nothing you order from the catalog is going to set off flags, but I still
wouldn’t have it sent to my home. I didn’t figure on you having a home yet, so I’m
going to check into that room I booked at The Mark. Have your first order sent there,
and anything after that, we’ll assume you’ve been in town long enough to have
found—”
“Bosco on 21st, Tactical in Red Hook and McNeil’s in Bludhaven to buy in person.
Pay in cash, wear a ballcap, no logo, dark glasses, and mind the traffic cameras.”
Selina glared at yet another hijacking of the lesson. Seizing on the glasses, she
added:
“Try not to look like Matches.”
Grunt.
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Unlike Matches brazenly giving boxing lessons in the grimiest gym in Hell’s
Kitchen, Bruce felt Tommy would be discreet about his daily workout. Like Bruce, he
wouldn’t want his athletic prowess known, so he’d made the second bedroom into a
simple exercise room and, through six sets of bent-over dumbbell rows, he drilled: the
city, the tells, specifics of the heist and the patois of expertise about the prize…
London—Chancery Lane—The Silver Vaults—
Selina seemed to like the apartment overall, but there was something early on that
irked her.
Harrods food hall confectionary—Sea salt chocolates and rose-almond sweets—
Was it the roof access? The sightlines from the window?
Flaxman tea set—cast by Paul Storr—Georgian Entrée dish, Storr again—museumquality—
No, it started before they got to the living room.
Both have full hallmarks—London 1810—
That little smile.
From the inner walk-in vault of a connoisseur collector—
Patronizing.
In the ‘never sell these’ category of his collection—
When she thought he was being a hero-addled cape.
Period bird-figural armorial—
No, her view must now be his. Because he was being a hero-addled cape…
Repousse rope designs throughout—
But how?
And one of the finest handles I have ever seen with superb figural lion heads and acanthus
leaves—
Batman’s mindset instinctively began tagging this item like a log entry: the bird in
the armorial crest would make the item attractive to Penguin, the lion heads to
Catwoman or Catman, and even the leaves might attract Poison Ivy. Such objects
weren’t her usual thing, but she went for such one-offs when she needed quick money
to outfit a lab.
Original matching Sheffield plate warming stand signed Matthew Boulton, he said,
repositioning for six sets of tricep extensions.
No. No. There was no need to consider any of that in relation to an old Tommy
theft. Next city: Hong Kong—
Although a prudent thief should consider it in planning a future theft, shouldn’t he?
The tells: The city was famous for tailors offering good bespoke suits—made incredibly fast
and incredibly cheap—for businessmen on layovers—If Tommy dressed in those suits, it would
be a near constant allusion to a Hong Kong past—
If you were going to operate in a town full of theme rogues, wouldn’t a smart thief
stop to consider who he might run into going after an objet de cat or bird or plant?
—It wouldn’t even take the actual trip to Hong Kong to arrange, as there was a sign he’d
noticed in his first stroll through the neighborhood, a “Hong Kong Tailor” almost midway
between his front door and the hotel where Selina had stayed—
That was it! They were still outside when that patronizing smile crossed her lips. So
it wasn’t anything about the apartment itself. She must not like the location, or
something about the restaurant.
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The heist: Kowloon—Kansu—Jade frog—
Whatever he was missing, she didn’t point it out. Whatever he got wrong, she didn’t
correct it. That must mean she meant him to figure it out himself.
The patois—The frog was actually a three-legged toad called a Chin Chan. A grey white
jade with russet on one side of the head and hints of russet on the rear leg—
Either that or it was personal preference and didn’t matter that he wasn’t doing it the
way she might.
—translucent in the center body with a light crystalline inclusion inside part of the body…
Maybe, but her prior irritation suggested otherwise… And it was Selina, if she
wasn’t irate, she’d be playful, if it was a preference that didn’t matter, she would tease
him…

Tommy had a number of errands he wanted to complete before his training began in
earnest. He started with a consultation at the tailor (single breasted, two button,
unplaited trousers and a couple of shirts to begin) picked his fabrics (and a more
colorful lining than Bruce Wayne would have considered) and once his measurements
were recorded, he headed to the downtown heliport. He picked up a Knights ball cap
and a cheap camera to feel more like a tourist, and did his best to settle into the
mindset of one who simply did this as a job.
Selina said a helicopter tour was a must for a practicing cat burglar’s first day in a
new city—an idea so frighteningly smart, it bothered him. Considering how well he
knew the city just by swinging through its upper strata at night, considering he’d just
come from Metropolis with Superman’s unique perspective fresh in his mind,
considering he himself was a pilot who often flew himself into new places for the first
time, it was galling that a bunch of… criminals… could happen upon such an efficient
way to get a quick, all-encompassing, atypical perspective of a new place.
He knew he wouldn’t be gaining actual insight into Gotham, he knew every block,
street and alley too well. But he welcomed the chance to see it all in a new way,
through the eyes of one who lived in a world of speculative break-ins. What was
burglary, after all, if not a different way of using the streets and buildings? Through
Tommy’s eyes, he looked down to consider the criminal opportunities lurking in the
urban planning—the order of streets leading to and from the Gotham National Bank,
for instance… then the Sherry-Netherland... and the Excelsior Towers… He thought
through the sightlines, potential hiding places, how shadows would be cast at different
times of day…
Tommy, he realized, must be one of the rarities who grasped the elusive truth:
architectural understanding is useless without urban understanding. If you didn’t
know how to get away from a crime, it was pointless figuring out how to commit it.
He noted getaway routes from the Foundation burglar’s targets: The Mandell mansion
on Fifth and the Brodland Townhouse on 59th, the Beaufort place on the Park, and
Coleman penthouse atop a Yorke Avenue high rise that society people still called
“Justine Platt’s apartment”… His eyes darted as he looked down, mentally racing
through each escape, noting the potential hideaways, possible next turns and
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preemptive roadblocks, and all the overlooked connections between distant
neighborhoods.
Back on the ground, he took a more abbreviated walking tour of the area between
the Fifth Avenue mansion and the bank, casually mapping out how a would-be burglar
might escape on foot, blending into the thick lunchtime crowd on the short walk to the
subway… Despite these weaknesses, he surmised the bank was safe enough to open a
box there. He went inside and went through the process, performing an equally casual
analysis of the vault—as well as the clientele. John Blaine was coming out of the
elevator in the back… John Blaine of “Prosperity Partners,” Luthor’s dark money
outfit. Now what would Blaine be doing in Gotham, and meeting with someone on the
second floor?
Batman made a mental note to research Prosperity’s recent activity, and Tommy
went about storing his bearer bonds until Selina talked him through a larger stash
point that could accommodate a wider variety of loot. After that, it was time for his
first fitting, so he made his way back to the West Village, and after that, he took
another run at shopping.
Cora Colette was the legend Selina used with that Parisian fence Cancrelat, so unless
she told him otherwise, he decided Tommy knew her by that name from some meeting
in Europe. Without suspecting a Catwoman connection, it would still be clear that she
was a superior thief and someone he would like to impress, so now that he knew the
code, he scoured the stores for the little touches that would make the right statement
when she came over. The prizes she associated with Tokyo had clearly made the best
impression (“If you did both, you’re Batman.”) so he would focus on Japanese signatures.
He picked up some good sandalwood incense and, knowing her propensity to snack
when she prepared a crime, some seaweed rice crackers, shrimp chips, and in case their
work sessions turned into dinner, ippei-chan yakisoba with fish roe mayonnaise
(authentic, a savory taste of caviar, with the benefit of being nothing more than instant
noodles and safely within his culinary abilities).
That left only a few technical remnants of the old safe house/satellite cave which
Selina would not appreciate but which Batman was not going to do without.

Through six sets of dumbbell presses, Bruce drilled on Tommy’s knowledge of Peter
Paul Rubens and an oil sketch he had taken from the corporate headquarters of
Odawara Electric. Rubens was a phenomenally popular artist in his own lifetime—He ran a
studio employing almost every painter in Antwerp—The sketches, like the one he’d taken, were
small oil paintings sent to the workshop as blueprints to reproduce on larger canvases—so they
were known to be done entirely by the artist’s own hand—and they were small, light, easy to
transport—the one he’d taken was 10” x 6”—easy to smuggle and easy to hide—
He repositioned for seated dumbbell curls.
The one he’d taken was Aphrodite’s Rage Against Psyche—oil on oak panel—was a late
work, 1636—High Baroque composition and lighting—the fullsize canvases based on it hang in
the Museo del Prado, Uffizi and—
“And the private collection of Xavier Lang,” a familiar voice purred in the doorway.
“Who also lent two imperial masks to the Gotham Museum once upon a time. Can’t
blame a girl for trying.”
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“You’re testing me,” Bruce graveled without slowing his rhythm. “Lesson’s about to
begin, I’m getting into character, and you let yourself in and put on your rooftop voice,
start alluding to crimes past…”
“That was a very good night,” she said coming into the room and, standing before his
bench, stroking the top of the right hand weight as if she were petting a cat. “And if
you can’t admit that at this late date, then I really don’t think I can help you.” She sat
facing him, straddling his legs, and traced where the bat emblem would be as she
spoke… “You’re going to need some bigger, badder baseball stats for Batman to
recite.” …then let her finger travel down his body while her eyes held his as if mentally
drawing on the mask. “Or there’s no way Tommy is going to be able t—”
In a lightning move he’d relieved himself of the dumbbells and launched his chest
into hers, propelling them both onto the floor with her on her back and him on top as
his mouth twisted into a lusty snarl.
“I’ll remind you that Batman was the reason it was ‘a very good night.’ Suppressing
him would defeat the purpose of this conversation.”
“Meow,” she said dryly.
“Not good enough,” he graveled, lowering to nibble her neck.
That old rooftop voice as hot breath on her neck produced a deep-throated purr, as
always, which then resolved into a reluctant “Mmmrwllllno, it’s really going to have to
be. If you want that first lesson.”
He traced the top of her cheek where the mask ended when she was wearing it, then
gave a sad grunt.
“How would Tommy react to your letting yourself in?” he asked without changing
their position. “He’s certainly not the type who would give a woman his key.”
Selina considered it—as well as the ease with which he’d changed the subject and
initiated a business conversation while they were in an erotically charged position, a
development she couldn’t help seeing as Batman mimicking her own rooftop comeons… which was intriguing.
“That’s a good question. Since I’m sort of his mentor right now, I guess he’d accept
the situation. He knows I’m better than he is, that’s why I’m useful. But he still
wouldn’t like it, at first. I didn’t like that you could get into my place when we started,
but then it got kind of sexy. I’d change a lock and you’d find a work around… It was
hot, your thinking that way.”
“So if Tommy finds you attractive, the annoyance that you can beat his security will
be tempered by… other feelings.”
Selina’s lips parted.
“I guess that’s one way of looking at it,” she said, running her fingers up his arm and
the muscles that so recently bulged with the weight of the dumbbells. “You think you
can work with that kind of conflicted feelings, stud?”
“I’ll try.”
He started to get up, but she grabbed, twisted and spun his momentum back into the
floor until he was the one on his back and she positioned enticingly on top.
“What was the first big score that set you up?” she asked in the same businesslike
tone he had used.
“London, the Silver Vaults,” he said, launching into the highlights.
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“Good lord, that is a score,” she said when got to the second Storr. “Wish I’d known
you then, I’d have taken that baby off your hands.”
“You can, it’s in the Adam breakfront,” he said, abandoning the Tommy
performance for his Saturday at home manner. “I pulled some old insurance listings to
memorize between patrols. Figured that’s a popular way to find targets.”
“You’re still working ahead,” Selina said wearily. “And you’re getting it wrong.
No, that’s not how we find targets. Insurance can be a source of intel on security once
we have a target, but we find them on hunting trips—which we’ll start today. It was
going to be tomorrow, but I clearly have to mix it up if I’m going to stay ahead of you.
Meet me at 72nd and York in three hours… And I’m afraid this is where you start
paying for this location. You need to go through Midtown and get a couple of ties.
Hermes, Asprey or Kiton, you like their ties, right?”
“I do, but even if I didn’t, Tommy would if you tell him to. My personal taste
doesn’t—”
“Buy two ties that you like,” she said firmly, “from two of those three stores, and
meet me at the corner of 72nd and York.”
“You know there are plenty of downtown options. Fils Précieux is the most
expensive boutique in the city, 14th and 9th.”
“I think you mean ‘Hai, sensei,’ don’t you?”
“Ah, it’s not about the ties; it’s about carrying bags from a few blocks away.”
“It’s about being a white belt, Bruce.”
“Selina, I know how to be a white belt. Taking the term literally, it’s all I’ve ever
been. Because I never stayed long enough to become a black belt in the true sense.
You know where the idea came from, right? A belt is like an academic gown, it’s never
washed. The longer you study, the more it darkens and frays; the more you work out,
the dirtier it gets.”
“And by the time it’s black, you must really know your shit. I know, but—”
“What I do,” he cut her off. “I know how to suppress what I know, to lock it away in
a corner of my mind and take my place at the low end of the mat as a beginner.”
“I see absolutely no evidence of that ability,” Selina noted.
“And as soon as I feel that click of understanding, the box inside my mind unlocks
and I begin integrating whatever technique I’ve just learned into everything else I
know. As soon as I feel the click, I start adapting the technique to make it my own.”
“Okay,” Selina bit her lip, considering this. “Okay,” she repeated. “So what we
have would seem to be a ‘premature clicking’ situation. Is there some way we could
put that on a delay? You get to thinking you understand something, can you maybe
count to ten… or twelve… thousand before you open the box?”
“I doubt it.”
Selina pointed to the dumbbell on the floor.
“Can we talk about the time you did six extra sets of bent over rows, three extra sets
of flat bench and three extra sets of low incline on top of six sets of triceps extensions
because you didn’t want to come into town with me and meet Anna?”
“What does that have to do with anything?”
“The kind of workout you do takes discipline—a lot—and you kept that one going
much longer than necessary because you’re stubborn. So why can’t you summon the
discipline to put the mental box unlocking on a time delay.”
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“Because this is criminal behavior,” he said, a hint of the gravel creeping into his
tone. “Anticipating is second nature. Say five words about the Ming Dynasty right
now, my brain will start trying to finish your sentence. You tell me people who don’t
know Chenghua or Wan-Li say ‘Ming’ like it’s Gucci or Prada, I can’t not think of the
Amherst Collection, Lansing, the guns, Rat Catcher and the Krugerrands. The
associations are automatic.”
“That doesn’t really go on in your head every time I say ‘Ming,’ does it? I mean, my
suite is in the Chinese room, there’s a garlic head Wan-Li in the hallway outside the
door. Please tell me you don’t flash on all that every time I—”
“Maybe not every time,” Bruce said with a lip-twitch. Then seeing she looked
troubled, he added “I’m exaggerating. But if I wasn’t, it wouldn’t be so terrible, would
it? You don’t think of me as ‘a great catch if only he wasn’t Batman’ well, that goes
both ways. Catwoman is how we met, and who I’m marrying, and—”
He was cut off by a warm, impulsive kiss, which… continued… and deepened… a
little more… and… no, a little more… ki breathing techniques engaged… and tricks
employed for underwater escapes… and eventually resolved in a moaning sigh, and a
lot of panting.
“So there’s no way to put the Bat-brain on a time delay,” she murmured against his
mouth.
“Not reliably,” he murmured back, pressing his forehead against hers. “Though that
thing you just did has a good track record slowing it down.”
“Meow.” Dual labored breaths continued. “So you’ll get a tie?”
“Hai, sensei,” Bruce managed.
“72nd and York.”
“Hai, sensei… Three hours.”
“Great, I’ll see you there. Enjoy the traffic.”
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HUNTING
When you begin training, you are formless. You have expectations and no knowledge.
~Maki Sensei
Given the parting barb, Bruce wasn’t surprised that Selina-Colette was at the
rendezvous ahead of him. She’d presumably taken the FDR and bypassed the
midtown congestion. Now she stood primping her disguised reflection in the glass
and mirror of a York Street facade.
“I have purchased two ties,” he announced dryly, standing behind her and holding
up a pair of slim bags as he met her reflected eye in the glass.
“Good,” she said over her shoulder—and Psychobat awoke. It was the tone of her
early meows. So much understated satisfaction packed into a short, soft sound,
because some little detail had just fallen into place. Something he’d said or done that
meant everything was going according to plan… The muscles of his neck tightened as
he realized the corner they were standing on, and Psychobat fumed at the great detective
not putting it together the moment Selina named the cross street.
“Crispin,” he said as they began the short walk to the second oldest auction house in
the city. “Why not Struann’s? That’s where you brought Doris.”
“I’ve taken her to both, but… this is us.” She pressed against him subtly as they
pretended to look in the window.
“I see. Other couples have a special song, we have—”
“Goddamn right we do. There’s no avoiding the associations; we may as well
embrace them.”
She grinned and they went inside. The doorman said Tommy should check his bags
and pointed him to the coat check. When he returned, Selina was smiling expectantly
and asked what he noticed.
“Nothing in particular,” he said, hoping he hadn’t missed a cue. Having a bag to
check was clearly the aim of buying the ties, but—
“Aw well. I know it’s weird, but it pays off more often than you’d think. Beginner’s
luck kind of thing.”
“Luck?” he hissed. “Luck?!”
“This is why I didn’t tell you beforehand,” she laughed. “I knew you’d kick.”
“How much of this training is going to include criminal superstition and nonsense?”
“It’s hunting, Tommy. Hunting involves luck: good if you’re the predator, bad for
the prey.”
He considered that as a crimefighter. He was planning to start his early patrol at
14th Street tonight because of their earlier conversation about Fils Précieux. That could
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be viewed as luck for someone planning a drug deal across town at the Hudson air
strip, and a bad break for someone pulling a job at Downtown Mutual.
“There’s a random aspect, I see that,” he admitted. “But little rituals that pretend to
influence a chance occurrence are irrational. It’s—”
“Fun. It’s pronounced ‘fun.’ That’s why you buy a tie that you like. It’s silly and
playful and probably not going to produce any leads, but it starts the day off on a light
note and you come away with a nice tie. You’ll be a lot better at this when you loosen
up. C’mon, Exhibition Room 1 has Rare Books and Manuscripts for tomorrow’s sale.
Room 2 is Wine and 20th Century prints. Today’s auction starts at two. It’s an estate
sale, so all kinds of diverse goodies. Maybe some of your favorites if your luck holds:
old silver or Chinese jade.”
“Luck again,” he grumbled.
“Old Master Drawings are coming up next week. They’re not out yet but we can get
a catalog before we go.”
“You’ll be thinking your costume gives you nine lives next.”
The grouchy crimefighter may have lingered as they walked the exhibition rooms,
for Selina experienced an intense moment of déjà vu when she stopped at a 1946 bottle
of Pétrus and suddenly felt Batman’s presence behind her.
“This is interesting, but not why we’re here,” he observed without a hint of a gravel,
but Selina still gave a little shudder before turning.
“Whatever you were just thinking about when you came up to me, don’t,” she
advised. “Now let’s get registered for today’s sale.”
Once they were settled in the main auction room, Selina gave him a few minutes to
peruse the catalog before resuming.
“The exhibition rooms were about the merchandise, obviously,” she explained in a
low whisper. “This room is not. This room is about the crowd. First impressions?”
Tommy appeared to look down at his catalog while he surveyed the crowd, then he
leaned in and reported his conclusions as if he was talking about an item he might bid
on despite its being a little beyond his price range:
“The woman in yellow is here to buy. So is the Asian couple in the first row, the
balding older man in the fourth and the redhead next to him, but they’re not together.
Dark glasses with the gold collar in the back is a broker, if she bids it’s for a client. And
tall, thin, looks a bit like Jonathan Crane in a Helmut Lang, he is here for one specific
thing and he doesn’t intend to leave without it. The blonde taking her seat now, that’s
a trophy. Might or might not buy; it’s her first time decorating the house and she’s
here for ideas. The older blonde in the pearls: also a trophy, also a ‘might buy,’ but
mostly she’s here to be seen…”
“Okay, okay, you can read a room, no surprise there,” Selina smiled. “And you
picked something worth tracking from the catalog?”
He pointed out a Georgian punch bowl with lion head handles that fit Tommy’s
history with silver, but fearing it wasn’t sufficiently valuable, he also marked a goldleafed terra cotta figure simply because he liked it.
“1905, after a Bertrand in the Louvre,” Selina noted, as well as something else: the
figure’s conspicuously shapely calves and thighs. “You do like the legs,” she
whispered, pressing her own into his. “I’m going after this,” she said, pointing to a
Chinese porcelain cat. “Unless that kitty ate the Maltese Falcon with a cache of
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diamonds inside it, that’s a ludicrous opening bid. The only thing more ridiculous is
the sales estimate. Something’s going on there.”
Over the top of Tommy’s glasses, the unmistakable eyes of The Batman met hers
accusingly.
“You realize this is how it happens, that ‘special gift’ of yours, going after the one
item that’s more than it seems and leads into a John LeCarre novel?”
“I have no idea what you’re talking about,” she said primly.
“‘If there are wheels within wheels, I will somehow stumble onto that particular
artifact, condo, gallery, whatever,’” he quoted. “It was the first thing you admitted
when we started talking frankly.”
“I go after what’s interesting,” she said, pointing to the leggy terra cotta in his
catalog as she added, “And so do you.”
The sale began. They each bought a small item from the first inexpensive lots—she:
a plated, late-century tea strainer for Alfred, he: a Meissen salt cellar—and then they
sat back and watched. Tommy’s punch bowl and the terra cotta were both won by the
buyer he dubbed ‘Jonathan Crane in Helmut Lang’ while Selina’s cat was bought by
Bidder #51, the woman in yellow.
The routine afternoon sale of an unexceptional estate had only two cashiers at the
long table in the back of the auction room, and it was a simple matter to stage manage
their exits so that each was in line to check out behind their respective target. Tommy
got his target’s address by playing with his phone as he waited in line, fiddling with
the stylus and sending a simple jamming pulse at the crucial moment to sabotage the
cashier’s attempt to run the credit card. It failed once, twice… and the third swipe
went through, but the Crispin SOP forced the cashier take a phone number and copy
his driver’s license. Crane-in-Lang looked uncomfortable at the delay it was causing in
the line, and Tommy was quick to put him at ease, mentioning that something similar
happened to him once with airline tickets. With the amount being debited, credited
and debited again several times, his card had been flagged and was declined that night
at dinner, so it would be a good idea for Crane-in-Lang to give AmEx a call before he
tried to use it again just to make sure everything was okay... It was just enough
conversation for Tommy to glimpse the driver’s license when the cashier handed it
back, and to read that Crane-in-Lang was P. J. DeSilva of 491 Riverside Drive.
Colette’s method was even more low-tech. She looked into the other woman’s
handbag as her wallet came out… and cooed. Was that one of the Clé de Peau limited
edition compacts? It wasn’t, but apparently the suggestion that it might be such a
coveted item brought the thing out of the handbag and led to an examination of the
compact, the shades of eyeshadow and miniature brushes it contained, and a spirited
discussion of the color palettes available in the Clé de Peau originals—during which,
Dotty Ambrose absently signed the credit card receipt for her overpriced porcelain cat
and practically handed her purse to Colette while she juggled credit card and wallet,
compact and make-up bag, receipt and claim slip, putting herself back together. She
then stood there continuing to chat while Colette checked out, discussing, as nearly as
Tommy could determine, a choice of art deco images you could get on the lid of your
compact.
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He had no excuse to stick around, so he took his own claim ticket and collected his
bit of Meissen, and was nearly out the door when he remembered the ties and turned
back. As he stepped into the coat check, a text told him to meet at the 89th Street cat
lair.

Sensei shows us the basics, and with practice we begin to move in the appropriate form.
~Maki Sensei
“Do I even want to know what a Clé de Peau compact is?” he growled, entering the
cat lair to find Selina sprawled across one of the animal print settees from her Queen of
the Underworld reign at Vault.
“Jesus, Bruce, that’s the same tone you asked about the Rosenthal Rubies. Unclench,
it was a good day.”
She’d removed the wig and her shoes and evidently made a pot of sencha, judging
by the pot and cups that sat on the coffee table. Matches Malone’s thought would have
been automatic, but Tommy’s reactions were not effortless (yet) and Bruce had to
nudge his pride: Catwoman had noted his preference for green tea. That had to make a
man stand a little taller. Catwoman knew about the Rubens. Unless she thought it was
the Hachinohe job he’d pulled, which was just as impressive—
Batman’s awareness intruded. There was a soft hum from a printer in the corner.
Every cat lair seemed to have a small office tucked in somewhere: an ornate antique
desk, docking station for laptop and gadgets, and a standing safe that doubled as a
printer stand. That was the source of the hum, and he walked over to see a photograph
of Richard Flay at an ancient fundraiser slowly emerging to drop as the final printout
onto a stack of Google Earth views of Riverside Drive. Selina told him to bring the
printouts along with ‘that stuff on the desk,’ which turned out to be a stack of index
cards and freshly clipped pages from the auction catalogue. By the time he got back to
the sofa, his tea had been moved to an end table, leaving only a black and gilt statue of
a seated Bast moved to a far edge of the long, low coffee table. It was almost as if the
goddess was meant to watch over the proceedings, but before Batman could renew his
grumbling about criminal superstition, Selina dispelled the impression:
“Think of this like one of the data wells,” she said, indicating the empty table top.
“Arrange our bits and pieces just like your evidence, rearrange them, make notes, and
see what starts to take shape.”
Bruce liked the sound of that but hid the reaction in a sip of tea.
“Today’s hunt was the auction house,” she said, placing a stock picture of the
Crispin façade at the top of her canvas, and next to it, like half of a blackjack hand, she
set the photo of Richard Flay. “Now, I had hoped Richard would be there today. He
usually is, so we’re going to pretend. Using the same hunting ground too often creates
common denominators that cops can pick up on…”
“You don’t say,” Bruce-Tommy murmured.
“The same person can also show up at a number of different events, so if you hit
targets you found at a Crispin auction, the members’ restaurant at the museum, and
Bruce Wayne’s cocktail party all in the same month, you’re probably thinking that’s
three different leads from three different sources. But if Batman or, say, some
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theoretical policeman who isn’t a moron happens to get lucky and talk to this guy, it
turns out he was at all three and there’s no telling what he might have noticed and pass
along…”
“I didn’t realize you thought in those terms,” he said, eyes twinkling with the
possibilities that had suddenly emerged. “Assume Coronet is aware of all the invisible
complexities that Matches isn’t—”
“If I’m aware, he’s aware,” Selina said tersely.
“The interconnectedness of niches,” Bruce-Tommy went on. “The—”
“Less finesse, spit it out.”
“Money is a small world.”
She smiled.
“When you’re not making the guest list for a Wayne wedding, yes. Money is a small
world, old money is a small town, and the Upper East Side is a village. Now break
down the pros and cons for me.”
Bruce considered this, and spoke slowly as he thought it through:
“It’s a vulnerability… not critical but significant. There is overlap, as you said.
Richard Flay is the art world, the charity circuit and social register; Barry Hobbs is the
art world and Wall Street.”
“Oh there’s endless overlap there. The first thing any of them do after making a
killing on derivatives is put together an instant art collection.”
“And overpaying every step of the way,” Bruce noted, experimenting with a bit of
Fop Wayne’s contempt on Tommy’s lips and watching Selina’s reaction as he
continued. “Driving up the price of any 19th Century French nude, trying to throw
together in a week the kind of collection that took generations of—”
“Oh my god, you still haven’t gotten over that Gervex,” Selina laughed. “Okay first,
less old money with an axe to grind, more disdain of a real art lover. You’re someone
who appreciates Henri Gervex’s Rolla seeing it go to a wallet who looks on it as nothing
more than a status symbol. It’s not that the buyer paid a lot; that would be fine if he
loved that painting that much. But this idiot could have got exactly the same kick
buying a vacation house in Useppa, instead he paid over twice the estimate—”
“Nearly three times the estimate,” Bruce corrected.
“Keeping it out of the hands of someone who might really appreciate it. You don’t
care so much about the nouveau riche driving up the price; that works entirely in your
favor. Next week you’re going to be the one selling, and the black market notices
everything. But you can resent this troglodyte owning it when it’s nothing more than a
piece of furniture to him.”
“I can do that,” he nodded. “You had a second note?”
“Not exactly. Nothing related to Wall Street collectors per se. I just wanted to
mention… that painting specifically… I almost came to you about it. That summer,
your relentless bitching about getting outbid on that Gervex was… spectacular, and
much discussed. I figured if you wanted it that much, you’d probably pay high six
figures to get it… you know… my way.”
“Oh really,” his lip twitched. “What stopped you?”
“Oh I don’t remember, something came up.”
“Selina.”
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“It doesn’t matter. Certainly not for Tommy purposes.”
“Selina.”
“Just be careful. If you hear about some society type who can pay literally any price
you ask and is passionate about losing some precious bauble at auction, he might be
the perfect buyer if you steal the thing. Or he might be Batman.”
“You’re not saying that you suspected—”
“No, nothing like that. I was never within a mile of the truth. But, I told Alfred
once, something about the foppish airhead never added up for me.”
He kissed her cheek—and then abruptly returned his attention to the coffee table.
“We haven’t made much progress with the crime board,” he noted, sorting through
the printouts. “Let’s see how fast I can catch up... The source of the lead is at the top,
like the dead body on a murder board” he said, pointing to the front of the auction
house and Richard Flay. “Two potential targets are our suspects: the porcelain cat, and
the punch bowl,” he announced placing them beside each other under Flay’s picture.
“The cat is at the Ambrose Townhouse, Sutton Place—that’s her alibi…” That photo
took its place under the cat. “The punch bowl along with the leggy terra cotta is on
Riverside Drive…” The picture of the house went below the punch bowl, and the
Google Earth satellite photo of the neighborhood beneath that.
“Good, we’re not making any decisions yet, but we’ll do rooftop recon tonight on
both, from one block away.”
He said the last words with her, knowing Catwoman’s recon habits and compelled
to make it known that he knew her recon habits. Then he pulled a brochure from his
jacket.
“Actually I have a third lead. Your ‘beginner’s luck’ paid off after all. When I picked
up my ties from the check room, look what was left behind from someone’s checked
bag, made its way into mine.”
Next to the punch bowl, he set down the brochure for the Crispin Fine Art Storage
Service. Selina began to giggle.

This period is all effort and intent. It is mastering technique.
~Maki Sensei
A typical first day student would let the details of the first hunting trip settle before
attempting a second. He would recon the Sutton Place and Riverside locations tonight,
make an appointment to view the Fine Art Storage facility later in the week, and spend
the time in between researching the cat, the punch bowl, and what was known of the
Desilva and Ambrose collections. But Bruce was not a typical student, and by the time
they finished at the cat lair, it was the cocktail hour. So they window shopped their
way to Bar Drôme while Colette speculated what kind of inducements could possibly
be offered to tempt Catwoman—the Catwoman—to disclose her single most lucrative
hunting spot in Gotham. Tommy guessed that Batman tricked her into it, and Colette
told him he was picking up the check.
“So why is this place different from any other hotel bar?” he asked once they’d
ordered.
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Colette looked around and then shook her head.
“To be honest, I have no idea. Only in Gotham—only on the Upper East Side—could a
bar named for a minor French river in a hotel named for a minor Greek goddess pull
off Moroccan, European and Chinese décor, with a few animal prints thrown to keep
the whole thing from looking random, charge more for a cosmopolitan than a lovely
Dalwhinnie 15, and somehow make it all work. Olive jars, red lacquered walls, velvet
curtains and leather floors, it pushes all the right buttons and I honestly have no idea
why. But in about fifteen minutes, you’ll see it. The D&G wool three pieces start
rolling in, and in two drinks, they want to sound impressive—to be overheard sounding
impressive.”
Tommy grinned.
“And that’s why we call this ‘hunting,’” he said, lifting his glass—but then, for just a
fraction of a second, something was off. Something… like a pre-echo of the déjà vu
from the auction house… But before it could solidify into the conscious instinct that
always warned her when the Dark Knight was near, it vaporized into pleased surprise.
Tommy was finally getting into the spirit of the project. “So we have fifteen minutes
plus the first round,” he was saying with an enthused boyish charm that didn’t
resemble the playboy or the fop. “Tell me what to expect? What’s a garden variety
lead you pick up in a place like this?”
“Collateral,” she purred. “Stories that begin ‘Thirty years ago someone wanted to
buy a vineyard.’ Or a radio station or a shipping company, and they financed it with a
Cézanne.”
“Secured loans,” Tommy prompted, “You’re saying we’re here to eavesdrop on
bankers.”
“Mostly, some insurance but mostly bankers. The new guy who just took over the
account a few years ago… the old loan officer is retiring and now they’re the one going
to the vault four times a year and confirming the thing’s continued existence. It’s quite
a high.”
She added the last because Tommy looked skeptical, but his raised eyebrow meant a
longer explanation was needed.
“The loans roll over,” she said like it was phone sex. “Nobody remembers they exist
for the most part, they’re just line-items in a ledger somewhere. To everybody but
you. This amazingly precious thing, this $30 million still life by Cézanne exists only for
you. You are the only living soul who’s set eyes on it in a decade…” She let the
thought hang in the air for an enticing moment, then concluded in a light, businesslike
tone. “It’s a kink, one common to buyers of stolen art too.”
Tommy’s smile and head-tilt was ambiguous, as was the swallow he took of his
drink.
“Great, we’re drug dealers now,” he said lightly.
“No, it’s more like we’re selling beeswax lip balm. If a few people are using it to get
high, well…”
“I see.” His eyes met hers, and for a moment they were Batman’s, fiercely
penetrating. “What about you? When you get your hands on one of these secret pieces,
ever get a buzz?”
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“Occasionally,” she admitted. “You knew that already, you’ve seen me a little
buzzed. It’s rare, and there’s a much better chance when it’s more than a simple loan
like the stuff we’re talking about. When the item is hidden away in that vault for a
very particular reason…” she paused because his eyes had flickered to somewhere
behind her several times. “See something interesting back there?” she asked.
“No,” he fibbed. Interesting was too strong a word. Instead he wrote three lines on
a napkin and slid it across the table. “The times you were buzzed,” he stated, rather
than putting it as a question.
She read—Manipur Ruby, Federated First Metro, Monet—and then glanced up to meet
his stare.
“Not bad,” she admitted, reaching to take his pen and added “Figgy’s emeralds,
Dancers in Blue” and slid it back. “There,” she said sweetly. Now, you have a
complete list. The nights you encountered me, mid-job, and I was buzzed. Look
around the room, and do what you just love to do, ~Great Detective~.” The last words
were signed, but Bruce needed no more than the playful dare in her eyes to know what
she meant.
“This line refers to Catherine the Great’s court necklace?” he asked, pointing to the
emeralds, and she nodded. “And this one would be.”
“Dégas,” she said flatly.
He worked on the problem as they watched the coming and going of patrons and
scrutinized the scraps of conversations they overheard. What was the common
denominator in those five Catwoman heists… and what did that shared X-factor have
to do with the clientele at Bar Drôme?

To succeed barehanded against an enemy who is armed, unnaturally strong, or even
possessed of magic requires only that you control the space.
~Maki Sensei
Tommy Coronet didn’t return to his flat that night. He and Colette parted ways after
the bar, and Bruce made his way to the satellite cave under Wayne Tower through a
subway maintenance tunnel. After patrol, Batman’s logs took precedence over any
notes from Tommy’s hunting trips, and in the morning, Bruce Wayne had a
Foundation photo op at Leslie’s clinic. He’d barely have time to get Tommy home to
don his disguise before meeting Colette for lunch—fighting the Midtown/Downtown
traffic both ways.
Of course he could, theoretically, go back to the Wayne Tower and disguise himself
there. It would mean wearing the same clothes as yesterday, which Colette would
notice, or dressing Tommy out of Bruce Wayne’s closet, which Selina would notice. He
was beginning to envy Matches’s central location in Hell’s Kitchen… and to consider
the awful truth that he made a rookie mistake settling downtown. Batman could not
make a rookie mistake where Gotham was concerned, and neither could Bruce Wayne.
But apparently Tommy Coronet could.
As he made his way downtown, he convinced himself it was a perk. He’d taken
pains to create distinctions between Bruce Wayne and Batman, between Matches and
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Bruce Wayne. With Tommy, they occurred naturally… As he made his way back
uptown, the rationalization began to fade, and as he fought his way through the
lunchtime wave of bodies streaming from the 53rd Street subway station, he had to
admit, he would have been better off at The Mark as Selina intended. Once he
understood this hunting situation, he would have picked a location closer to his prey...
As he approached the MoMA, he thought back to his earliest logs speculating about
Catwoman living in the neighborhood when their first encounters occurred only a few
blocks apart. She seemed too intelligent to steal in her own backyard, but she’d
navigated the rooftops with surer knowledge than he did during that first high-rise
chase…
He turned just short of the main entrance into the more discreet door labeled The
Modern, remembering the shock when he discovered she really did live in the East 60s,
practically the crossroads of the art and social worlds, jewelry stores and diplomatic
circles that made up Catwoman’s territory. And he was appalled to learn that cat
burglars far and wide favored The Mark when they came to Gotham precisely because
one of their own had been tripped up using the hotel’s hair gel. It was inconceivable
that otherwise intelligent men and women could be so careless. Now here he was, only
a day into learning what the actual workday was like, wishing he was staying there
himself.
He made his way down the curved hallway to “The Modern,” the Michelin 2-star
restaurant within the museum. He glanced absently into the bar as the hostess greeted
him… and stumbled giving the name on the reservation as he saw Barry Hobbs being
shown into the dining room.
“I’m sorry, I don’t have a Waycahcronet. Sometimes we do get the name wrong.
You said it was for 1:15?”
She consulted her book, and in the spirit of being helpful, Tommy looked over the
top of the podium and pointed… “Ah, there it is. Coronet. Company name. My
assistant often does that. So much easier to spell.” …and saw the worst case scenario
on the seating chart. The Hobbs table was directly behind his. Either he or Colette
would be back to back with Barry Hobbs throughout the meal, or Hobbs would be on
the far side of his table with one of them in his direct line of sight. The hostess said his
party was already seated, and Tommy followed her into the dining room to see that it
was the former seating arrangement that had played out. Colette—wearing Selina’s
caught-with-the-Romanov-Icons pout—was facing an empty seat with Barry Hobbs at
her back. That meant the only danger was his recognizing her voice. Without the
misdirection of the physical disguise, it was a possibility… but evidently one Colette
anticipated because she added a different type of misdirection as she greeted him in
French.
“Ah, Tommy, Tu es en retard, alors, j'ai commandé le vin.”
“You know he does speak French,” Tommy answered in that language before kissing
her cheek with continental flare. Selina would reply, again in French, deepening her
accent to a soft Parisian burr, and so they would continue throughout the meal.
“The way he pronounces catalogue raisonné, mise-en-scène, and Jacque Louis David?
He has no ear at all,” she laughed. “I doubt he’d get three words together if he was
listening, and all that matters is that he doesn’t recognize my voice from the board
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meeting. Long as we keep this up, I’m sure it will be fine… That said, it really might be
time to reevaluate your thoughts on superstition. This has to be some kind of curse.
Cat burglars aren’t supposed to fall in love and switch sides, and this is probably why.
Nobody was dumb enough to do it before, so I’m the lucky one who uncovered the
curse. They’ll probably name it after me.”
Tommy watched the back of Barry Hobbs’s head while she prattled. There didn’t
seem to be any reaction to worry about. She was probably right—though Psychobat
hated admitting it—that speaking French was a sufficient precaution. Still, the need to
register some criticism prompted him to turn the bottle of wine ever so slightly to
consider the label before pouring himself a glass.
“Napa Valley Sauvignon Blanc, that’s a broadminded choice for a French woman,” he
noted.
Those who knew Tommy’s secret might have gleaned a hint of Fop Wayne in the
remark, but Selina knew the difference between Bruce’s feigned snobbery and
Psychobat’s sincere, hyper-critical analysis of her undercover habits.
“He can’t see what we’re drinking,” she pointed out. “And if he could, I’m a polite
traveler. When in Rome—or in this case, the United States, drink their least
objectionable wines. Now, let’s get down to what we’re here for.”
The last was said with a sweet smile meant to poke Psychobat in his all-business, notime-to-flirt-with-the-cat-burglar eye, but it received only an approving grunt (that
might very well have been meant for the wine).
“Despite the Michelin stars, this isn’t a foodie’s restaurant. There are two reasons to
have lunch here: location and location. You’re either in the art world, or it’s a power
lunch and you picked this place to impress whoever you’re meeting with. You have
until we order to pick two tables of each type… Ooh, they have the foie gras tart today,
yum.”
Once they’d ordered, Tommy had until the first course arrived to analyze his first
table. He selected Barry Hobbs since, if he was going to play the superstitious criminal,
it was Tommy who ran into the guy (literally) in Metropolis. Even Selina’s half-joking
nods to Beginner’s Luck drew a rather portentous circle around Hobbs crossing his
path again here in Gotham. Superstition aside, Catwoman had always let curiosity
guide her, almost to a fault, and his curiosity was piqued as to what Hobbs might be
up to… So there were two strong arguments on the side of building Tommy’s mindset
as a thief—arguments Batman might still have overruled if not for his personal distrust
of the man. Barry Hobbs admired Luthor. He was in Metropolis. Just as the Selinas
and Tommys of the world followed their instincts as thieves, crimefighters followed
their suspicions, no matter what trivial bits of happenstance gave rise to them.
“The fellow behind you,” Tommy said thoughtfully. “He’s my first pick. Here to
impress. The suit says banker. Very successful one, but as far from the art world as
you can get. Same with the woman he’s with. Even at this distance, that’s good
jewelry but so conservative it’s painful. I mean why bother?”
“Close,” Colette said. “I agree about the jewelry, that’s a bullseye. And of course
you’re right about the banking angle. But you would have done some research into the
social scene before you came to town, so you’d be able to recognize him from photos at
museum openings and galas where he’s identified as a board member.”
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“Not only at this museum, but at the Met,” Tommy said as if he’d absorbed the
information and was integrating it on the fly. “Opposed that Man’s Reach thing with
Superman… So a foot in the art world, but it’s still a power lunch; they’re still boring
bankers—“
“Lose the contempt,” Colette cut in sharply. “Bankers made the Renaissance happen.
And some have very nice art collections: everything well-insured, stolid, boring
Gientzig keypads with their mother’s zip code as the pin.”
“Got it,” Tommy grunted, the same look in his eye when he was absorbing
something new and rewriting his internal monologue in the moment. “Back to the pair
we were discussing. They are both bankers, I stand on the theory that he brought her
here to impress. His tenuous connection to the art world just makes it more of a chestbeating thing. As a board member, the museum is his home turf. He’s an insider and a
big shot in this room.”
“Very good. And what if anything is useful there for us?”
Tommy considered it, and the woman. She was… not attractive. Apparently by
choice. Severe, mannish hair wasn’t at all flattering to the shape of her face. Within a
year or two of forty, one way or the other, her minimal make-up did nothing to
downplay the signs around her eyes and mouth, while a seemingly constant frown
accentuated it. That part could have been the relic of dental work or even a stroke, but
everything about her body language said it was calcified bitterness. It was impossible
to think she was on a date, and nearly as impossible to think Barry’s interest was of a
personal nature. He must want to impress her for business reasons…
He shared the analysis, and Colette was polite.
“Impressive, but probably not useful. For our purposes, the crucial thing to figure
out is if he wants to impress today, impress her specifically, or if that’s his basic resting
pulse. Somebody who’s always trying to impress because they’re insecure, who uses
art as a club to beat down the less cultured and connected, they’re going to have a
collection that’s all about the names. Trite, safe, sure things. No sweet little Foujitas,
tempera and silver leaf, portrait of a socialite and her cat, for this guy, no sir.
Modigliani, Matisse and Picassos all the way.”
The waiter brought their starters, ending the time allotted to analyze the Hobbs
table. With a final glance at the drab, blonde woman, Bruce considered his personal
knowledge of Barry Hobbs. He was petty, selfish, mean, inclined to cheat if he thought
he could get away with it, and carried a grudge. But he was not insecure. He wasn’t
one to habitually impress, so that meant his interest was in that woman specifically.
He then turned the detective’s eye on Selina. Underneath the Tommy and Colette
façades, he knew Selina’s tells and he knew the mention of the “sweet little Foujitas”
meant something. He considered her view of the dining room… She’d seen the waiter
coming with their food and that meant a change in topic. With the arrival of the first
course, he was expected to go on to another table he’d identified, and with that thought
flittering in her subconscious, the example of an artwork Hobbs wouldn’t collect was
Foujita’s Portrait of Emily White. The painting hung in the Art Institute of Star City
and Batman had tried for years to get through Oliver’s thick skull that it was a semiprobable Catwoman target.
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Their table was against the glass wall that looked out on the plaza outside the
museum’s entrance. Tommy pretended to watch the pedestrians for a moment, while
he scrutinized the reflection of the room behind him and the tables Colette faced… He
saw no one likely to have prompted the Foujita, so he turned casually to his other side
and, reaching for the salt shaker, looked directly into the curved booth along the far
wall that he’d only been able to glimpse with his peripheral vision.
“Art World, nine o’clock,” he said, digging into his salmon. “You could tell from the
red and black number, or the woman with the nails, but in this case we don’t have to
rely on deduction. The man on the left is Ian Scully, with the Neue Galerie until he
closed the deal on the Klimt. Then went out on his own, opened Gallery Esprit on
Madison. This is his meeting. At least one, maybe all of the guests are from out of
town. My guess, the moustache is from Star City, specifically the Art Institute, and the
others are or represent private collectors. They’re here to discuss lending pieces to an
upcoming show at Esprit.”
His lip twitched.
“Which means that Emily White’s cat is coming to Gotham… “

To control the space and thus your attacker, you must first control yourself.
To control yourself, you must become the Void.
~Maki Sensei
Tommy went through the motions of analyzing two more tables, but he had no
doubt which of the four leads would be deemed “Cat-worthy.” When the entrees
came, he’d slid his phone from his jacket and, hoping he didn’t sound too much like
the Lund twins, declared himself “one of those tiresome people who simply must take
a beautiful picture for Instagram.” Pretending to conduct a photoshoot with his stuffed
chicken and chestnuts, he captured several discreet shots of the diners across the aisle,
and had the printouts ready when Colette knocked on his door.
The incense burned, discreetly evoking Japan and the Rubens taken from the
Odawara board room… The little dish of nougats sat next to her chair, whispering of
jade and gold bars in Kowloon… and the photos, clippings and notecards from the first
two hunting trips were tacked onto a white board which reproduced their arrangement
at the Cat Lair. The coffee table was cleared, a blank canvas for tonight’s analysis…
Selina repeated the low whistle of her first visit as she took it all in.
“At the risk of puffing your ego into the blindly overconfident zone you think all
criminals live in, this is pretty amazing. You’re a freakishly good student.”
Before long, photos of Gallery Esprit, the Portrait of Emily White, and clippings from
Gotham Arts Quarterly had taken their place on the coffee table, while Tommy
spouted details about Tsugouharu Foujita as he wrote out the index cards and
arranged them under the heading picture of The Modern.
“At the height of his career, Foujita was more famous than Picasso at his,” he said,
scrutinizing a clipping on the Star City curator and switching his position with a closeup of Emily’s cat. “Settling in the Montparnasse district when he finished his studies in
Tokyo, fell in with the heavy hitters of Paris: Modigliani, Picasso, and Matisse… Got a
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lot more research to do, naturally—that should go here—but I was thinking a little
rooftop recon might be in order before I go back to Google. I know it’s premature, but I
was thinking…”
“I was thinking you were more interested in Barry Hobbs’s table than Ian Scully’s,”
Selina cut in. “I know the way you get, and the way you sounded analyzing him
compared to the others, I was sure you’d be leaning that way.”
The impulse to deny it didn’t feel especially like a crimefighter’s, but the satisfaction
when Selina finally believed him did feel like a triumphant Psychobat.
The exhibit at Gallery Esprit and its expected feline guest star joined the possible
targets from other hunting trips on the crime board, and Selina said it was just as well:
the possibility of a theft with a cat tie-in warranted an important lesson. Assuming he
was born Tommy Whatever, feeling his way as he went instead of benefiting from a
teacher like Colette, he would have to be able to hit a new city, find information and
get traction without any help or instruction.
Since that was something Bruce did all the time as Batman, he didn’t see the point of
the exercise, and Selina said “Yes, exactly.” She told him to dress for the Iceberg and
bring plenty of clean cash.

In the Void there is no technique. At this level, technique is useless. You must forget all you
have learned. You must have learned so well that you can forget and still perform.
~Maki Sensei
The first thing Bruce realized about maintaining a secret identity was the importance
of surface reactions. As Fop Wayne he would meet people, unaware of their hidden
agendas and criminal ties. He would blither about the helicopter transfer from Cannes
as the only way to arrive in Monaco while Batman sniffed like a bloodhound for the
scent of dirty money. He would amble through a story about the ultra-exclusive
Amber Room at Jimmy’z while Batman followed the trail of forged Pacific bonds
through a Falcone Ponzi scheme to the corporate money behind questionable loans
from a German expat… to his goon firebombing a drug store. Bruce would be thrilled
to meet a fellow car enthusiast and talk happily about Ferrari’s wind tunnel in
Maranello, oblivious to his new friend’s move from drugs into guns and racketeering,
and the trail of bodies he’d left tracking down a crate of cash that would tie him to the
laundering front in SoHo…
Tonight’s operation must reverse that mental process. Tommy Coronet was new to
Gotham. He might know how to conduct himself in the night markets of Cairo and the
criminal haunts of Ladbroke Grove, but none of that prepared you for the Iceberg
Lounge. Being true to the character he was creating, Tommy should strut in like a
thousand brash criminals Batman had seen over the years, confident in his abilities and
his experience. A sophisticated, well-traveled individual—not jaded, not cynical, but
someone who’d seen the world: the penthouses and the gutters, the saints and the
sinners. Being an intelligent man, he would realize his mistake within minutes,
possibly within seconds, and he would do his best to fake it. It was a phenomenon
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Batman had seen many times but had a hard time absorbing: a man of the world trying
to wrap his brain around this. He might fool a few transplants but every true
Gothamite would see his bluff.
That was not an approach Batman would condone, not at the Iceberg. Tommy must
simply know what Bruce knew, what Batman knew: how to deal with Oswald
Cobblepot, with Killer Croc, with King Snake and Jervis Tetch. With Harley Quinn if,
God forbid, she was in there, knowing that whatever she saw Joker could hear about
through the filter of that airhead’s perceptions. Tonight was not a lesson from which he
would learn anything to craft the identity of an international art thief, it was something
to get through—a task to complete to satisfy Sensei, so she would move on to something
useful. So a Stanislavski approach was suspended for the evening. Tommy Coronet
was no longer a person, it was a performance that would be conducted like Playboy
Wayne—with all of Batman’s knowledge, instincts, observations and priorities at the
helm. It was no longer acting, it was simply a lie. Bruce knew things and the Fop
pretended he didn’t. Tommy didn’t know, but he would pretend he did, and
somehow, though there was no earthly reason for him to be able to pull it off, he would
be as confident and effortlessly familiar with the Gotham underworld as the Dark
Knight himself.
Waiting until Talon or Crow were there to see, he passed the turn to the 11th Street
lot and took the curbside space nearest the front entrance. Mark was on the door and,
not recognizing the man or the car, he called out that most people didn’t want to risk
taking the last parking space, just in case. Tommy pointed into the darkness and said
there were others available down the street.
“It’s your funeral,” Talon chuckled, and Tommy checked his watch, unconcerned
about flashing the costly Rolex in front of such obvious lowlifes.
“It’s after ten,” he said with a con man’s easy smile. “Joker, Scarecrow, Freeze and
Zeus are all up the river, who else could be coming that isn’t already in there?”
There were grudging nods at the logic, and Tommy slipped Mark a folded bill. Then
while he moved to open the door, Tommy’s eyes flicked up at Talon’s, extending two
fingers with another folded bill wedged between them. Not a word hinted what it was
for, which produced a vibe that was equal parts threat and uncertainty.
“Might rain,” Tommy said in answer to the unspoken question. Rain meant the need
for an umbrella… and Talon pocketed the cash as silently as it had been given.

Magical gifts and superpowers afford no advantage with one who achieves the Void. Those
who anticipate attack are easily misdirected.
~Maki Sensei
Tommy offered Raven a warm smile as he neared the dining room, which brought
the expected greeting that allowed him to approach her podium sending mixed
messages if he was there to dine or flirt. The warmth of his initial smile cooled to the
emptiness of the playboy’s, the shallow ass he used for years to discourage all but the
gold diggers. Raven was too busy noting how often he looked at her cleavage to
realize he was checking out the dining room the rest of the time:
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There were two centers of power in the room, clusters of danger were everywhere,
but only two foci that commanded awareness without dramatically drawing attention:
King Snake’s entourage and the central table where The Riddler held court with Game
Theory. KGBeast had a booth to himself along the back wall, with two armed enforcers
from the Chechan mob hunched at a small table nearby, presumably there to watch
him and doing a bad job pretending they weren’t… And the Mad Hatter was at his
usual table but not engaged in his usual gossip. Instead he was eying Riddler and
Game Theory—eying Nigma and Doris—with the same jealous glare he had for Joker
and Harley when she arrived on the scene. So, a typical night of crosscurrents.
It took only a moment to log it all, cross-index every threat’s sightlines and path to
the exit, by which time Raven was asking if she could show him to a table—asking
with the edge that meant go away if he wasn’t there to eat.
So he headed into the bar, though he regarded Sly as a danger equal to any in the
dining room. The bartender had a natural gift for facial recognition integrated with a
complicated matrix of other information—most of which, fortunately, was confined to
alcohol consumption. But Sly had served Bruce Wayne and Matches Malone, and
Tommy wasn’t thrilled at giving him a third customer with the same mouth as
Batman. Still, standing around without a drink or ordering through a waitress without
sitting down at a table was apt to attract attention. So he risked a beer that didn’t seem
like it would be worth remembering, and twisted around to see the TV as he ordered to
keep from giving Sly a clean angle on his face. Before it was time for another round, he
felt a tap and Peahen said she’d bring him a refill in Mr. Cobblepot’s office.

If you are out of breath at the end of an exchange, it is because you are still trying, still
trapped in effort and technique.
~Maki Sensei
Oswald regarded Tommy with the same sour pucker that greeted all tall men:
Another one, Kwak! But the prospect of new feathers for his nest soon put such
thoughts in their place. There was no profit in vanity, after all. He would indulge in a
few minutes of the notorious crime boss playing the gracious host—a few minutes in
which he sized up this annoyingly tall stranger—but after that there would be no more
nonsense. The few minutes saw Tommy agree to join Oswald in a scotch from his
private collection and offer a square of chocolate that he said went particularly well
with the Islay malts… Oswald sat back and fixed his visitor with an appraisingly beady
eye.
“It’s your meeting,” he quacked harshly.
“I’m new to town,” Tommy said. Direct, making eye contact. “I have friends in the
moving business in other parts of the world, but—”
“You need a local fence,” Oswald said bluntly.
“A-an associate in San Francisco or Paris or Dubai isn’t terribly useful if I can’t get an
item to them,” Tommy said smoothly. “My understanding is that Gotham presents
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unique challenges and that you’re the best when it comes to moving things in spite of
them.”
“Smuggling then,” Oswald said coldly. “You want your regular people handling the
sale and expect to use me like Federal Express—KWAK!”
“It never occurred to me that you might want to handle the sale yourself. I suppose
that would depend on your fee. Let’s say, hypothetically, I had two million in gold…”
“Kwak, I’ll get you 200,000.”
Tommy turned his head as if from a cough, paused for a half beat, then directed
Batman’s glare of righteous outrage—and impending violence—at the tip of Oswald’s
nose.
“200,000, kwak,” Oswald repeated.
“That’s a finder’s fee,” Tommy said, every syllable dripping with disgust.
“I’m taking all the risk,” Oswald complained. “If it’s gold coins, can only sell so
many at a time. No telling how long it will take to liquidate everything, and all the
while, I’m in possession of potentially stolen items, no telling who might be looking for
them.”
“I haven’t said if it’s bags of Credit Suisse ingots, South African Kruggerands or a
single bar from Lukfook in Hong Kong, and you’re offering—”
“200,000, kwak.”
“—ten percent. That’s insultingly low.”
“Not for Gotham… but since you appreciate a good scotch, call it twelve-five.”
“Your first offer will be thirty percent or I don’t even consider offering what I’m…
really offering.”
“KWAK! You’re one of those, are you?”
“One of what?”
“An albatross, a sulfur-crested cockatoo, an arctic tern,” Oswald said like a judge
handing down a sentence.
“I am not a bird,” Tommy said, the firm tone of one who understands Gotham
eccentricities but is refusing to play along.
“You sure? It’s a compliment,” Oswald explained. “They’re long-lived birds. Not
the type that get into debt with the wrong people, not the type that have to take
whatever they can get because if they don’t have the money by Thursday they won’t go
on breathing. That sort are very profitable, while they last—”
“But they don’t last long and when someone like your Batman catches up with them,
they’re quick to cough up a name,” Tommy cut in as if to say ‘I can interrupt too.’ “I
will repeat, I am not a bird—but more importantly, Mr. Cobblepot, I am not a rat.
What I am is a long-game player. You’re right, I don’t need to raise two or three
million by Thursday. I can take my time, and if we can’t come to an agreement on the
gold, I can hold on to it and the Hegyi—”
“Hegyi?”
“Marcell Hegyi’s Untitled #2. It’s been cut out of the frame, might need restretched,
won’t lose more than an inch of canvas.” He paused, knowing this meant nothing to
Oswald. He gave Tommy a half-beat to notice before supplying the information he
would care about: “It’s worth around four million in Macau or Singapore. Yours for
two.”
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The repetition of two brought the faintest flicker of surprise, which Bruce noticed but
decided Tommy wouldn’t. Clearly Oswald picked up on it, like any seasoned Gotham
operator would, and he quickly dismissed it since Tommy was an out-of-towner. He
still might have said something if not for a knock on the door. Peahen brought him a
note and then gave Tommy a curious look while Oswald read it. Oswald also gave
Tommy a cursory glance, then he waved Peahen away with a ‘yes alright-kwak’ and
tucked the note under his blotter pad.
“When is an albatross not an albatross,” he said, lifting his glass as if proposing a
toast. “We were speaking hypothetically, correct?”
“Hypothetically,” Tommy replied.
“An item like hypothetical gold, you want thirty percent, fifty on hypothetical art, is
that right?”
“To begin. From time to time I might come across items you would find particularly
appealing: a hypothetical wall plaque from the estate of a prominent collector
decorated with a cockerel, or an extremely rare 18th century charger with a couple of
geese.”
“Kwa-a-ack,” Oswald said, drawing the sound out for three thoughtful syllables.
“You would expect more for an item like that.”
“An item like that would be a gift,” Tommy said. “One I might hope would inspire a
similar gesture.”
“Like an adjustment in your percentage.”
“A substantial adjustment.”
There was a brief exchange of barely perceptible nods which certainly felt like a
handshake, but then Oswald sighed.
“You’re not a pigeon,” he said regretfully. “And you present an attractive offer. One
I should be very pleased to accept on the off chance that you survive the night with the
intention of remaining Gotham, and are still possessed of enough internal organs to do
so.”
“Internal organs,” Tommy echoed.
“Yes, I believe you have given offense to an individual whose threats frequently
involve making those internal organs, a-hem, external.”
“I see. And this individual is waiting outside?”
“I believe so.”
Tommy nodded.
“I wish you the best of luck,” Oswald said dryly.
Dismissed, Tommy left the office. As the door closed behind him, he considered the
route to his left: an emergency exit through the kitchen meant passing the back room
and being seen by the inhabitants, possibly being attacked if the offendee was in there.
At the very least, he’d be a joke. He intended this to be Coronet’s sole appearance in
the Gotham underworld, and that was fine as long as he left with his prestige intact.
But if he was never seen again because he pissed off a name rogue and fled, if he was
never seen again because Gotham beat him… Not an option.
He walked boldly through the bar and into the dining room, and felt a throb of
Batman’s awareness behind his eye as he scanned the path to the exits. There were two
notable changes from his earlier analysis. The first was something he simply couldn’t
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see from Raven’s podium: the curtain of greenery that cordoned off Poison Ivy’s booth
was still in place. It was pulled back revealing an empty booth, but it seemed as lush
and full as ever. That was a mystery since everyone assumed it was her special
connection to plant life that kept it blooming in her absence. But that connection
would have shorted out with the rest of her powers in the aftermath of her last
rampage, wouldn’t it?
The second change was the Chechans. One was now seated with KGBeast, his
partner vanished, and a Russian with tattooed knuckles sat alone at their table. His
name was Ilya, and he’d played poker with Matches Malone. There was a fresh bottle
of vodka, and an empty glass on the table in front of the empty chair. Ilya gestured to
one or the other as Peahen brought a tin of caviar and a plate of pickled mushrooms.
Tommy ran his fingers through his hair as he recalculated sightlines, trajectories and
paths to the exit, then took his place in the proffered seat. Ilya poured, never taking his
eyes from Tommy’s face. Sensing that the quickest way to distance himself from
Matches was to demonstrate an easy familiarity with the situation, Tommy raised his
glass.
“За встречу!” he declared confidently, and then with that slippery salesman’s smile,
“Did I say it right? It’s ‘To our meeting,’ yes?”
“Close enough. Most Americans say na zdorovie.”
They drank, names were exchanged, and then Tommy called the question just as
Oswald had done.
“Why are we meeting?”
“You’re new in town. You ask for a meeting with Cobblepot. You must want a bank
or a fence. There are better alternatives in Little Odessa.”
“I’m familiar with Mr. Korsakoff,” Tommy said smoothly. “Musical instruments
aren’t really my thing, but if I ever find myself with a Stradivarius or a Bergonzi to
move, maybe even a Hilaire or Nagyvary, he’ll be my first call.”
“Mhmph. Well, at very least you should set up accounts through the Ottoman
Bank. If you go through Cobblepot, you’ll find he has a way of, let’s say, making up
for what he gives away in that office.”
“I will keep that in mind,” Tommy said, confused by the lack of threats to his
organs. Ilya noted his expression, and Tommy admitted the conversation wasn’t what
he expected.
“You expect intimidation?” Ilya asked, heaping an enormous spoon of caviar on a
bite of cracker, but before Tommy could reply, he saw Ilya’s attention waver. His eye
drifted to the right with the wistful smile of a man admiring a beautiful woman, and he
leaned in that direction until his cracker dribbled caviar onto his lap.
“Well, your message,” Tommy murmured as he sensed the presence coming up
behind him.
“I sent no message,” Ilya said as the whiff of an unfamiliar scent (combined with his
earlier analysis of the seating) announced the newcomer’s identity before she spoke.
“If I could borrow your friend,” Game Theory drawled at Ilya while her fingers
danced on Tommy’s shoulder and twiddled on his forearm. Then…“This is for you,”
she said, handing Tommy a folded note.
She left before Ilya recovered the power of speech.
“That was, um?” Tommy managed.
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“Game Theory. Riddler’s girl,” Ilya replied. “You better read that note.”
He did, and though Batman had no trouble recognizing the location named in the
riddle, he felt sure Tommy would. Nobody new to Gotham, nobody feeling their way
through their very first visit to the Iceberg, would know what to make of it: receiving
an actual Riddler-riddle. Even Batman who had received hundreds of the damned
things never had one hand-delivered by Nigma’s unnervingly flirty girlfriend.
“Is this usual?” he asked Ilya.
“I’ve never seen anything like it,” came the reply.
Deciding the only credible first-timer’s reaction meshed beautifully with Batman’s
own desires, he got up, pretended to do a last shot, and marched across the dining
room to confront the Riddler.
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BEGINNER'S LUCK
“So what’s this?” Tommy demanded, standing in front of the Riddler’s booth.
Game Theory buffed a nail, looking bored. “Testosterone storm cloud,” she
murmured, pursing her lips and then shook her head dismissively. “Impending
testosterone, no… imminent testosterone storm… Ulgh, no.” She looked to Nigma as if
to get his opinion, but he was engaged in a performance of his own, looking around
theatrically as if confirming the question with invisible associates.
“I think the riddle is a fairly well-known concept,” he said finally. “If you’re not sure
how it works, consult the nearest 5-year old.”
“Very funny. What’s it mean? What have I ever done to you?”
Nigma smiled.
“You do ask a gratifying number of questions,” he smiled. “That’s the sign of a
superior intellect. I don’t actually know who you are, but keep up that ratio of
question marks and we’ll get along fine.”
“If you don’t know who I am, why did you want to talk to me?” Tommy asked,
conveying a quick-fraying patience that few would dare with a man who’d made
himself the king of the Gotham Rogues.
“I didn’t,” Eddie said simply.
“But—”
“Does anything on that slip of paper say to come see me?”
“I—” Tommy sputtered, checking the paper in his hand.
“I was asked to devise a riddle summoning you to a certain spot.”
Tommy bent forward, leaning over the front of the table very slightly, his hands
curled into powerful fists, yet projecting an aura of respect rather than menace. It was
a show of strength rather than a threat, from one confident enough that he didn’t need
to threaten and posture—but who wasn’t about to be treated like a toy.
“Why?” he asked bluntly, and Nigma’s polite but patronizing smile returned.
“You really are good at keeping up that ratio,” he said pleasantly.
“Why?” Tommy repeated.
“I don’t know. Trivia bores me.”
“By whom, then?” Tommy growled.
Nigma smiled wider, menacingly, teasingly…
“I guess you better solve it and find out.”

Though unintentional, the sheer number of questions Tommy had asked without
ever attempting to solve the riddle provided an effective way to separate Coronet from
Batman. Once he was alone outside the Iceberg, it seemed safe to do so. He went
around to the spot by the staff door where employees and the occasional customer
smoked, and where Ghost Dragons beat up those who had crossed King Snake. He
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decided it should take him no more than a minute to calm himself and collect his
thoughts, and no more than three to solve the riddle.
A diamond in the rough… claws reddened not with blood… head to toe… scrawling… curry
and cowboys… It was inelegant. As Riddler clues went, it was rushed, sloppy, none of
his usual rhythms or structure, not a hint of cleverness. Clearly something he’d dashed
off as a favor between bites of his vegetable spring roll, judging by the thumb-smudge
and the faint smell of sweet chili sauce… What that all added up to was a clue that
could be taken at face value. All the words meant what they appeared to mean, no
puns or double entendres, and the solution pointed to the true meeting place not a
decoy location or trap.
The meeting place was a half-block of shops and restaurants like a hundred others.
A pawn shop on the corner with a tacky old-fashioned diamond on its sign. On one
side: a shoe store, Tex-Mex, empty retail space for rent, an Indian restaurant, nail salon,
grocery and shoe repair. The other side was an electronics store, a well graffiti’d safety
door, eyewear, Western Union, and a tailor. There was nothing special about it; even
its location a convenient quarter-mile from the Iceberg was shared by a number of
similar corners. Batman strained to find an angle he might have missed as Tommy
walked to the rendezvous by the most obvious route, and when he got there, he
searched. There was no one on the sidewalk. No one waiting in the Tex-Mex. No one
loitering by the retail space. No additional clues, nothing in the graffiti or… on the fire
escape.
His lip twitched at a fresh scratch and a can of WD40 left on the bottom tier. He
leapt up and pulled on the scissored staircase, noting the well-oiled silence as it folded
down, and then he climbed to the roof.
A violent blur flashed before his face a split-second before the once-familiar clap of a
whip cracking below his waist. Unlike most occasions, there was no sting of contact
through body armor, so at least she’d aimed short. The crack was to get his attention,
and though Batman put all the sensory data together several seconds before Tommy
could have, Catwoman was in motion by the time the thought solidified.
He gave chase. A rooftop chase without bat-line or batarangs wasn’t ideal, but he’d
made sure his shoes were up to the job and—for some reason he would work out
later—Tommy was a master of parkour.
He caught up with her where she’d obviously intended, judging by the bottle of
champagne chilling in an ice bucket.
“So, Mr. Coronet, you’ve been bloodied,” she observed, pulling glasses from her loot
sack and pouring.
“Is that what was supposed to happen?” he said acidly.
“Welcome to Gotham,” she said, handing him a glass.
“Sorry to disappoint, sensei. I came out with the fence and the bank lead I was sent
in for, and without a scratch.”
“Imagine that,” Selina said, a canary-feather smile as she sipped. “So tell me, was
there anyone in there tonight who’s smarter than you? No false modesty now, and no
qualifiers. Yes or no.”
“No,” he graveled.
“And with the possible exception of Eddie having a really good ten minutes on his
best day, was there anyone more resourceful or better informed than you?”
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“Of course not.”
“More observant?”
“No. What are you getting at, Catwoman?”
“Is that how you got out unbloodied? Because dumb criminals make mistakes, fail
to notice things or connect the dots…”
“I’m really not following.”
“No, I don’t imagine you are,” she said curtly. “Hubris. You’ve been preloading
Tommy with blind spots. Pride, overconfidence—maybe a few other failings you
figure a criminal must have. And I’m betting you jettisoned every single one of them
tonight, because you didn’t want to get killed.”
“Again, I’m not following.”
She sipped.
“I know you, handsome. You went in as yourself, because the way you think of
Tommy, it would have been too dangerous to only see what he’d see, only know what
he’d know… You’re fine with being less than you should be against police, feds and
crimefighters but—”
“Selina, this all started with you storming into the study to point out the police
being, to use your word, ‘pinheads’ about the bank job in Queens. So as a thief, do I
have a realistic respect for law enforcement and their abilities or do I assume they’re
idiots?”
“You really don’t get it, do you? You know everybody in that club tonight is dumber
than you, and you know they can still pose a threat. That’s why you ditched all the
failings you gave Tommy. In the Iceberg, surrounded by criminals, you brought your
best game. You don’t bring me any less.”
“Hai, sensei.”
“I really don’t think you mean that.”
“You made your point. I accept it. I don’t agree, but—”
“I have not begun to make my point,” Selina said, in a tone that really did evoke the
dojo more than Bat-Cat rooftops or aggrieved girlfriends. “Are there any of those oversugared virtue jockeys in the Justice League that you didn’t write a protocol for
because, for all their abilities, they’re so laughably beneath you that you could dash
into the kitchen right now and improvise something with a little salt water, some tin
foil and a match?”
“No, there is no one I didn’t write a protocol for, but—”
“And is there not at least one individual whose personal and professional limitations
fit that description?”
“No!”
“I count four.”
“Selina.”
“Bruce, I’ve spanked three of them.”
“Selina.”
“Without the foil. Without a superpower, and in two cases, without a plan. So don’t
bullshit a bullshitter. You made a protocol for each and every one of them because you
know dumber can still be dangerous… That’s what you give Tommy: that mind, that
nerve, that will, that focus and determination… that’s what you bring when we’re
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going up against Scotland Yard or Interpol or a 1940 triple-walled Mackenzie with a
Kesselrig keypad.”
His lip twitched.
“And you don’t want to hear ‘Hai, sensei,’” he noted.
“What I want to hear is that, deep down, you no longer think ‘criminal’ means less
than law enforcement and law abiding people. You think you’re superior to Matches,
and that’s fine; he’s an adorable loser and a dumb brick. But when you think you’re
better than Tommy, someone we’re building from the ground up, and you decide that
‘playing him honestly’ means making him inferior—for no other reason than he’s
someone who’s choosing to break the law? Well, there it is, isn’t it: you think you’re
better than me.”
“That is absolutely not true,” Bruce said instantly.
“Prove it,” Selina said like a slap. “I’m gone. I’m pissed, so I’m doing what I do—
what any self-respecting cat would do. Done with you. I am out of here.” She paused,
letting the words sink in as she stretched out her hand and slowly poured the contents
of her glass into the ground between them. And then… she took a slow, deliberate,
seductive step forward as she said “Batman would be able to find me. When Tommy
can, he’ll be worth my time.”

That night Gotham experienced a Batman it hadn’t seen for a long time, though they
had no way of knowing it. The portion they interacted with was the same as always:
the detective and the crimefighter, the fist that couldn’t be outmaneuvered, the car that
couldn’t be outrun, the shadow that somehow appeared when there was no possible
way for it to find you, which sprung to life and blocked the only route of escape… The
actions and intellect were the same Dark Knight that patrolled every night. Only the
emotional core wasn’t present. The real living man had locked it down so his raging
turmoil couldn’t intrude on the night’s work.
The unwavering discipline that was Batman remained through writing the logs—
with just an occasional lapse whenever he typed the letters c-a-t. Then his
subconscious registered the cause of the rage he was suppressing, that it was same
blasted woman it had always been—Damn her!—and how, in the past, she would have
been a featured player in the log he was typing. Fortunately, before a second “Damn
her” catapulted the thought into his conscious mind, the lockdown reengaged. He
finished the account of a stolen car ring without being aware his focus had faltered for
more than a second. Then an email to Lucius cleared Bruce Wayne’s schedule for the
next several days, so there was no reason not to spend the night at Coronet’s.
At that point with Batman’s work finished, ego asserted itself briefly as Tommy
eschewed the subway and made his way home by rooftop. Who did she think she was,
sending him to the Iceberg—the goddamn Iceberg—to make a point?
She thinks she’s your sensei, the measured, discipline of The Batman responded.
Yes, okay, technically it’s her prerogative to give a lesson however she wants. But I know
how to maintain a secret identity. I know how to run an undercover operation. I know how
to— MI-6! Interpol!—
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And you’d mastered attacks against superpowers with Maki Sensei before Sifu Lin
covered most of the same ground against magic users. You put your imagined expertise
in a box and learned a lot more.
Hmph.
It began to rain, and he adjusted his stride effortlessly.
The Batman part of his mind noted it, and the thoughts began mushrooming like an
atomic cloud: There was no thought, no effort, not a split second’s alteration in pace as
he adjusted to the rain. Balance, breathing, heartbeat and pulse were completely
undisturbed. Tommy did it instinctively because Batman did. Batman’s ability was
Tommy’s ability. Every firing synapse, every cell of his body…
But ability wasn’t… it wasn’t connected to the moral fiber of a person. It required
raw gifts like intelligence and a healthy body, certainly, but after that it was a function
of hard work, discipline, determination and will. The kind of person who used their gifts
to break the law rather than earn a living in an honest way, according to the rules
society established, would hardly have the wherewithal to—
What I do is not legal, he thought suddenly.
He awoke with a jolt. He sat up in bed and snatched the thought-echo of the fastreceding dream.
He went to the washroom and splashed his face with water, then considered his
reflection.
Trespassing, breaking and entering, assault, intimidation… vigilantism. None of it
was legal. He did it anyway. He did what he wanted, what he felt he needed to do to
make his life work, even though society decided it was wrong and made laws against
it.
And he certainly didn’t consider himself less than people who didn’t. Less than—
(What were the words Catwoman used?) —law enforcement and the law abiding.
So it… it should be possible to portray Tommy fairly and still endow him with all his
ability and insight.
It should… Even though he was a criminal… He should be able to give Thomas
Coronet “his best,” as Selina put it.
Even though he was a criminal.
It was perfectly possible, it would just take practice.
With some agitation, he went to the living room and picked up a stick of incense,
then paused as he reached for a box of matches from a famous Japanese restaurant. He
returned to the bedroom and fished a similar box from his pocket, this one from the
Iceberg Lounge. Symbols were where you made them, after all, just like Selina’s
agnostic nod to beginner’s luck.
He went into the exercise room, bypassed the weights, and he settled in the center,
assuming the lotus position and lighting his stick of sandalwood. He focused on his
breathing as he watched the wispy thread of smoke rise from the stick.
There had been false starts before. And many, many new dojos, new sensei, new
disciplines. He would perform a studied meditation to clear his mind and start over,
and when he was done, he would begin his first day as Thomas Coronet 2.0.
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Tommy’s day officially began when he extracted an odd little device from a kitchen
drawer, along with a pair of specialized needle-nose pliers. The strange object covered
in gears was the Swiss-made, 13-jewel time lock for a Zurich bank vault. With the
pliers, he gave a protruding rod a quarter twist, and the mechanism began to tick. He
stared for a moment, admiring the beautiful precision of the topmost gears making
their clockwork music. It was the score to which he would prepare his breakfast: two
raw eggs mixed in white rice with natto, an apple, and a pot of sencha—light,
nutritious, and virtually identical to the breakfast Bruce himself had eaten training in
Tokyo, so he could hardly be accused of making Tommy ‘inferior’ on that count.
(Damn her.)
While the tea steeped and the rice maker did its thing, he took a tension wrench, a
half-diamond pick and a clear master lock from the drawer and proceeded to pick it a
half dozen times until his breakfast was ready. While he ate, he perused a few news
stories which—in his expert opinion as a detective and criminologist—were as likely to
come up on Batman’s feed and Tommy Coronet’s:
Her Majesty the Queen had toured the new National Cyber Security Centre in
London, and he absorbed every detail about that facility rather than simply noting her
jewelry. For he was certainly not the kind of limited, inferior intellect who would focus
only on the triple string of pearls, Queen Mary’s button pearl earrings, and the round
Cambridge Emerald brooch without also understanding every nuance of the operational
nerve center in Great Britain’s fight against cyber-attacks. (Damn her.)
Damn her.
Why was this so hard? She was right. About Tommy, about all of it. She was right.
If he could see that, why couldn’t he go all in? Do what needed to be done and do it
without compromise—and without taking petty little shots every step of the way?
The next story was the burglary of a London warehouse where thieves had
absconded with $2.5 million worth of rare books, 160 books in total, including a copy of
De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium by Nicolaus Copernicus, dating from 1566 and
worth over a quarter of a million.
Bruce’s psyche screamed trying to organize the competing analyses in his mind. His
core, his instincts—Batman—was ferociously highlighting all the details that could
ultimately identify the thieves: the warehouse was near Heathrow, the books on their
way to a book fair in California. That wasn’t like hitting a jewelry store with a vault
full of diamonds every day of the year. The thieves had specific, insider knowledge,
right down to the individual crates which contained the most valuable works.
At the same time, Tommy seized on the mechanics of the crime: a trio of thieves (so
two accomplices needed and a three-way split) used glass cutters to come in through
the skylight, evading motion detectors. They rappelled forty feet, opened six specific
containers and, according to one theory of the crime, spent “hours” selecting the
specific items they were after.
His inner Selina throbbed at the quotes from a police “expert” in art recovery whose
logic was painfully hard to grasp. The pinhead said the books would be impossible to
fence and speculated that there must be a collector behind it, amassing a fabulous
collection. He thought the books might be cut up so their illustrations might be
“traded in the art market.” He compared the heist to the movie Goodfellas. He
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compared the loot with “Picassos, Rembrandts and gold bars.” As both a criminal and
a crimefighter, there was a daunting amount of wrong-headed thinking to catalog.
The thieves knew which crates to open, no others were touched, so of course they
didn’t spend hours sifting to select their loot; the notion was absurd. They had the bulk
of their haul in the four most valuable works—in addition to Copernicus, there were
16th century volumes by Dante, da Vinci and Sir Isaac Newton—and they knew exactly
where those were. So the bulk of the 160 books taken was a blind. The stolen books
were the property of three different dealers, so it was possible one of them was
involved. One or more of the six crates could have been random, creating the effect of a
larger targeted heist to conceal only one act of insurance fraud. It could also be one
acquisition of one desired piece with the others taken to pay off accomplices…
Even his inner Alfred added to the mental chaos, noting that Copernicus brought a
complete and terrifying reversal of the most basic aspects of human thinking.
Everyone knew the Earth was the center of everything, that God had placed man at the
center of His creation, and to entertain for a moment the possibility that it might be the
other way around was to face the abyss. Men who believed they knew everything
about their world and how it worked faced with the possibility that they were wrong
in every detail…
Aspirin. The simple act of eating breakfast had left him with a whopping headache,
and if there was one thing Bruce hated it was going into his morning workout with a
throbbing head. He left the dirty dishes on the table as he stalked off to the weight
room. It was not an auspicious beginning for Tommy 2.0.

“Batman would be able to find me. When Tommy can, he’ll be worth my time.”
One thing Bruce learned in the dojo that had served the playboy in dealing with
women as much as the crimefighter dealing with theme rogues: Some things are meant
to be taken literally and some have a greater meaning which focusing on the literal will
only obscure. Instinct was the only way to know the difference. A guess could lead to
a cracked rib or a broken bone, so instinct developed quickly. And instinct said the
task was not to find Selina but to make Tommy worthy of the her instruction.
He wasn’t meant to be actively looking for her; he was meant to be living his life as
Coronet and if he got it right, somehow, in the realm of criminal superstition and/or
feline logic, there she would be. So the logical thing was to pick up where the lesson
left off. The Iceberg had brought him Cobblepot as a fencing and smuggling
connection, and a lead on no-questions off-shore banking…
The Ottoman Union Bank was one of the stranger patches of Little Odessa. An older
building, its rundown façade might have once been impressive: an ornate gate over the
doors, a brass name plate on a column next to that, like the ones discreetly announcing
a law office or a medical practice. The interior was nothing remarkable, just an
ordinary suburban bank—until he signed the book at the unattended reception desk.
He was then approached by a statuesque blonde, unnaturally thin and showing too
much cleavage for a place of business. She was either a model doing a photoshoot as a
bank teller or one of the Russians’ whores who’d been promoted. He said he wanted
to open an account and dropped Ilya’s name, and she showed him to a back office like
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a stewardess in a Bond film. He half-expected the hackneyed ‘If there's anything else you
want. Anything at all…’ as she opened the door to the richly appointed office.
In place of the come-on, he was offered coffee from a silver Turkish pot. It, like the
carved paneling, mahogany desk and Peshawar rug seemed out of place in the small
room. There was also a sticky sweet roll covered in black sesame seeds and chopped
pistachios. Superficially, it was like any other business offering refreshment to a client
while he waited, but given the criminal nature of this business, there was an
unshakable echo of Ra’s al Ghul’s cloying hospitality.
The banker himself, a Mr. Sadik, did nothing to lessen the impression. He was
practically a caricature: freakish salt-and-pepper curls and a thick mustache, an
expensive but ill-fitting suit, a voracious smile showing too many teeth, and a hungry
enthusiasm for particular words relating to the proposed account. “Excellent” and “It’s
a pleasure” were on his lips constantly as they discussed the details of Tommy’s
deposits, and with each repetition his eyes shown like a glutton’s before a thick, juicy
steak.
The performance did convey what the Ottoman Bank really offered. Few depositors
had accounts there for anything but a debit card that drew from a local bank rather
than an offshore one. The Ottoman acted as your introduction setting up these
offshore accounts, and Mr. Sadik was clearly not particular about the quality of your
passport and other documents. Any briefcase of cash, or in Tommy’s case bearer
bonds, held his attention so that he barely glanced at the other paperwork.
Tommy left with his ‘deposit’ spread over three accounts in the British Virgin
Islands, Belize and Seychelles, having found the minimum deposits in Switzerland and
Luxembourg too high (too high to entrust to Sadik and the Ottoman Bank, in any case)
and the Cayman Islands too complicated to decide on the spur of the moment. He took
some literature and promised to consider an alternative distribution once he had a
chance to study them. Then he rushed out to enjoy a clean breath of air that didn’t reek
of Turkish coffee and a Russian whore’s perfume.
Well… a clean breath of air for Brooklyn.
It was Tommy Coronet’s first time in Brooklyn and Bruce considered his options.
Perhaps he’d want to view the cluster of warehouses owned by Fredericka
Mandelbaum, a 19th century, Prussian-born fence who made them available to the
godfather of modern burglary: George Leonidas Leslie. The man who pioneered the
training grounds seen in Hollywood movies, building full-scale copies of banks and
other targets right down to the furniture that might get in the way, where his crew
could… could rehearse their crimes... buying black market copies of private safes and
installing them all like… like a burglar’s showroom…
His internal monologue ran down to nothing as he felt he was being stared at. He
glanced around, but no pair of hostile eyes were watching. As he walked back to his
car, he realized it was that inner-Selina glaring. The idea of sightseeing like some kind
of criminal tourist was wrong—tragically wrong. He had to stop making ‘criminal’ the
prevailing thought in finding Tommy’s character. He was new to Gotham and he was
in Brooklyn. What would be the logical thing to do, considering it was too early for
pizza?
He fished in his pocket and pulled out the brochure for Crispin Fine Art Storage. It
wasn’t the kind of place that took walk-ins, but… he took out his phone. He first
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considered being his own PA, but at the last second he decided—or perhaps that inner
Selina suggested—he should get in the habit of keeping Bruce Wayne closer to the
surface.
“Thomas Coronet,” he announced smoothly. “I’ve just flown in from London and it
seems my PA dropped the ball arranging an appointment. I know it’s awfully short
notice, but if one of your sales associates could accommodate me…”
Thirty minutes later, he was pulling into an industrial area on the East River that
was, at a glance, the least likely spot in Gotham to contain a treasure trove—or 140
treasure troves—of priceless art.

The Crispin Storage Facility was a warehouse built in 1913 as part of the Gotham
Dock Company’s sprawling network. Almost two hundred warehouses once spread
over thirty-nine piers; today the Crispin building was one of two that remained. Its
sister stood beside it: gutted, derelict and shrouded in black netting, while it gleamed
as her modernized, ultra-high security twin. The only possible reason Two-Face had
never hit it was that he didn’t know about it, and Batman kept his files up to date
preparing for the day he found out. He patrolled the area whenever Two-Face was
active and always checked the derelict shell as a likely spot for a hideout.
It made the tour, from a sales associate called Samantha Lowell, the most productive
exercise since the extraordinary morning in Kyoto when he had a breakthrough,
learning to discard the technique he wanted to work on and letting instinct guide his
body through whatever moves the fight required.
Thanks to Two-Face, he’d already studied the building. The layout, climate controls
and security were all familiar. That allowed him to approach something completely
new to Tommy while giving it the full benefit of Batman’s intellect and expertise—and
while maintaining a persona similar to Bruce Wayne. He’d gone in thinking it would
be a baptism of fire, but he came out feeling… relaxed.
It was easy. Like that day in Kyoto, he had just… done it. Samantha was an
attractive woman. Tommy was pretending to be a man very much like Wayne. The
habits of a hundred meetings with bimbos prompted that smile, the playboy charm.
Tommy was a criminal, a con man, his instinct would be to ingratiate himself, he
would flirt… But it didn’t feel right. So he simply… didn’t. He let instinct stop him as
he stretched out his hand and he shook her hand with an ordinary smile he would
bring to any new acquaintance. Almost a half-minute later, the reason caught up with
him: The playboy was meant to be remembered, and he wouldn’t want that. Tommy
was presenting ‘a man like Wayne’ only in that he was rich enough to be a likely
Crispin’s customer. The slightly older, vaguely West Coast version of his business
persona that he’d dropped into by default was forgettably dull, inconspicuous… Just
perfect.
Behind that pleasant façade, his focus split to three fronts. There was the security, of
course. Guards monitoring the extensive electronic surveillance 24/7, that surveillance
consisting of high resolution CCTV, motion sensors, intruder alarms and biometric
scanners… Exactly what was to be expected with the type of art displayed in World
Class Museums, apart from the European ones cutting corners.
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While a part of his mind checked off boxes and confirmed that there were no
surprises on the security front, another began logging vulnerabilities—potential ones,
at least—from all the climate controls. All he had to do was appear bored by the
security as something to be taken for granted with the service they were offering, but
be crucially interested in the archival and preservation standards. Like any salesman,
Ms. Lowell played to the customer’s preferences. Once he started asking questions, she
pointed out all the visible mechanisms for the humidity and temperature controls that
maintained a constant 70-degrees with 50 percent relative humidity. She boasted of the
air filtration system constantly filtering impurities and exceeding even the American
Museum Association’s standards. Tommy smiled to himself. Had she but known it,
Ms. Lowell was describing dozens of access points (for maintenance men to change
filters), pipes and power going to heating and cooling units, and a host of options for
the thinking burglar to consider.
A third part of his mind analyzed the staff he was able to see. Small impoverished
museums were more likely to skimp on poorly vetted guards, but even so, well-funded
didn’t always mean well-trained. The guards he saw, however, had the bearing (and
in several cases, the haircuts) of ex-military. As for Ms. Lowell, well, she had almost
certainly changed her name. The Lowell was a boutique hotel on the Upper East Side
that underwent a conspicuous renovation six years ago, and around her neck she wore
the particular setting popular at Tiffany that year for divorcées having the diamonds
from their engagement rings reset. So most likely divorced, not wanting to keep her
husband’s name or return to her own, and given the extremely upscale nature of the art
market… Lowell. A name change meant extra scrutiny during a background check—
and here she was, so she’d clearly passed. It was a lot of supposition, but signs pointed
to extremely good screening. He was unlikely to find a bad apple among the Crispin
staff…
The tour was so satisfactory, Batman realized why this seemingly irresistible target
had never been hit by a burglar capable of pulling it off. He realized at the same
moment Tommy decided to become a customer rather than casing the place as a thief.
The discretion afforded through their self-managed units went beyond privacy into the
kind of institutional force field you’d normally have to go to Switzerland to obtain. No
one outside of the facility staff—not even in other parts of the Crispin organization—
would ever know your identity, handle what you had stored, know what it was or
have access. You could theoretically store artwork, jewelry or furniture stolen from
Crispin within their own warehouse. You were shielded from other clients too, a
feature he’d seen in action as he deduced from security and logistics cues that he was
being kept safely off the path of a visiting client who had entered the building twenty
minutes into his tour, accompanied by one or possibly two guests, on their way to one
of the private viewing rooms.
A high-end thief anywhere in the North Eastern U.S. would be an absolute fool not
to have a storage space here.
—if Gotham wasn’t Batman’s city, his alter-ego added swiftly.
But where he once would have puffed Tommy up with fatal arrogance at that
thought, he now indulged in the briefest lip-twitch. Thomas Coronet was, after all, the
one thief in all the world who didn’t have to worry about Batman.
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As the twitch gave way to a laugh (that Bruce recognized as Selina’s), he realized he
was giddy. He was breathing deeper, doing it naturally without effort. The air felt
cooler, crisper—even if it didn’t smell any better. He felt great.
He could simply do this. It was easy.
It was suddenly hard to see why he ever had trouble. It was hard to imagine not
having those instincts, needing to think about what to do, how to act, and what to
think.
He decided to double down on the hunting trip-turned-stash-acquisition and get
acquainted with the neighborhood. A smart thief planning to keep incriminating items
in Crispin’s Storage would certainly analyze the area for vulnerabilities just as Bruce
did for satellite caves and safe houses. He decided to start with Batman’s preferred
perch on the roof of the derelict twin.
Daylight offered a better view than his usual mid-patrol visits, and he looked out
into the neighborhood beyond the gated compound: the school bus depot, an auto
mechanic, fire house, plumbing supply, the odd warehouse for rent in a sea of
occupied industrial spaces… Behind the Crispin’s gate, a covered loading dock, the
considerable external supports for the various security and fire suppression systems…
His head whipped back to the surrounding streets. Ms. Lowell had stressed the on-site
protections, but she’d also mentioned the hyper-responsiveness of the Gotham police and fire
department. Bruce-Tommy’s lip twitched as he considered the proximity of the fire
house—and that other space for rent.
A small building on the corner across the street… but enjoying that same
hypervigilant police and fire protection because of its proximity to the Crispin
building…
A small building—yet far larger than the storage space he was considering—
available for a price right on the opposite corner, on the same micro-grid. It shared the
same water and electric as well as the same fire and police. Its tenant would have
legitimate access to all sorts of useful information. He copied the phone number for
the rental agent and started to climb down to get a closer look, when the memory hit
like a bullet as he neared the edge of the roof. There was once a cat lair in this
neighborhood.
There was once a cat lair in this neighborhood.
It was years ago, long before F. Miller and a fabricated East End past the made her
prickly on the subject, but even then it was a discrepancy. The grungy industrial
neighborhood didn’t seem like Catwoman’s style.
It was hardly a mystery worth thinking about. If he noted it at all, it was a single
sentence in a forgotten log. But if she was setting up that lair shortly after Crispin
bought the building, just as they were beginning the renovations...
He took a deep breath and went in search of the one-time cat lair. As he walked, he
accessed the log and checked the dates on his phone. The timing checked out.
Catwoman would have acquired her little piece of Red Hook just as plans were
finalized for the Crispin warehouse. She would have been on paper as a part of the
neighborhood impacted by the changes, received those notices nobody reads, invited
to the open zoning board meetings nobody ever goes to. What had looked like nothing
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but “a cat lair” might have been her key to unlock all the secrets of the Crispin building
through their use of the city’s infrastructure.
He came to a stop before an ugly brick building with no signage, painted white. It
was dark gray when he’d seen it as a cat lair, and there had been a sign for custom
glass work or something of the kind…
He looked around at the surrounding rooftops, trying to remember which he’d used
to surveil before entering… when he felt a presence behind him.
“That was a lot faster than I expected,” Selina cooed—and she handed him a cup of
coffee.
“Really? It looks like you were expecting me,” Bruce said, inspecting the cup with
the name of a bodega down the street.
“I meant I didn’t expect you today,” she said, pushing past him to open the door.
“I’d put a sensor on your roof. The ugly dying-to-be-a-Two-Face-hideout across from
Crispin. It’s the tallest building for miles, no other structure mars the view, the
obvious perch when you decided to get serious about this neighborhood. I just didn’t
think it would be until Friday or Saturday. Just like old times,” she said, running her
nails lightly across his chest where the bat emblem would be. “Kitty gets settled in
with a week’s reading material, and you show up days ahead of schedule. When the
roof alarm buzzed, I figured I had half an hour until you found me here. That wasn’t
enough time to bring lunch, but enough to greet you with coffee.”
“Better than the panther,” Bruce muttered, following her inside to the long, dark
hallway where a vicious black jaguar greeted him on his previous visit.
“Hm?” Selina asked innocently, and rather than repeating the remark, Bruce said he
never realized she had kept the place.
Selina said she never used it since building the Catitat but it was always useful to
have ‘a workshop.’ And that concluded the preliminaries. Selina looked at him
expectantly.
“You were right. My approach to Coronet was flawed,” he said. “It’s been
corrected.”
“Meow.”
“Don’t meow yet,” he warned. “You said you weren’t expecting me to catch up with
you for a few days. Let’s pretend I didn’t. I’d like to work on a few things on my
own. Drill it in.”
“I’m not sure I like the sound of this,” Selina began, but before the words were out of
her mouth, playboy charm was engaged. Bruce had taken her hand, lifted it to his lips
and then with a merciless combo of Bat-gravel and Bruce’s piercing blue eyes, assured
her that he knew what he was doing.
Oh this is going to be bad, she thought. For her, for Gotham, for somebody. But she
knew better than anyone that there was little that could be done once Batman had
made a decision.
“How much time do you need?” she asked with a feline edge that said this isn’t
surrender, it’s giving you enough yarn to get yourself into a terrible tangle.
“Five days should do it, if you’ll do me one favor.”
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Tommy arrived home, activated his new alarm with a touch to the fingerprint pad,
and read the prompt on the slim LED screen over the keypad.
Apple Tree No 1…
It was one of the Klimt paintings recovered after the most horrific art theft in history:
the Nazi raiding of private collections throughout World War II. Once restored to the
family, it had been sold at auction as Lot 53… Tommy typed in 53 and the hyphen
automatically appeared on the screen after the numbers. Lot 53, Gustave Klimt’s Apple
Tree No 1 was marked down to bidder number 1762… He typed in those digits and
then unlocked his door in the usual way.
In the foyer, 53-1762 was lit on the screen of the second keypad as a second prompt
cycled through the symbols for Euros, American Dollars, Hong Kong Dollars, Japanese
Yen, Swiss Francs, and finally came up on the British Pound. He entered the purchase
price in that currency and grunted. The system was disarmed.
He was gladder than ever that he’d kept his favorite feature of the satellite cave
installation. He opened the rock crystal snuff box, pushed a recessed button in the lid,
and the wall with A Boy Bringing Bread by Pieter de Hooch slid into a recess hidden by
the painting, revealing an enormous plasma touch screen.
“VOXRec Initialize voiceprint Thomas Coronet,” he ordered, then he paused.
“Scratch that. Initialize voiceprint Thomas… Pearl. Make primary. Download VOX
command menu and presets from main computer. Purge all preinstalled menus and
defaults. Display biographical information: Hobbs, Barry. Google Earth, satellite
photos and critical property data: Hobbs Trust Building, 42nd Street. Financial
Overview, Paulson Hobbs Wealth Management…”
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TEA AND LARCENY
“The five-clawed dragon is a symbol of the emperor, while the three-clawed is a symbol of the
prince. So this jar would have been made for the Xuende Emperor…”
The video played on a third of the long, horizontal plasma screen in Thomas Pearl’s
apartment while windows displaying other research filled the rest. The coffee table
was strewn with papers and file folders, along with a forgotten mug of tea. He’d made
a special trek to Chinatown to obtain that particular variety, the one non-painful
memory from the kwoon in Hong Kong and, thanks to Alfred’s partiality to Indian
teas, a sense memory that remained unique to that time and place. It was proving an
effective way to remind him he was a student again, and to separate Tommy’s
domestic habits from Bruce’s—at least that’s how it seemed to him. If Alfred was
there, it wouldn’t have been the contents of the cup that sparked a comment but the
fact that it was sitting there ignored and forgotten while Bruce lost himself in his work.
“What is also typical of the Xuende period is this cross mark on the bottom from when it was
fired. This is very unusual because a lot of people who are copying it do not see the bases or the
underside that is not pictured in the auction catalogue…”
Tommy looked up from his legal pad and studied the woman in the video: a curator
in Crispin London authenticating a Ming vase. Then he glanced past the cold tea
without seeing it as he reached for a stack of Post-its, scribbled a note prompted by the
video, and reached again past the tea to a stack of crime reports he was rereading with
fresh eyes.
“Don’t become somebody’s Moby Dick” one such Post-it read, because he’d seen a
pattern of federal agents retiring to the private sector and bringing a grudge about the
one that got away. Sometimes they even used the new employer’s greater resources to
carry on a personal investigation.
Another was “PHA—Says the thieves ‘took the small paintings because they’re easy to
carry while escaping,’ and not 2 minutes later she said how HEAVY the Renoir is in its huge
frame.”
And another “PHA— ‘80% thefts FBI solves are inside jobs’ does not mean there are more
insider thefts. It means insiders suck at it and the FBI knows how to get the low-hanging fruit.”
A Quantico case study on a notorious Boston art theft was covered in these Pinhead
Alerts questioning its conclusions. It wanted the thieves to be unsophisticated, that
much was clear. A couple of louts without art knowledge who hit a famous collection
and got lucky. That was its hypothesis and it ignored any fact that contradicted it.
Interpreted others—twisted was a more accurate term—from the pieces taken to the
way they were removed from their frames, in ways that didn’t make any sense. It went
beyond confirmation bias into a realm of cognitive dissonance that frankly—he would
bench any Robin that turned in work like this!
His notes on the earliest files began with Selinaesque amusement...
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“Moving to the back of the building, the thief was able to get
onto the first scaffolding ladder.”
He did this by walking up to it with his legs and stepping onto it with his feet.
“…and accesses a second ladder.”
With the grace of a gazelle, the police officer demonstrates the method by which ladders are
‘accessed,’ using sophisticated coordination of the hands and feet. All of the careful planning
that went into this reconstruction of the crime is apparent.
“From there he moves on the third floor, the fourth, and
finally the seventh…”
The progression is astounding. How the police figured this out: he went to the second floor
before the third, the third before the fourth.
As he wrote those notes, Tommy could feel his inner Batman scowling at the
mockery of what was, in all probability, nothing but an awkward translation from a
Viennese police report. Occam’s Razor, the simplest and most likely explanation is
always the best, he chastised as if he were a Robin.
Except, Tommy countered, you’re assuming a poor translation is more likely than the
police being stupid. That’s a crimefighter’s bias which needs some evidence to support it. Get
back to me when we’ve read a few more…
A few more sharpened the cattiness of his Post-it commentary:
“Police now thought they were able to track how the thieves
got in and at what time”
There’s a broken window and an alarm went off on that window at 3 am. What wizardry did
they use to perform this feat of deduction?
And by the fifth report, it devolved into bitter swipes of a superior detective mind
towards those who had let him down, resulting in the designation Pinhead Alert.
PHA—“There was no rhyme or reason for taking the Degas instead of a more
valuable prize” should translate to “I don’t know what their goal was.” The piece of
evidence that doesn’t fit is key. And like every bumbling Lestrade, you dismiss it
rather than view it with supreme importance. It’s a lead: maybe they have a buyer in
mind who likes Degas?
It was hours since he finished with the reports and he’d moved on to other aspects of
his immersion study, but that Crispin video on the Ming sent him back, searching deep
in the stack for one of the first files he’d read. He quickly skimmed… he’d made only
the briefest note that the FBI agent interviewed was making that classic error:
Assuming most if not all art forgers copied only the front of a painting without
attending to the exhibition and ownership histories revealed on the back. Yet another
case of police arrogance, assuming the mistakes he identified were representative of the
whole. Tommy tacked the Post-it about the Ming next to the existing note, as if he
were setting up a cross-reference link in the batcomputer, and then returned to his lists.
His lists… He took a deep breath…
He was now the proud owner (well, renter) of three local depots to store his illgotten gain. The safe deposit at Gotham National Bank was large enough for his bearer
bonds, a bundle of cash, one or two items of jewelry or perhaps a gold bar; nothing
bigger. In Brooklyn, he had the Crispin storage unit and his own mini-warehouse and
workshop across the street. For those, he had a legal pad where he compiled a list of
the valuables to be stored in each. A part of him felt he was spending an inordinate
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amount of time on this, overthinking if not obsessing on irrelevant details. But the
instinct he was learning to trust said that the things were important.
If he was going to use Catwoman as a model, he should look at her as Selina the
person, not a criminal specimen to be studied. And Selina stole to fill a void that was
achingly similar to his own: the comfort and luxury of her parents’ home that was
stripped away at the same time as that protective shell of love and safety. The stuff had
meaning. And those associations deep in her psyche made her a better detective than
she realized, precisely because she saw differently and thought differently, making
connections no one else would. She uncovered a 30-year old murder from an Imari bowl
in a crime lord’s dining room. Putting some thought into the stuff Tommy had taken—
had taken but not disposed of either because he hadn’t found a buyer or held onto
them for some reason—seemed like a worthwhile use of his time.
Covering the cities and specialties he’d already committed to, he decided on two
Georgian silver tea caddies and a vermeil cake stand to cover London and the silver
vaults. All were worth more than he was able to get, and he’d made plenty on that
heist as it was, so he’d held onto them. Hong Kong was jade and gold. For that he
decided on a dragon bi-disc pendant from the Warring States period, a piece so rare
and perfect he’d have been reluctant to part with it for the ten to twelve thousand it
was worth let alone the meager two he was offered…. And gold, gold bullion. That
insulting offer from Cobblepot stung, no more than a finder’s fee when he didn’t even
know what Tommy had to offer. If he ever had a chance to make the greedy bird
regret it, he wanted to have two or three of the ornately carved tael bars on hand that
Oswald Cobblepot would covet.
Japan was the Rubens. His original thought was that Tommy had gone to Tokyo for
that particular job having lined up a buyer beforehand and that was that. But now,
eating his Japanese breakfast every morning, with his sandalwood incense on the table
and an order of chocolate bars on its way from Shibuya, the idea was… unsatisfying.
He decided he’d taken something else from the Odawara board room: a bottle of
Macallan, the 62-Year Old that came in a Lalique decanter… He would have known it
was expensive when he took it, but never dreamed how expensive. When he found
out he’d been drinking a scotch worth over $40,000, it gave rise to his ‘kink’ as Selina
would put it. On the rare occasions he hit a private residence, he would take the extra
hour or two doing his research and find out if they ‘collected.’ Only scotch at first,
until he came across a furniture broker in Pittsburgh with a 1909 Château Latour. Now
he searched wine as well as scotch, and along with their Rembrandt or whatever, he
would take a few bottles of an excellent vintage or a rare malt. At present, this
collection would consist of a Pétrus 1961, Romanée-Conti 1969, Château MoutonRothschild 1975… and whatever else Alfred decided to pick from the cellar. In
remembrance of the scotch that got him started: two bottles of a rare Bruichladdich.
That left Italy. There was a 10th or 11th century manuscript from Southern Italy that
his great grandfather brought back from his Grand Tour. Aesop or something,
unframed drawings on parchment in a morocco case, from a monastery near Rome.
Bruce hadn’t seen it since he was a boy, but he knew it was in that little niche outside
the blue room and it might have some kind of cat or tiger. That introduced a topic he’d
been wrestling with. Selina wanted him to bring Batman’s intellect. That meant being
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prepared, plotting out foreseeable developments, having a plan and assembling
whatever resources that plan might require…
Tommy had been to the Iceberg. He had dangled bird bait in front of Oswald. Ilya
knew he received a riddle, and either Nigma and Game Theory might reveal it was a
favor for Catwoman. If Tommy was in business with or had some connection to
Catwoman, he should have a few cat items. It was unlikely they would be needed, but
he should make sure his stash of loot had a few. Hm...
There was a 17th Century Kangxi vase outside the Chinese room that incorporated
fu lions, and a silver tiger bracelet with rubies and sapphires from the Thai gem
market. With the manuscript, that should be more than enough cats. Birds were
trickier… Richard Flay, Gotham’s premiere collector of Chinese ceramics, had a
number of pieces Bruce didn’t know the details of. It took a frustrating hour of
research to nail down that there was a Yongzheng shipwreck charger, circa 1725, with
some cranes or ducks, and a pair of wall plaques, one with a cockerel and one with
geese. Total value a little over $20,000. Bruce had a similar but much more important
plaque from a famous maker (alas, with no birds) worth over 50,000. He added it to
the list. He would have to go into Flay’s and switch them after he picked up his own
haul from the hotel, which would mean another three hours, possibly four, lost from
patrol.
There was nothing to do but accept it. The night was lost and he picked up the
phone…
Logistics managed, Bruce-Tommy shook the Bat arrangements from his mind and
returned to his real work. He shut down the video and cleared away all the clutter
relating to the storage unit, the warehouse, and the loot from heists that never were.
That was all set dressing, character prep, and theatre. But this…
He brought up the photos of Barry Hobbs and the Hobbs Trust building, the balance
sheet of Paulson Hobbs, the flow of funds. His head tilted back very slightly and the
lip above his canine... moved into something that wasn’t quite a smile. A twitch
flashing the teeth in a frozen moment—hungrier than the detective but more deliberate
than a predator.
…this is what Tommy Pearl was created for.

The Journal of Alfred Pennyworth
One has never thought it proper to comment on Master Bruce’s claims regarding
one’s alleged delight in saying “I told you so.” One’s track record speaks for itself, in
my opinion. Having acted in loco parentis in the master’s early years, later assuming the
role of doctor, coconspirator, research assistant, sounding board, and even father
confessor as the situation warrants (all the while ensuring that the duties of butler,
valet, cook and social secretary were not neglected,) well, one gains a certain
perspective. Given one’s detailed and intimate knowledge of the master’s affairs, it is
not surprising that one is right more often than not. Pointing it out is merely a way of
giving good service, so the master might make better use of advice he is, perhaps, too
quick to dismiss.
Consider his certainty that with the long-awaited ceremony formalizing Miss
Selina’s status as Mrs. Wayne “nothing is going to change.” He has declared this in
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that tone of authority the mightiest beings known to us, both his allies and foes, will
often yield to as a force unto itself. So here I sit with my pot of tea, the last blueberry
scone, and a little dish of shrimp bits should Miss Nutmeg decide I am to be forgiven
for this morning’s outrage with the vacuum (If she persists in holding grudges, they
can always be pureed for the sauce normande) wondering how to enlighten him.
It is true, Miss Selina has been his wife in all but name for some considerable time. It
is true she is mistress of Wayne Manor. It is true he has accepted Catwoman as a
partner in his mission, and on an equal footing I frankly would not have thought him
capable of in that sphere of his life. His belief that nothing will change is
understandable, however mistaken. Change is not only inevitable, it has already
begun. Consider my orders for today. I have assembled the most astonishing
assortment of jade, porcelain and other valuables, as well as wines and spirits of such
rare and desired vintages that they are designated collectible. This list, I would have
guessed had he not confirmed, he slaved over, giving each category considerable
thought and then specifying the exact items to be included, except for those where he
named enough objects to establish a pattern and gave me leave to select two, three, or
four items that met his criteria. It is precisely the type of list he drew up for the early
incarnations of the Batcave.
I was then to secure a suite with its own in-room safe at the Sherry-Netherland and
decide for myself if Master Dick was up to the task, aesthetically speaking, or if I
should check in myself and arrange everything in the room: wines and spirits on the
bar and in the dining room, some valuables in the safe, others arranged throughout the
rooms as if they belonged there, etc. In either case I was not to involve Miss Selina in
any way, and in either case I was to inform Master Dick that Nightwing would have to
cover Batman’s patrols this evening and that he was to “swing by” the Sherry only
once, at a random hour, neither ignoring the suite if he knew about it nor paying
special attention to it.
Now, this is all supremely odd but not unprecedentedly so. Master Bruce has given
bewilderingly detailed instructions before without any hint of the complex tapestry
one’s efforts were to fit into. It is the exclusion of Miss Selina that prompts speculation,
given the rather curious epilogue.
One should perhaps explain.
Master Bruce is ostensibly ‘out of town on business,’ a not infrequent ploy when a
Batman operation requires constant attention over several days. In the past, whatever
social and business engagements he had were cancelled (to the eternal annoyance of
Mr. Fox, one believes.) In this case, Miss Selina is taking his place at a few select
events. She had already assumed his seat on the museum board—a highly irregular
business which was, needless to say, a Batman matter—and then, on the heels of
announcing Master Bruce would not be home for the rest of the week, she informed me
that she would be standing in for him at a Wayne Enterprises photo op as well as the
America’s Cup regatta in Gotham Harbor.
Consider then: the wedding has not yet occurred. Already Master Bruce makes use
of her Mrs. Wayne status in his Batman schemes—while withholding details just as he
does with myself and Master Dick. She complies as if it’s nothing at all. Despite her
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excessive preoccupation with her independence when she first joined the household and
his certainty that nothing is going to change, they both regard it as nothing at all.
Some days one can only throw up one’s hands and be glad they found each other, for
no other sentient being could fathom either one of them.

Being Bruce, Day 5. It’s not a full schedule or anything, not like when I was covering
for Batman. Just a board meeting/committee thing at the museum, a photo op, and a
few public appearances he didn’t like to cancel. (Alfred is over the moon at that part:
Bruce choosing not to cancel something that he easily could under the catch-all
heading: Bat business *grunt*) Besides which, crimefighting wasn’t my kink, whereas
a lunch with docents (from a museum I never even robbed) is a chance to hear about
their Georgia O’Keefe. Posing with Lucius in the Wayne lobby was a chance to see
Lucius, who I hadn’t talked to since acting as Bat-liaison on the fake news Joker hunt.
And watching yacht races from the sponsors’ hospitality boats, meow, very much my
kink.
Still, I’m not sure why Bruce has me doing it, and that’s set off the old itch. When
you get away with a Charlemagne talisman, you know that’s not the end of it. You
know he’s not going to give up. He’s out there somewhere, plotting. Or more likely,
he was plotting before you ever got your claws on the thing. His completed plan is
now hanging in the air above you, ready to do its thing if you don’t figure it out in
time… It’s fun. It’s invigorating. Usually. In my lair admiring the beautiful carving on
the gold and the artistry of the gemstones, it’s fun. Waking up at the manor, in our bed
without him, and Alfred bringing me breakfast alone, it’s unsettling.
Every time I’ve mentioned that it’s only five days, Alfred’s had this weird look, like
he knows something. Like he knows something that I would know too if I was paying
attention. Alfred does. I realize that he’s known Bruce longer than I have, but he
hasn’t deliberately baited Batman and then sat his lair with a Mogok ruby waiting for a
Bat-plan to unspool around him. Whatever the jackass is up to, I should see it.
And he is up to something. I can understand sending Bruce Wayne out of town so
he can focus on Tommy without the hassle of changing back and forth all the time. But
why have me take his place? At first I thought it might be that smug, Psychobatjackass sense of humor setting me up as an adversary: the crimefighter who just
happens to be there to notice (or fails to notice) him casing the place. That would be
just classically, infuriatingly, insufferably typical of the Bat who once plagued me. But
try as I might (and I have tried) I can’t make these particular appointments and
meetings fit the theory.
The first engagement was the most promising, at the museum. There’s a George
Stubbs hanging in the board room. No one capable of getting that far into the museum
would bother with such a modest prize, but I still spent the meeting breaking down
camera angles and sight lines, sniffing around Sophia Beaufort’s handbag and Trip
Corcoran’s briefcase for any sign of bat-gadgets (well, Tommy-gadgets). I even forced
down the bile and struck up a conversation with Barry Hobbs as we were all filing
out…
“Mr. Hobbs! Share an elevator or should we take the stairs?”
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He turned, all nose as usual though I suppose he can’t help that. It’s what the eyes
do above it that makes him look like an intense yet spiritual psychopath, a snob with
indigestion, or a surprised owl.
“Elevator. I think it would be more challenging to push me down that, though I
wouldn’t put it past you,” he said with the enthusiastic raised eyebrows that brought
us the owl.
“You’re a finance guy, right? No risk, no return.”
I pushed the button, and he accepted the dare.
“So, Bruce taught you the one thing he remembers from the one class he showed up
for at Princeton?”
I smiled.
“Now that’s exactly the sort of antagonism I was hoping we could put to bed,” I told
him. “Let’s be friends, Barry. So I got my Man’s Reach event. Considering the way it
turned out, it can hardly be called a triumph.”
“You proposed a major initiative your first day on the board. It was beyond
ambitious, it was arrogant.”
“Yes,” I admitted. (And it was. I went in with all the confidence of a cat burglar
who had done the legwork, knew what she was up against and came prepared. And
like every other time I’d come into the museum that way, it worked.) “But let’s be fair,
you had it in for me before that. You were waiting when I walked in the door that
day. You said—”
“I said your excuse for taking over Bruce’s seat before you had any official
connection was patently absurd. I said your claim that he had so many commitments
all of a sudden while you had time to spare would most certainly be accepted by
anyone who had never been to a wedding. That we all know brides-to-be have oodles
of time and nothing at all on their minds. The way those things plan themselves, it’s a
wonder of nature.”
I ignored the sarcasm. He was baiting me and he wasn’t very good at it. He had all
the subtlety of a dog person—and a Luthor fan.
“You also said Ted Layne and all his Groton buddies would be against me,” I
reminded him. “Because of something Poison Ivy did however many years ago. And
the Brodlands were going to blame me for a burglary I had nothing to do with. They
all voted for the Man’s Reach idea, Barry. You’ve been on this board for, what, three
and a half years? You should have had no trouble quashing my proposal, with all the
respect and good will you’ve built up in there. It was my first day; I would have been
completely declawed. Wouldn’t have the credibility to second approving the minutes.
But nobody—nobody—voted with you. Because nobody, except maybe Lex Luthor,
shares your weird contempt for Superman. And I’m saying that as someone he dangled
over a river.”
“So why are you trying to make nice?” he asked, resuming the owl but more
skeptical than surprised.
“Call it random felinity. There are people I tussle with that I actively dislike. You’re
not one of them. In rogue circles, we’re inclined to forgive the little things in those
cases. Makes Friday Nights at the Iceberg less volatile. And we will be seeing each
other at the Regatta, I assume. Just about all of Wall Street is sponsoring, yes?”
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“Ah, that’s it,” he grinned. “Bruce wants to make nice before the races because
Wayne Enterprises has naming rights on the time clock.”
“No, Bruce won’t be there. Still out of town. This is just me.”
“Oh!” He gave it three syllables as the elevator door opened and we stepped out.
This time the owl really was surprised. “Really? Well then, um, yes. A very civilized
gesture, Selina. I will see you there.”
He offered his hand—a firm good-meeting-with-your-broker handshake—and left.
Eek! I didn’t expect (or particularly want) to mend fences. I only wanted to share the
elevator so I could watch him leave and see if he picked up a tail as he left the building.
He didn’t. I might have followed him myself if not for having the next most-suspect
appointment to keep. The Outreach Committee, that’s Samantha Ambrose, Richard
Flay and me, was playing host to these docents visiting from some southern museum.
Richard skipped the board meeting and had been with them for the last hour, giving a
tour of the current exhibits. They were about to finish up in a small gallery that was
closed for the event, and where Samantha and I would join them for lunch among the
Robert Henris. When Gotham decides to impress, we do it very well. The docents
were thrilled, and I was on alert. An event like that is a good chance to case the place.
So I kept my eye on the docents during lunch (Bruce couldn’t get past me in disguise,
but he could charm one of the visitors into some innocent-seeming task). The
conversation consisted of the aforementioned O’Keefe and a jade mask in their PreColumbian collection. Quite frankly it didn’t sound spectacular, but it cost nothing to
lie and say that Catwoman would have been interested if I’d known about it (it was
supposed to be a jaguar) and that’s obviously what they wanted to hear. Afterwards, I
went to the security suite and played them like a Golden Age Strad.
The head of security is the one person who doesn’t benefit from my new status as
board member and patron. The prestige of the museum’s collection doesn’t affect him.
He’s got no social prospects, so it’s not like he can be struck from a guest list he was
never on. And while, strictly speaking, he gained professionally when Catwoman
stopped burgling the place (aka showing the world how bad he is at his job,) seeing
that requires a level of imagination the average MuSec simply doesn’t have. In short, I
was sure he’d have been watching me since I came into the building—and making his
staff uncomfortable. Nobody can do their job properly with the boss standing over
them cursing that damned cat thief. That meant all the other camera feeds were being
neglected. It only took a hint to get them to check the footage… and to see that nothing
happened. No cameras hiccupped. Nobody had a coughing fit. No one stole glances
at their watch coinciding with the guards’ movement. No one spilled a drink on one of
the paintings, causing it to be moved to the restoration room where the security is lax.
Absolutely nothing happened.
The next day was free of Bruce-duty, and the next was the photo shoot with Lucius.
Something called the WorldTech Expo is about to begin next week in New Delhi and
naturally Wayne Tech has a huge presence. The centerpiece is a communication bay
with “the same nano-optics network and holographic imaging that powers the Justice
League com systems.” (Yeah, I know. Forced smile.) Expo visitors can use this station
to call anywhere in the world, any phone with video capabilities, and put themselves
in front of dozens of live backgrounds—including the Wayne Enterprises lobby. A
new display of Wayne Medical scanners is being set up to be visible in that
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background. I had three minutes smiling in front of the scanners, another three posing
in the lobby’s own communications console, similar to the ones at the Expo, and then it
was up to Lucius’s office to get prepped for the yacht race.
Yep. Being Bruce Day 3 was going up to Lucius’s office to get briefed on the
America’s Cup, and then to a tavern near the harbor to repeat most of it in a preRegatta video.
What he didn’t have to tell me, what I knew since that wild summer with Fabrizio,
was that the America’s Cup is the oldest trophy in international sports, named for the
schooner that first won it. In 1851 The America won a race around the Isle of Wight for
what was then called the £100 Cup—won by such a phenomenal margin the trophy
became The America’s Cup. It was installed in the Gotham Yacht Club where it
remained for the next 132 years, defeating all challengers until the Australians won it in
1983. It’s changed hands a number of times since then and the next big race is next
year in Bermuda. The challenger is selected in a series of races throughout the world:
regattas in Metropolis, Portsmouth, Toulon, Fukuoka, and this weekend—starting
today, in fact—in Gotham Harbor.
As Barry Hobbs said, Wayne Enterprises is sponsoring the timeclock. More
importantly Wayne Tech created something called the Omni Iris, which I, appearing as
Gotham atmosphere—the kind who just popped into Les Halles for a baguette slider
and a glass of Malbec—would be excited to talk about with the helmsman from the
New Zealand boat that I just happened to meet there.
From Lucius’s POV, the Iris is a tool for television broadcasts covering the race and a
toy for those downloading the race app: an integrated system of computer simulation,
animation and live footage which not only draws in the course parameters—the
starting line, boat paths, trajectories, and the like—it allows viewers to see the boats
racing in real time from almost any angle and degree of magnification, notated with
their country’s flags, knot speed, speed arrows and other indicators that can be toggled
on and off. You can also listen in to the audio from individual boats, view their deck
cams, reverse the action... In other words, it’s the next generation of Bruce’s afteraction sequencer that he’s used to break down and study incidents at the Watchtower.
So anyway, after the video I was allowed to skip the pre-Regatta ball last night. I
was glad, it would be an odd event to attend without Bruce, but I was also annoyed. If
he was positioning me as Tommy’s adversary for a theft, the ball was the best target by
a mile. It was a reminder that I still don’t know what he’s up to.
Argh! That man. Still a jackass. On either side of the batarang, still an infuriating
jackass.

It was five days since Red Hook, almost to the minute when Bruce began preparing
the apartment to welcome Selina. It would either be a triumph on the scale of their
beating Ra’s at Kapheira or a failure on par with his first proposal at the MoMA; there
was no middle-ground he could see. Luckily, both the thief and the crimefighter (and
even the alum of the London School of Economics) knew the importance of taking
risks.
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When the knock came, he answered the door and was pleased to see Selina’s eyes
flicker up and down over his clothes. He was wearing Loro Piana cashmere, the same
color and a similar style to what he often wore at home. She liked the look, but he
suspected there was a different reason for that hint of a smile that followed.
“Sit down, have some tea,” he said with a casual gesture as he pointed her to the
sofa.
She laughed when she saw the table—another good sign.
“Not sencha from Tokyo,” she noted, pointing to the pot.
“Correct. Lao Shu Dianhong from Bai Ying Mountain in Lin Cang, tea master Chen
Ke. You tell me why,” Bruce said, handing her a cup.
“Um, Mask of the Emperor’s Consort… No, that was a movie. Oh! There was a
really ugly bronze cat… that would not interest you at all, what am I saying. Um, let’s
see, Bai Ying mountain in Lin Cang? Bai Ying mountain in Lin Cang… I haven’t the
slightest idea,” Selina laughed.
“Of course you do. You know what I was doing in China,” he took a satisfied sniff
from his own cup before sipping. “I rarely get to drink this any more, but it’s quite a
sense memory. Remember, I told you when Gina brought all those Yixing pots to
Matches’s place?”
He could see she looked confused, trying to crack the code rather than absorb the
symbolism.
“I told you,” he repeated. “Not Matches. I told you about the kwoon in Foshan I
was only allowed to enter after I proved myself in Hong Kong.”
“Yes, I remember,” Selina grinned. “But I still don’t quite understand why we’re
drinking it.”
“I emailed a physics professor at Peking University to learn how to make it,” he
added. “That’s why it’s here. Not because Tommy scored a bronze statue in
Guangdong, but because when we got together, you pointed out that if Batman can
extract vapor pressure from Thanagarian mercury, I should be able to toast bread.
Selina, it’s here because I studied Wing Chun in Foshan, and when it was just you and
me in Matches’s apartment, it was just you and me. It’s here because Alfred prefers
serving India tea, so we may as well take advantage and have some now when we
can.”
Selina bit her lip. She might have been getting a glimmer of what he was saying.
“I understand how my approach to Tommy was wrong, and a little insulting. We
took different paths, but we started in almost exactly the same place. Tommy is who I
might have been if I stepped to the left instead of the right. That’s why I’m dropping
the name Coronet, I’m certainly not some kid who found a glamorous appeal in
movies.”
“Okay,” Selina nodded uncertainly. “I do like where this is going. So, we start
over?”
“Not quite, what you taught me wasn’t wasted, I just needed time to… integrate it.”
He reached into his pocket and pulled out the cocktail napkin from Bar Drôme. “You
said Batman would be able to find you and when Tommy could I would be worth your
time. When I approached this work with the same tools and understanding that I do
Batman’s—” He handed her then napkin. “The five occasions when you were
‘buzzed’,” he reminded her, pointing to the napkin. “What makes these particular jobs
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special? It wasn’t our confrontations. There’s no common element in the locations, the
security you had to defeat, the owners… Superficially the items themselves share no
common features: two paintings, one single very large ruby, an emerald necklace and
earrings, and the vault at Federated First Metro.”
“Superficially,” a voice from the past agreed. “Astonish me, Dark Knight, what do
these widely different heists have in common?”
“None of the thefts would be reported, because the people you stole from weren’t
supposed to have those things. The Manipur Ruby was a 194 carat pigeon blood stone
from Mogok, Burma, at a time when it was illegal to import gems from Burma…”
“And Markinson already had two strikes for violating sanctions,” Catwoman
purred, settling deeper into the sofa in a pose of satisfied felinity luxuriating with a
dish of cream. “He really couldn’t afford a third.”
“Federated First Metro,” Bruce continued with just a touch of the Bat-gravel. “It was
the branch on 26th and Fifth. That holds all the collateral for their private banking
group. A hypothecation package, how you get money for assets you can’t sell. The
bank holds the asset until the debt's repaid... ”
“Beautiful gems and artworks that would never see the light of day again because
the owners can’t let them be seen, so they just keep letting those loans roll over.”
“So someone had secured a loan with… conflict diamonds? From Sierra Leone
perhaps?”
“Like the ruby,” Selina smiled. “It’s smarter to eat the loss than face the legal music
of having it, the international quagmire trying to get it back if it’s recovered, and the
catastrophically bad press when it comes out that you not only had the forbidden
thing, you tried to monetize it. That’s the part that really doesn’t play well in the
Times.”
Bruce grunted. “The Monet was the same,” he resumed.
“Only in that it was securing a loan,” Selina purred, then sipped her tea before
continuing. “Bassett-Blore Industries got their hands on it somehow, but it’s got a
much nastier provenance. The Monet, the Degas and the emeralds were all pre-stolen
by Nazis. Goering. Goering was a piece of work. He had these private showings of
the best pieces they’d looted from all over Europe, and of course Hitler got first pick.
So what do you do to make sure he doesn’t take the pieces you want for yourself? Pack
the show with pieces he’ll like more. The Nazis had declared the Impressionists and
Post-Impressionists ‘degenerate,’ so he would trade them. Our friends the Swiss
facilitated the trades through diplomatic pouches, and they would trade sometimes
twenty or thirty Impressionists in exchange for two of the German landscapes that they
liked.
“I thought about those deals a lot when I got home after one of our big fights about
‘rightful ownership.’ Black and white, right and wrong, my… ‘rationalizing.’ God, if I
rationalized the things I did, I’m sure I’m an amateur compared what those collectors
and curators must have done. Bast and her kittens, the arguments that must have gone
on in museums and embassies: Do you save a Van Gogh if you have a chance? Getting
it out of Berlin however you can, even if you are making a deal with the devil? Are you
saving it, or just indulging your own greed… And does that even matter? If it winds
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up safe in Lucerne or Paris or London, is it just ego to think your personal ethics
should enter into it?”
She met his eyes.
“I didn’t realize…” Bruce began cautiously, “that you—”
“Thought in those terms?”
“That you thought about those arguments we had, after.”
She sipped her tea rather than answer.
“Well, anyway, Monet’s Poppy Fields of Pontoise and Dégas’s Dancers in Blue, they
found their way home, eventually.”
“You don’t mean the descendants of the original owners—”
“No. That much justice is beyond rare, I’m afraid. None of these stories have what
you’d call ‘happy’ endings. But they both went back to Paris. Igor is sentimental that
way and, pieces with a history like that, he tries to get a buyer in the artist’s home
country if he can.”
“‘If he can’ meaning if the price is right.”
“Yes. Art theft is not a charitable undertaking. It was eight months work getting
that Degas, a small fortune in specialized equipment, not to mention setting up a cover
to get into the Italian Embassy, a wrecked Porsche, a torn Versace, a Bat-encounter, I
want my four million.”
“So, as a thief, it’s return on investment commensurate with risk?”
“And even for me, a run-in with Batman is a risk.”
His lip twitched.
“What about Catherine the Great’s court necklace? You called them—”
“Figgy’s emeralds,” Selina grinned. “Looted from the Winter Palace at Tsarskoye
Selo. The Nazi documents indicate a tiara, necklace, bracelet, earrings and ring were in
a jeweled box that was brought to a castle outside Berlin. In 1945, the Allies recovered
the box along with a number of paintings and a gold leaf mirror taken from the same
room in the Winter Palace. But the Allies’ inventory lists only the tiara and ring inside
the box.”
“So, your ‘buzz’ came—not from getting to view (or possess) art that nobody else
had seen in decades—but in acquiring clandestine pieces that were more than forgotten,
they were hidden. Guilty secrets that weren’t supposed to exist, in a way… Does that
qualify as ‘finding you,’ Catwoman?”
“It does,” she blushed. “Boy, it’s been a while.” She looked up at him, a momentary
hesitation before meeting his eyes, throat dry. “Great detective,” she said softly.
“Good,” he grunted. Then paused. Refilled her tea and then his own, and finally
said, “Because you’re about to become extraordinarily mad at me.”

When I arrived at Gotham Harbor, there were exactly three topics of conversation:
the sun (shining), the wind (fierce) and the current (rough). The crowd outside the
sponsor tent was more diverse than you’d expect when you hear ‘yacht racing,’ thanks
to the local news. There hadn’t been an America’s Cup event in Gotham waters since
1920, so the regatta was news even if it was only a preliminary trial. More important
than the history, all the promotional stories featured video of the boats: sleek
catamarans hydrofoiling—flying, basically—making this incredible high pitched whine
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as they skim above the water. People wanted to see it for themselves, and the crowds
encompassed everyone from the Hudson U students camped out by the jumbotron to
the families tailgating in the parking lot to the Swedish tourists who asked me to take
their picture with their country’s boat Artemis Racing in the background.
Which took some doing, by the way. Getting enough of the sail in the shot for the
boat to be identifiable without cutting off the wife’s head. Lacking the Swedish to get
her to move to the left (though I still think “Mer till vänster” and a hand gesture should
have worked, but it didn’t) I had no choice but to keep twisting and adjusting on my
end. Still, it was worth the two minutes fussing. They were so excited to be there, they
both had the warmest smiles—only a particular type of misanthropic dick wouldn’t
think so. Only someone like John Blaine.
He’d been standing outside the sponsor tent as I approached, and greeted me with
“The sun is shining and the wind is up, we should have plenty of action.” There was
recognition and familiarity in his body language, and I thought he must be confusing
me with someone he’d been flirting with at the ball the night before.
I smiled and agreed about the wind, then nailed down that we didn’t know each
other.
“John Blaine, Prosperity Partners,” he said smoothly. “We’re guests of Paulson
Hobbs.”
I introduced myself, and he praised the Wayne Foundation even before mentioning
Wayne Tech’s Omni Iris that would be making such a contribution to the day, so I
figured that, despite the Barry Hobbs connection, he wasn’t a rabid Wayne-hater. Then
he said he hoped he’d have the pleasure of seeing me again, hopefully with Bruce, at
the Metropolis race where he’d be a LexCorp guest. I was non-committal and went
inside. Greeted a few people, met a few I didn’t know. The oddest moment came
when Roberta Sedgwick, one of the banking people, asked if Bruce was coming. Before
I could answer, Barry Hobbs appeared behind me and said “Away on business” so
casually, like we were all one big, happy family. “So we’re all taking care of her,” he
added later in a similar context. That time he had his hands on my arms—not in a
creepy stalker way but a creepier avuncular way. Like I’d never been to a party on my
own before.
I said as much jokingly to the man I was chatting with: Dean Rhoads, his family runs
one of oldest Beverly Hills law firms and daddy has some Tibetan silver I once had my
eye on. He thought what Barry probably meant was my representing Wayne
Enterprises solo. “That’s certainly diving into the deep end.”
“Oh she’s quite comfortable in these waters,” a new voice said, a voice known to
anyone who pays attention to the national news. “Lex speaks highly of you as a
business woman,” he confided (with his hands on my upper arms again. Why did they
all keep doing that?) “NMK Inc., Nicht Meine Kragenweite International, very highly.”
It was Matt Montrasante, spin doctor for the Luthor campaign and author of the
Gotham-bashing angle that played so well in the Midwest, but he’d only done a few
months of light work in the administration before resigning. Speculation was he liked
fighting more than winning.
By this time everyone had arrived, put away their first glass of bubbly and were
ready to take the launch to the sponsor boat, which was Barry’s own yacht the Positive
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Carry. Wall Street guys, you gotta love ‘em. This is when John Blaine showed up again
on the gang plank right behind me, eager to get onboard and clear of the tent which he
described as rabble-adjacent.
Seriously. They weren’t Occupy Gotham protestors or the fishwives of Paris ready
to storm Versailles, they were the couple that wanted their picture taken with the Royal
Swedish Yacht Club’s entry Artemis Racing in the background. That was the rabble
Blaine couldn’t wait to get away from. Two minutes to frame it the way they wanted,
and all he could do was grumble and huff. As I said, misanthropic dick.
The races themselves were very exciting. All the skyscrapers do crazy things to the
wind. It can be wickedly intense one moment and fall to absolutely nothing the next.
The hydrofoiling sounds like—Well, put it this way, novice speedsters often make this
sound when they come to a stop. Bruce says it’s their heels ‘leaking’ a speedforce and
sound waves lap their echo or something weird like that. So, imagine six very loud
teapots whistling inside that phenomenon with only the echo coming out, that gives
you a sense of foiling. It would make the most boring race in the world seem dramatic,
and these were not boring races to start with. New Zealand crossed the starting line
too soon and took a penalty, and then they hooked the mark and still came back to win
the race and the regatta. The Omni Iris was a triumph. Barry had two large view
screens (LexCorp, of course) below deck, one with the television coverage and one
running the app. There were also tablets (LexCorp again, natch) passed out like party
favors on the upper deck. It was one thing to see the demo in Lucius’s office, quite
another to see twenty people playing with it in real time. Everyone loved it.
Everyone was also surprised how little I knew about catamarans. I’m sorry, theme
isn’t everything and they were still racing 12-meters the year I learned most of what I
know about sailing that summer with Fabrizio. So Bratsie, Dean and Roberta got to
explain a little about cats, which we all enjoyed, and I got to tell a bit about the 12meters, which we all enjoyed. The afternoon passed very pleasantly, except for the
part where the U.S. boat capsized and the part where Matt pulled me aside to give me
a Luthor prospectus.

You’re about to become extraordinarily mad at me…
“Not for this part,” Bruce said, opening the rock crystal snuff box and pressing the
button that revealed the enormous plasma screen. “I hope,” he added, realizing it was
technically a remnant of the satellite cave. “VOX control, restore desktop
configuration: cat lair.”
He stole a glance at her as the arrangement of clippings and photographs from their
hunting trips appeared in a neat horizontal flow chat, reproducing their placement on
her coffee table with more precise alignment and notations.
“You were right, this method of arranging the particulars of a heist is astonishingly
similar to a crime board. Instead of a victim you have the statue or the necklace,
instead of suspects and evidence, you have—”
“I get it,” Selina cut it off. “You made it nice and… angular.”
“I did a little more than that. VOX control, restore desktop…” he looked at her,
“Belfry.” The images spawned from the Crispin catalog and Bar Drôme flashed and
vanished, then the section on The Modern slid to the far left of the screen as all but the
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heading and the photo of Barry Hobbs faded. A mosaic of new data appeared: bank
statements and balance sheets, brokerage reports, blueprints for the Pegu Club,
floorplans for a 2,000 square foot loft on Mercer Street, multiple exterior shots of a Fifth
Avenue office building, and snapshots of Selina chatting with Barry and several other
men on board the Positive Carry during the race. Close-ups of the men appeared
below that, Bar Drôme reappearing under one, Gotham National Bank under another.
“You were right about Beginner’s Luck,” Bruce said casually, pointing to the screen.
“That’s not why I was tracking you at the regatta.”
“We’re coming up on the part where I’m going to be pissed,” Selina guessed.
He nodded and then pointed at the screen. “You were also right that in all of our
hunting, Hobbs was the target that interested me. The Goldscheider at Crispin, Ian
Scully’s Foujita, I could play along with those in order to learn. But if this is going to
be me following my gut… VOX, Data set 2... Paulson Hobbs is one of the largest and
most respected Wall Street Banks, I imagine they mentioned that forty or fifty times in
their sponsorship of the Cup. I’m sure there’s something there. They ran the paper on
LCII and the new LexCorp when it went public, and while that’s certainly not a
crime—”
“Ah! So I’m going to be pissed this just became a crimefighting exercise,” Selina
began.
“Oh no, it’s very much a heist,” Bruce said quickly. “But let’s get the hissing and
scratching out of the way before we get into that part, so I can use it to get out of
trouble.”
He winked—a wink that resembled Catwoman’s careless rooftop play more than
Bruce’s playboy charm, and Selina stared, a mixture of shock and caution.
“Sure, hit me,” she said finally, accepting a dare.
He disappeared into the kitchen, and Selina covered her mouth wondering what
kind of Bat-nightmare was coming. He returned with what looked like a black, softside flute case.
“You remember I thought I could do better adapting my own specialized tools
without the exposure of going to someone like Kittlemeier. And I could see that the job
I have in mind would require a very specific type of… there.” As he spoke, he had
extracted a slender, folded, flexible antennae-periscope… thing… unfolded here,
screwed in there, and now handed it to Selina. “It’s a surgical laparoscope,” he said.
“Or it was. It’s meant to be inserted into the body through a small incision to
maneuver a tiny light, camera and forceps as needed for diagnosis. You’ll see I
replaced the forceps with a snipper.” He took it back and demonstrated sliding it
behind the de Hooch. “Slide in, snip the alarm wire, shock sensors, what have you.
It’s purely mechanical, will require practice but no testing.”
“Mhm,” Selina noted, crossing her legs with a little smile and then swallowing.
“Have I mentioned lately that I love you?” her voice cracked.
“The second one is more complicated. A micro-EMP or else a pinpoint wave
cancellation unit in place of the blade—see which works better—but it means replacing
the camera with a mirror. Will need extensive tests before trying it out in the field.”
“Uh-huh,” she managed, stunned.
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“Selina, you don’t get a pair of gynecologist’s laparoscopes from Russian military
surplus. Or the RFID tech I wanted for smart paper, or the heavy load super-magnets
for telescoping bolts. I knew where I could get everything I wanted: Diagnostic and
Biomedical Technologies, 62nd Floor, keycard B; Polymers and Nano Tech on 17;
Industries R&D on 26, also keycard B. There was only one snag.”
“That Wayne Enterprises has the best locks in the Northern Hemisphere, you’re not
the first to hit that particular snag, m’love.”
“None of you have this particular snag. I got into the building yesterday to suss out
how the system works—”
“Which you knew.”
“As a knowledgeable stranger I could figure out where the items I wanted were
located, and I could learn enough to determine there’s no way in. There is absolutely
no way to access those keycard B areas without one of four people’s biometrics. And
the only one that’s absolutely safe outside of the proper time window is my own
fingerprints and retinal scan. So I asked myself what would make it okay to use my
own biometrics to open those doors? And the answer is…”
“Yes?”
“Something you said last week, something that’s bugged the hell out of me. You
said I think I’m better than you, better than Catwoman. And that is just not true. I
consider you an equal, and I decided this was the perfect way to demonstrate it. I
would try to steal your biometrics, and if I could do it, I figure Tommy is good enough
to steal Bruce Wayne’s.”
“You’re giving me that Batman headache again,” Selina said, rubbing her brow.
“I knew you would be on alert when I asked you to take my place. You weren’t
going to fall for anything that seemed even a little bit suspicious. You weren’t going to
fall for anything I wouldn’t fall for myself if I was there instead of you. If in that state of
heightened awareness I could get you to stand where I needed, handle whatever was
necessary, and then get the data and get away without your knowing anything had
happened—”
“Wait… God, the pounding… You mean I’m as good as you, so if you can steal my
prints and scan my… that means you’re clear to use your own prints and retinal
because Tommy could have just as easily stolen Bruce’s if he… wasn’t actually you?”
“Correct. Would you like an aspirin?”
“And you’ve got the stuff on the table now, so that means you’ve already done it?”
His lip twitched, and Selina drummed her nails, deciding whether to be angry or
confused.
“How?” she asked finally.
“At the regatta,” he said, pointing to the picture on the viewscreen. “That’s why I
was there. The Swedish couple who had you take their picture. The ‘phone’ they
handed you wasn’t the usual type of camera. It scanned your eye for the retinal print,
which it can now reproduce. Prints from your glass. I had to take the whole tray from
the bus boy, so as a bonus, I got Hobbs, John Blaine’s and Bratsie Drammen’s.”
“You got my prints and my retinal scan in an hour, with less than 5 days prep?”
Selina exclaimed.
“Yes.”
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“I would like an aspirin, thank you. And this is the part I’m going to be pissed at?!”
she called after him as he stepped into the bathroom. “Please, God, say this is what I’m
pissed at, because I don’t know if I can take any more surprises.”
“You’ll like all the surprises from here on,” Bruce said, handing her the bottle.
She popped two aspirin in her mouth and swallowed without water.
“Okay, Dark Knight, take your best shot.” she said. “You stole my biometrics to get
equipment from Wayne Tech for your big graduation heist, because you have not, in
fact, turned Kitty’s perfect wedding gift into crimefighting (thank Bast and her
kittens). What have you turned it into?”
“I need more than equipment, Catwoman, I need you. I need a partner.”
“Well you’ve gotten very good at ignoring the question that was asked and
answering an entirely different one. Normally, that would be hot, but since you’re
casting me in the caped nincompoop role to do it, not so much. What’s the heist?”
“I need a partner and a sensei.”
“Flattery now?”
“I don’t want to say too much before I’m sure; I don’t want to get your hopes up.”
“One: what else is new and two: you’re failing. Bruce, tell me something because I
don’t take jobs for employers—or with partners—who don’t tell me what it’s about.
And you will not like the company you’d be in asking me to break that rule.”
“I’ll tell you this, the first job—”
“The first job?”
“The first—”
“How many are there?”
“After the first, I’ll have a better idea. At least two... Probably two… Possibly
more.”
“Is Psychobat okay? We didn’t, like, ‘break him’ or anything, did we?”
“I assure you that the discipline and focus which you insist on calling Psychobat is
entirely onboard with this.”
“Well now I’ve got to help you,” Selina said, annoyed, “because I’ve got to know
what ‘this’ is.”
“VOX, magnify Photo 2-G and fill screen,” Bruce said, then pointed to the wall
screen. “Paulson Hobbs underwrites his IPOs, Prosperity Partners is his dark money,
Montrasante is back at LexCorp... Barry Hobbs is doing something with Luthor,
something here in Gotham. I want to know what it is.”
“And this isn’t crimefighting?”
“I need to start by getting into the Hobbs building; their systems are cut off,
unhackable without being on-site. And I want to get into Barry’s private office and
access his private files and paperwork. Once I know what they’re actually doing—”
“So it’s crimefighting with a little break in tacked onto the front end.”
“First, despite the age of the structure, nothing about the prospect of breaking into
the Hobbs Building qualifies as ‘little.’”
“For an ordinary thief I’m sure that’s true, but kindly remember who you’re talking
to. Meow?” She then made a mechanical scratching motion, which had the added
benefit of waving her engagement ring in his face.
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“Selina,” he said, grabbing the hand and bringing it to his lips—then perhaps
sensing it might be perceived as empty playboy gesture, he amended the form of
address. “Catwoman. You told me once that whenever you see the stories painting you
as some kind of Robin Hood, you think about how you would do it—just once—to
show them what it would really look like if Catwoman ‘robbed from the rich and gave
to the poor.’ If I’m right, if this Hobbs-Luthor thing is anywhere near what I suspect,
you’ll get your chance. It will be billions. The kind of heist that’s talked about and
studied and written about forever. And it will establish, absolutely, that the people
who circulated stories about that street waif don’t know anything more about
Catwoman than cavemen knew about nuclear fission.”
He completed the hand kiss and said impishly, “I thought that would make a more
fitting wedding gift, which is why I changed the name to Tommy Pearl.”

The new routine was established. Bruce returned from his “business trip” and
resumed working a half day at Wayne Enterprises any time Batman got home before
four. He left the office around two, sometimes referencing a late lunch, sometimes
wincing about wedding plans. He went straight to The Mark hotel, and Tommy Pearl
emerged about ten minutes later. Selina would be waiting at the flat with a pot of
some new tea Alfred wouldn’t approve of. It was French Breakfast for the slide show
and summary of Bruce’s research so far; Russian Imperial for a detailed briefing on
Barry Hobbs Prep School through Princeton. Earl Grey Provence covered the Upper
East Side mansion where he’d grown up, the SoHo loft he’d bought on graduation with
a multimillion dollar loan from his parents, and the chic, shadowy Pegu Club that
became his regular bar and hangout. A Moroccan Mint neither of them liked was
sipped as the rest of his surveillable habits were analyzed: he played golf at a club that
didn’t allow women and ate steak once a month with a dining club that didn’t allow
women. He also shopped at a ‘tie bar’ that Selina was pretty sure was a front for The
Z. Finally, a Red Himalayan from Nepal was sipped for the social register gossip and
business journal bios…
“Hobbs has been a name in Gotham commerce since Wall Street was literally a wall
along the north border of the colony where most of the trading was done,” the first
briefing began, a slide of a 17th Century map on the screen labeled Nieuw Nederland,
which made Selina smile. It was so perfectly Bruce. No other thief in the world would
start there (unless they wanted to steal the map) but it was quintessentially Bruce. He
continued:
“What’s now Paulson Hobbs began as the family’s private bank, the Hobbs Trust,
hence The Hobbs Trust Building designed by Montague in 1916, completed 1917. They
have large offices in FiDi, of course, but this is the company HQ right here. Twentytwo stories, a Fifth Avenue landmark, all that Beaux Arts detail you mentioned in your
show… VOX, close-up on that exterior… providing a lot of terribly useful footholds.
Unfortunately, that’s the extent of the good news. Nothing behind that façade is
antiquated. Last renovation was about four years ago. I don’t know exactly what they
did, but the rents on the few available spaces went up almost 3,000%. That’s not a
typo. The security at a Wall Street bank isn’t to be taken lightly, but I can’t even get
information about the water mains near the building, the number of fire exits, basic
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publicly-accessible information—what’s usually publicly-accessible information—is
locked down tight.”
“And that’s when you decided you needed me again,” Selina grinned.
“I always intended to resume my lessons, sensei.”
“Yeah, I bet that’s what you told all of them when you folded up your white belt and
got on a plane,” Selina said, turning her attention back to the screen. “Okay, let’s start
with that renovation four years ago. People rarely lock chests that aren’t worth
opening, so let’s find out about this renovation whose permits they won’t let us see.
Bring up the Google Earth street view.”
“I did that the first day,” Bruce said. “VOX, data set, Belfry—”
“Not your screencap, I want the actual internet, please,” she said.
Bruce noted the please and her leaning forward on her knees, staring intently at the
wallscreen. Clearly conversation would have to wait, kitty had the scent.
“VOXRec Initialize voiceprint Cat,” he announced, touching her leg and signing
~Say anything~ once he got her attention.
“Meow,” she said absently, and then “VOX, repeat last Google Earth search,” and
then, then came the ‘Aren’t I a naughty girl’ grin that used to taunt him. “Access
Historical Image for this address going back six months.” It appeared; very little
changed. Next to the ornate old world exit, the ground level to the corner consisted of
small shops: a perfumery, salon, clothing boutique, a pizza place, espresso bar, city
tours, and a Bank of America branch. “Go back eight years,” Selina said, and the image
blurred and reclarified. The façade around the storefronts changed completely, an
ugly black granite that clashed with the limestone and classical Beaux Arts detailing
above. The perfumery and the boutique occupied twice their current space with
nothing in between, the pizza place was the same, the espresso bar was a soup bar.
“Oh I remember them,” Selina noted. “The shrimp bisque was in-credible. Hey, do
you have any of that chocolate left—Oh, or grapes! Those grapes were wonderful.”
“What is it with your appetite planning a crime,” Bruce said. “Is this something I
should know, or is it just you.”
“Um… just me, I think. Francois never snacked that I recall.”
Bruce glared.
“But look, this is interesting. Between the soup and the Bank of America, where
Gotham Tours is today, it was a security firm. I will bet you a Talisman of
Charlemagne, those are the guys they flushed when they renovated.”
“Is that useful?” Bruce asked.
“Stick a pin in it. Nobody likes to be fired and places like that never secure their own
data as well as they think. The files from an old client who’s a bad memory… But
that’s not why we’re here. VOX, move forward six months.”
In six months nothing had changed. Nor six months after that. When they
approached the four year mark Bruce had mentioned, scaffolding appeared on the
façade with monochrome temporary signage in front of it.
“Here we go,” Selina said, moistening her lips. “What do you see?”
Bruce made a few observations about the tenants and their square footage, but Selina
shook her head.
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“Let’s take a little stroll down to the corner,” she said, ordering up a new angle and
magnification to center on a sign. WEST GOTHAM RESTORATION, it read. There
was a street address and two phone numbers, permit number and expiration date, even
an email address.
“The plans always exist. Like you said, there are fire codes, building permits.
They’re in a half dozen dusty godforsaken systems out there. All you have to do is
convince somebody you need to see them. And people who work in dusty
godforsaken offices don’t have a lot going on to keep their imaginations alive.”
She’d taken her phone from her purse and dialed.
“Hello, this is Loretta Chausie for Geoff Peterbald at Birman, Singapura, Bombay
and Mau. I just wanted to give you a heads up that you’ll be getting a letter requesting
blueprints from a few years back, ah—Fifth Avenue, Permit number 140052092, due to
an impending lawsuit… Well technically it was a broken water pipe that damaged
some servers, but a reasonable person would conclude it was a foreseeable humidity
issue. The servers never should have been placed where they were… Yes, I’d expect
the letter to arrive tomorrow or the next day. If you could have the plans ready that
will certainly save time. Thank you so much.”
“Chausie. Peterbald,” Bruce graveled. “Birman, Singapura—
“Birman, Singapura, Bombay and Mau. The trick is to reel it off like it’s one long
word.”
“They’re all cats,” he noted.
“Remember when you put my name on NMK Shipping? Private joke at the end of a
paper trail nobody is ever going to follow.”
“What if they do, what then?”
“If they do, so what? Look, best thief in the world here, I can tell you that the only
person that might conceivably find some bizarre, brilliant, impossible series of dots to
connect one of my burglaries to a set of blueprints I got this way is Batman. And he
was there, he’s seen my ears. ‘Cats’ is not going to tell him anything he doesn’t know
about who committed the break-ins. I’m not suggesting you go out and register
Brown, Black, & Vampire Legal Services, but as long as you don’t lick the envelope,
lick the stamp or leave fingerprints, it’s not a thing.”

The blueprints thus obtained, a Wuyi Mountain tea called Zheng Shan Xiao Zhong
saw Bruce and Selina study them (and Selina cursing a good deal about the tiny
footprint and impossible sightlines of early century foyers) while its rarer sister Jin Jun
Mei would be sipped while the neighboring building was researched.
“Alright, so the renovation took off this seriously stupid black granite that went on
in 1960—thank you, good taste—revealing the original limestone. So much for
cosmetics. Those ground floor shops turn out to be seven bays on the north face, five
on the west. This last one,” she pointed dramatically to the southernmost bay on the
avenue, “is the main entrance. Recessed metal-and-glass doors, letting you peer in
from the street, and it’s one of those goddamned postage stamp foyers. Christ, I hate
those. Ivory and cream marbled walls with muted olive trim is supposed to be
impressive. Lots of gold and brass on the elevators and doors, be still my suffragette’s
heart, what luxury! You know what I consider luxury, besides being able to vote and
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not getting bombed by zeppelins? Being able to turn ninety degrees without some
goddamn security oaf stepping on my petticoat.”
“You’re yelling at the blueprints,” Bruce noted, sipping his tea. “Is this normal?”
“No,” she said petulantly. “And I’m not ‘yelling,’ I’m venting a little. I really hate
those fuckers. Love those old buildings, they’re a joy of living in Gotham. But then
those tiny little entrances ruin all the fun.”
“Back to the façade,” Bruce said. “The fourth floor has that small cornice running
along. Projecting sills on the fifth, modillioned sill on the sixth. Another pair of
cornices on seventeen. Two-story crown has rounded Corinthian columns between
each window in the middle bays, with those cast-iron spandrels between the floors,
and the end bays at the 18th floor have small stone balconies. Is it my imagination, or
is this thing made for climbing?”
Selina laughed.
“Yes, it’s a rare gym that has a rock-climbing wall as well conceived as that middle
section. You could even make base camp on those balconies for your final assault if
there was any blessed way to beat those windows. Everything from fifteen up, they
put in that second generation smart glass, and Bruce, I don’t know how long it will
take us to think up a way to beat it. Or how much prep time that theoretical solution
will require. It’s not a puzzle worth solving in my opinion. I say we need to go in
lower—though not through the street entrance, clearly—but one of the lower windows
and work our way up from inside the building.”
“Where we don’t know what we’re up against,” he said.
“Non-interlocking PIRs and a few cameras probably. Nothing to sweat over,” Selina
said. “Top floor is accessible by two elevators and the fire stairs…”
“Where we also have no idea what we’re up against. There’s a much taller glass box
next door,” Bruce mentioned. “At least forty floors. Probably a spacious, modern
foyer that won’t annoy you. Go to their roof and rappel down to the Hobbs roof.”
Selina frowned.
“Their main roof line is marked by this saw-toothed band of finials,” Bruce said,
pointing on the plans. “With the penthouse level recessed above, that’d be ideal for a
descender like I supposedly used in Tokyo. Come in through a lower window and, as
you said, go up on the inside.”
“Well,” Selina bit her lip. “The lower windows aren’t going to be quite as easy as
you’re saying; they are first generation smart glass, but you’ll be able to pull it off. So
round two: figuring out the roof of the high-rise next door, and what’s waiting for us
inside Hobbs once we make it in.”
That led to the happy discovery that the high-rise had thirteen offices for rent on
eleven different floors. There was no need to bog down in blueprints when they could
go in and see for themselves. A field trip was declared posing as prospective tenants,
and on their return:
“You don’t think it sets off any flags that we only wanted to see the offices with
windows facing Hobbs?” Bruce-Tommy asked.
“That’s guilty mind thinking, like when a magician makes a point of walking
through the empty space to the left of the soon-to-be-vanished girl. Why do that? Why
prove you can walk through that particular patch of empty? Fact is, salesmen are used
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to customers wanting dumb things, it goes in one ear and out the other—as long as you
don’t draw attention to it. We’re weird, we want a north view. And it worked; we
scored. What did you see?”
“Well, Hobbs lobby first. Looking in from the street as we passed, you can see the
guards are no slouches. The haircuts, bearing, posture all say ex-military. If that’s the
day crew, you can bet whoever’s on the desk after hours isn’t someone you’ll waltz in
and distract pretending to be a French model looking for a rave; I don’t care how short
your dress is.”
“Are you finally willing to admit you were jealous?”
“I was not.”
“Bruce, we fuck now. And we’ve set the date. And I’ve read my Justice League file.
It’s time to admit you’ve got a little thing for the cat burglar and were out of your mind
pissed that night because I flirted with a couple security goons.”
“I really wasn’t.”
“Did you notice I never did it again?”
“…”
“I’m a nice girl, and I saw how it pushed your buttons. I don’t like to win that way.
So… what else did you see? About the building next door.”
Bruce cleared his throat.
“Their lobby is a lot more promising. Security monitors are at the guard’s desk,
which means the same men watching the door are responsible for watching the camera
feeds. Go in there after hours, you can certainly keep them occupied while I get to the
elevators. Ordinary keycard unlocks the elevator after business hours.”
“Good. What else?”
“In the last office we toured, you perked up at something outside the window.
There was a white van outside Hobbs, Purity-H. A water delivery. Let me guess:
nobody blinks if they get a second service one week.”
“Or if there’s a sub replacing their usual guy,” Selina smiled. “It’s the most natural
thing in the world. You get a good look around the office and install a miniature
camera on the watercooler. Watch their routine in real time. Make it a camera and mic
if you want to listen in on the gossip.”
“Steal a truck and a jumpsuit,” Bruce murmured, processing it. “Or just divert the
regular guy and take his place.”

Finally, it was Keemun Imperial Black Snail when they broke down the results of the
Water Cooler data…
“I am really starting to dislike this guy,” Selina said, replaying a 12-second snippet of
video, her mouth curled into an angry frown normally reserved for Azrael.
On the screen, Barry Hobbs’s back produced a blur for a split second, then cleared to
show the security panel on his office door subtly different from a typical card-reader.
The object in Barry’s hand was also subtly different: an abnormally thick keycard or an
abnormally thin phone. Rather than swipe it, he tapped it near the reader as if he was
blessing it, and Selina snapped a remote to freeze the picture.
“There! Now watch the panel when it accepts it, the configuration of lights.”
“Five, three, nine, red, orange, yellow,” Bruce said.
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“It’s a horizontal PQR bar. Mavikson only puts that on the extreme top of the line
units. They look cool, that’s it. Any ordinary LED would do the job: red/green, your
door’s locked or it isn’t. But Barry’s system has the slick PQR indicator. Put that
together with his movement—“
“He doesn’t swipe,” Bruce noted. “Because that’s not a card reader, it’s—”
“An SRFID interrogator. I could understand using radio frequency ID to lock his
phone or his laptop, but did you ever hear of someone using one of those on a door?
What a self-important ass.”
“You should have seen him in high school,” Bruce said wryly.
“He’s on the boards of two art museums and has lunch at The Modern, I’ll bet he’s
got something just stupid impressive on his walls in there,” Selina said, her lips parted
and a light flush rising to her cheeks. “What do you think it is, George Grosz, Max
Beckman? He strikes me as a German Expressionist kind of guy.”
“Can we stay on topic, please?” Bruce graveled. “Skip ahead to that final clip,
towards the end of the work day… There, that’s a burn bag. He’s not content to shred
his documents, he sends the strips to be incinerated.”
“Same as Luthor,” Selina noted, prompting a look that was certainly Psychobat.
“What, you don’t think I did my homework breaking into LexCorp?”
He grunted.
“The electromagnet, telescoping bolts with buffered rollers and something to pry
with will get me in a the window, Kittlemeier’s wave cancellation box knocks out the
sensors, and an ordinary keycard will open the door from the stairwell. That gets me
this far, but how do I open that office door?”
“That card of his is basically an integrated smart circuit and an antenna. The key is
transmitted over radio waves.”
“It’s a lock, how do we pick it?”
Selina stared at the screen and shook her head.
“We don’t; that’s what I’m saying. It's like Robin's transponder at Defcon. The key
isn’t a passive thing. It’s second gen RFID; it has to beam the code into the reader.
We’d have to get our hands on his card. Either swap it out, use it and get it back in his
wallet by morning, or else get him to use it for us and, I don't know, somehow block
the door open.”
“No, there's another way,” Bruce said excitedly. “There was a memo last year about
a new type of corporate espionage: you park a nano-drone outside the window of an
office using wi-fi to send jobs to the printer. You can grab the signal and print your
own copies of their documents. If the interrogator on Barry’s door isn’t physically
reading a magnetic strip of a keycard, if it’s receiving a transmitted signal, we can
snatch it out of the air the same way.”
“With a drone… I don’t see why that wouldn’t work,” she said.
“A bonus once we have that code, it probably unlocks his computer as well. We’ll
check the hard drive, any paper files sensitive enough to be kept in there…”
“The safe.”
“See if he has a safe.”
“They always have a safe,” Selina said.
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“And place a remote scanner on his shredder. That way we’ll get a copy of whatever
he’s destroying each day.”
“Always knew you’d be good at this,” Selina smiled.

Selina hit the stop watch the instant Bruce reached the Sherry-Nederland roof.
“Activate headgear,” she called as he touched the side of a sleek, black-visored
headband that provided dynamic night vision. It was also equipped with an L.E.D. to
make his face invisible to cameras, and could sprout a pseudo-cowl to prevent
shedding an incriminating hair in an air vent.
“Nineteen seconds,” she announced when he reached his mark. In a single, fluid
move, he whipped out a strange, many rodded, ratcheted thing. In a rhythm, a
climbing rope followed, a carabiner snapped into place, line pulled taut, line pulled
taut…
“Forty-five seconds,” …as a cover snapped open to reveal a jarring high tech screen
that seemed at odds with the heavy, mechanized housing.
He typed a target distance onto its keypad, silently checked the tension, double
checked, and made his way to the edge of the roof. Centered himself, looked over the
edge, touched the headband, and shifted his weight as if to leap.
“Time?” he called sharply.
“One eighteen point three,” Selina answered.
“Damnit!” he snarled. “Almost fourteen seconds off your time. I’m really taking
fourteen seconds longer?”
“It’s not shabby, let’s just go on to the next—”
“There’s nothing I can do about the speed of the descender. It’s going to take
twenty-six point eight seconds to slow my fall safely at the Hobbs roof. Another oneeighteen there, nine point three seconds to descend seven more floors, and a minute
seventeen for the window. That’s roughly five minutes and fifty-two point nine eight
seconds until I get inside.”
“Roughly fifty-two point nine eight seconds?”
“Selina, this may comes as a shock, but everyone who isn’t you wants to minimize
the chance of being seen by Batman.”
“You are a crazy person,” Selina informed him.
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CLICK
The descender eased Tommy’s fall to a gentle bob before a small box above a
sixteenth floor window. He regarded its green LED with the detached malice usually
reserved for low-tier drug dealers.
“Snag,” he graveled into a bone-conduction mic fitted onto his visor.
..::There always is,::.. the earpiece whispered calmly. ..::What’s the problem?::..
“The vibration detector isn’t a P20. It’s grayer than it looked in the photo, and the
corners are rounded.”
..::Well, megapixels or not, it was taken from across the street, and you said yourself, the glare
made it all guesswork. Send me a picture?::..
“Already transmitting,” Tommy said touching a button on his wrist unit and noting
that nine minutes and forty-two seconds had passed since they stood toe-to-toe on the
sidewalk across the street. He would have to admit, it was exhilarating. The rhythm as
they approached each other, coming to a halt in perfect sync, there was a thrill he
wasn’t prepared for. There was a naughty grin, a lip twitch, and three crisp tones as
their watches and timers synched; eyes locked for a final beat before neatly turning
north and south: he to the service door for the Brandt Building and she to the lobby.
He with a case of gear and she with the little handbag fit for nothing more than the
credit card, lipstick and (malfunctioning) phone she’d take clubbing.
At the service door, he blinded the alley camera with a laser strobe, made quick
work of the door, and trusted that Selina’s performance was well under way in the
lobby distracting the guards and zapping their CC monitors with static while he made
his way to the hub. There he froze the rest of the cameras and took advantage of the
ample ventilation and cooling ducts an overzealous architect had provided to keep all
those electronics from overheating. When he reached the stairwell, he opened the
channel in time to hear her final “Grazie” (apparently tonight’s club girl was Italian
rather than French) to the guards who were so helpful with her phone’s wonky GPS.
By the time he reached the Brandt roof, she would be changed and following in his
footsteps through the service door. By the time he reached Hobbs’s office, she would
have the Brandt roof cleared of his gear and be working her way out the way he’d got
in, unfreezing the cameras and restoring the door as she went. At least that was the
plan…
..::Okay, yeah, that’s a P190. ‘Snag’ is an understatement. It’s a good thing we’re not using
the windows on those top floors or we’d be screwed. That thing can not only sense the
vibrations if you cut the glass, it would pick up those electromagnets you’re going to use to get
around it. You can still get in on fourteen like we planned, but—::..
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“But this is feeding into an EVD that’s monitoring an unknown number of other
sensors. All the windows on these upper floors, and potentially—”
..::Vibration, sound and proximity sensors inside, yes. Getting from fourteen up to Barry’s
office on twenty-two just got a bit trickier.::..
“A bit trickier?”
..:: You go on getting in that window. Leave it open while you tackle the PIRs, and I’ll be
down to join you.::..
He started to ask how she would reach the Hobbs roof without the descender she’d
already struck, when he remembered who he was talking to. Catwoman had her own
methods just like Batman did. He cleared his throat as he lowered to the fourteenth
floor window. “There is one more minor issue,” he said.
..:: Yes? ::..
“Your comm voice, whispering in my ear, it could be less maddeningly sexy.”
..:: I’ll see what I can do. ::..

Within two minutes, Tommy had removed the bolts on the target window, attached
telescoping bolts in their place, and slid the entire frame along stainless steel buffered
rollers until he achieved an opening large enough to squeeze through. Lassoing the
light fixture, swinging over the infrareds and disarming the office alarm took all of
eight seconds, and that left only waiting for the guard to make his pass. What Selina
called “a guilty mind” scrutinized the bend in the venetian blind and the look of the
window frame beyond. It looked suspicious to the thief that just came through it, but
the crimefighter’s eye assured him there was nothing to see unless you knew where to
look. Even Batman would not scrutinize that particular window on this particular
floor. There was no reason to believe a night watchman would.
So he waited in the dark, splitting his focus between the hall where the guard should
pass and the window where Catwoman would appear. He saw the dot of purple first
and ordered her to stand by, the guard hadn’t passed yet. Almost immediately there
were footsteps. The blind seemed to bend more as the sound came closer…
It gleamed in moonlight that must surely be getting brighter as those footsteps
approached…
Shadow and silhouette lumbered past the glass wall…
Past the window that now seemed glaringly open…
And the purple movement outside that shone more conspicuously than the bat
signal…
The guard passed without slowing.
The footsteps grew distant.
Then the sound of the stair door announced his departure… Opening… then closing
behind him.
“Clear,” he whispered into the comm, and the dot of purple sprang to life, coming
closer until it was Catwoman’s lithe silhouette squiggling and contorting through the
window.
“Nice job,” she remarked, touching the edge of the frame with her claw tip.
They followed the guard’s route to the stairwell, and from there to the sixteenth
floor. Tommy had no trouble defeating the card reader meant to keep the hoi polloi
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from accessing the upper floors, and the sensor he’d placed on that first vibration
detector led them to the EVD hub. Selina studied it for a moment, her fingers forming
a neat triangle under her nose.
“Indoor sensors are never as good as the salesmen pretend,” she whispered.
“They’re optimized for 72 degrees, 50% humidity, and the more that fluctuates, the
more they lose their tiny little minds. False alarms get a system replaced, so the
thresholds to trigger an alarm are raised as changes in temperature or humidity make
it less certain of the signals it’s receiving.”
She reached to the neck of her suit and slid out an atomizer on a thin chain.
“I like to keep it warm,” she explained before spritzing above the unit, and then
outside the face that was open mesh. “Now take this,” she said, handing Tommy an
ordinary lighter. “Make it uncomfy around those holes where the wires go in.”
After about a minute of this assault, she isolated a particular cable. “At this point,
this hub is finding it hard to evaluate the matrix of signals it receives the way it’s
supposed to. If we trip a window alarm, it will still go off. But that’s as far as it goes.
It’s not adding that trip—or any lesser signals—to the greater picture it has of what’s
going on in the building. It’s no longer a ‘smart’ system. Normally, I’d deliver a coup
de gras and just snip this, but since we don’t want them to know anyone was here…”
she gave the cable vicious bend and then pinched it. “There, the pieces aren’t working
together, the power supply is wonky, we should be able to disarm as we go as
originally planned. When they eventually find it—a crimped cable—it’s normal wear
and tear on a unit that’s too delicate and for its own good.”
A slow, calculating smile curled Tommy’s lip as he absorbed this. “That’s the
problem with the high end systems,” he breathed. “Too temperamental.”
“You could also be less maddeningly sexy,” Catwoman managed through a sudden
flush.
“I’ll see what I can do.”

Since Tommy had planned to search the office alone, Catwoman held back once they
got in, letting him work while she regarded the walls with a sour pout.
“Not German expressionist,” Tommy noted, opening the head of Barry’s shredder.
“Putting it mildly,” she murmured. “Cindy Sherman, Julie Mehretu, Richard
Prince… Who is this guy?”
“Not what you expected.”
“Artists who are still alive, no that’s not what I expected from Barry Hobbs. Don’t get
me wrong; they’re not bad. Just really… odd. As a collection, and as his collection…
really… odd.”
He went to work on the safe, and she used his laparoscope tool to explore the
hanging apparatus and shock sensors behind the frames.
“Hm, a USB,” he said, examining the thin blue thumb drive. “Why don’t you finish
up the safe while I copy this and check the computer.”
“You got it,” she said, performing a final inspection of the frames before turning to
the safe. Then she froze as the realization struck. Her lip quivered into the subtlest of
smiles and she whispered “Yes, dear, I’ll finish up the safe while you do that.”
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“Hm?” Tommy said absently as he powered up the tower.
“Nothing, I just… If this is what you feel when I help with the, you know, C-fighting,
I admire your self-control,” she said. Before he could respond, her tone changed to the
one used to greet stray cats on fire escapes. “Oh, hello.”
“What is it?”
“I’ll tell you later. Hurry up with the computer and let’s get out of here. This isn’t
LexCorp but I wouldn’t want to be here any longer than necessary.”
She hadn’t mentioned a time factor previously, apart from the obvious one: avoiding
the patrolling guards, but Bruce deferred asking questions. It took him twelve minutes
to search Barry’s desk, study his computer, determine what was worthwhile, and
copy. In that time, his subconscious analyzed the question: This isn’t LexCorp…
Catwoman’s principal break-in at LexCorp was to steal the X-27 plans and she’d timed
it during Bruce Wayne’s visit because a rival CEO in the building meant Luthor’s
security was preoccupied. The plan gave her a more than comfortable window to
work with, and the only reason to rush would be to minimize the chance of
encountering Superman…
The mystery would have to wait. He’d finished with the computer, powered down
and packed up his gear to move out. The return to the fourteenth floor was
uneventful, but in that final office with the alarms and infrareds restored, Catwoman
blocked his path at the window.
“You’ve come a long way, stud. There’s only one more thing I have to teach you.”
Behind the visor, his eyes went square. That did not sound good. Neither the words
nor the warble of a distant siren. There were always sirens at this time of night, but…
“We’ve got probably two, two-and-a-half minutes before the guard comes through
again,” Catwoman was saying, “so this is just about perfect.”
“I’m listening,” he graveled with the edge that told gunmen he would be still for
now to keep them from shooting the hostage, but they would pay for the reprieve in
pain.
“This is where we settle accounts,” Catwoman said. “Any final business, threats,
accusations of betrayal—”
“On the getaway?!” he said incredulously.
“I know. Weird, right?” she nodded, smiling, but didn’t move aside. “Alarm goes
off in the castle, flood lights pop on all around the building, and you choose this
particular moment to tell me you think I’m pulling a fast one.”
“That is insane,” Tommy hissed.
“Yeah, that’s why I work alone. I’ve even known one Loony Tunes that pulled out a
flask at this point for a celebratory nip.”
“You agree it’s crazy and yet you’re doing it.”
“You should know it goes on. Considering what Tommy is for, the kind of people
you’ll be working with, you need to know. Once you’ve got the prize and before
you’re off the property, that’s when it goes down. And the only way to learn it is to
live it.”
“I’ve learned, let’s go,” he snapped, and she casually stepped aside and let him go
first out the window.
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It was just after one when Tommy reached his apartment, the middle of the work
day as far as Batman was concerned. The heist, while exhilarating, was nowhere near
the physical exertion of a night’s patrol. Rest wasn’t needed, and he had it straight
from Selina that she would indulge in cooing over an especially ‘yummy’ prize when
she got home, particularly if it was an extravagant item of jewelry. So he would dig
into the data from Barry’s computer. It wasn’t terribly different from working on the
logs when he returned to the cave—including, he was sure, the interruption that would
eventually pull him away.
Catwoman had left him a few blocks from the Hobbs building, telling him to take
whatever route he thought best. In theory it was to assure himself he wasn’t being
followed, but he suspected other reasons. First: it let him experience the possibility if
not the anxiety of a Bat-encounter as he made his way home after a crime. To be alone
in his head as he took those precautions, the awareness taking every step with him
until he reached his bedroom window with those second-rate sightlines.
And it worked; he was anxious. Nightwing was out there covering for him tonight,
and if he didn’t dread the prospect of meeting one of Gotham’s masked vigilantes in
the same way another criminal might, it would be mortifyingly awkward. Dick
would…
His mind boggled actually trying to imagine what Dick would do faced with the
scenario. There would be mirth, certainly. Mirth he would want to share. With
Barbara? Tim? Wally? Even if he kept it to himself, it wasn’t something he would ever
let Bruce forget. So it’s fair to say Tommy scrutinized the horizon as actively as any
escaping burglar, with equal if not greater care to avoid a meeting.
The second reason for Catwoman’s departure knocked on his window ninety
minutes after he’d begun the overview of the data. She had stopped for champagne.
“I couldn’t decide between the Dom Pérignon or the Krug, so I brought both,” she
announced happily. “Dom is the ‘03, heatwave vintage, not quite the occasion of the
2004, which I don’t think you care about when you’re not fopping, but the Krug was
right there so I thought why not. Like the man said: always have a back-up.”
“I meant for motion sensors, not multi-vintage Grande Cuvée,” he chuckled, feeling
Tommy was one to smile rather than scowl.
Selina kissed his cheek and gestured with a bottle in each hand. “Choose,” she
ordered, and he pointed to the Krug.
“Did you celebrate like this alone?” he asked, rejecting the notion of Pearl working
with a partner and looking on it as the chance to build a more plausible memory:
returning to his ‘belfry’ alone after a job just as Selina had done to her apartment.
Opening even a half-bottle of champagne for himself seemed… not festive. Maybe he
would indulge in a small shot of that special scotch…
“No, opening a bottle just for me wasn’t appealing,” she said, confirming his
thought. “I’d mostly show Whiskers and Nutmeg the new bauble sans refreshments.
Maybe a few sips of vin santo now and then.”
Their eyes met, reliving confrontations that preceded so many of her solo trips home.
“It seems like a lonely life,” Bruce said quietly, draining his glass.
She shook her head and shrugged.
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“Not really,” she said. “There isn’t a victory party, so what? There are other…
satisfactions.” Her lips parted and she stretched up, asked in a kind of anguished
moan if he remembered how she got away with that painting of the Rialto by
Francesco Guardi. Time froze as he tasted the champagne on her breath, mesmerized
by the color of those lips, the promised softness… “Making you do that,” she was
saying—probably meaning his free hand which had somehow moved involuntarily
around her waist.
“Mhm,” he managed, Psychobat raging as usual that his focus wasn’t where it ought
to be. Even if, ironically, where it ought to be at the moment was the lesson his
criminal sensei was trying to teach.
“I did the après-heist celebrations with Sean’s crew in Europe, and it was nice but it
wasn’t enough to keep me there. It’s part of a package that doesn’t suit me. I liked my
independence, I liked working alone, and then when I got back to Gotham, there was
you. The thrills with you…” She took a deep, luxurious breath while the pad of her
finger ran gently along the side of his mouth. “This was all I had of you back then, just
this little bit here that you left exposed. Such a perfect mouth… that chin…” She
trailed off, kissing him, and he picked her up, carried her to the sofa –where there was
a lot of awkward grunting as legs wrapped prematurely around his waist,
uncooperative clothing was removed and a tablet of Barry Hobbs’s data was extracted
from under her back.
Forty minutes later, Selina was the one on top, Bruce on his back, and she was
giggling.
“No, I mean it; I need a few,” he said, like a man who really could have used another
minute of Tibetan breathing before round two.
“Not that. Look at the table,” she giggled.
Bruce’s head rolled to the side, and the low rumble that was his laugh joined hers.
“Nice panties,” he managed. “New?”
“Bought ‘em special,” she said.
“They’re nice,” he repeated.
Five minutes later when cognitive function returned, he mentioned the bit of taupe
lace draped over a data pad was the kind of thing he used to stage on Wayne One to
scandalize the clean-up crew.
Five minutes and a wake-up smoothie after that, he was back analyzing the data,
which continued past dawn while Selina napped on the sofa. At 6:15 he urged her to
move to the bedroom, sent an email to Lucius to cancel his appointments for the day,
and returned to the data.
At 8:30 he heard Selina in the shower. Realizing he could use one himself, he settled
for a wake-up glass of ice water and more Tibetan breathing, then he returned to the
data.
At 11:45 when Selina left, he finally had the shower. He returned to the data now
sifted into a dozen windows on the long wall screen while three additional windows
reflected the churning of a data aggregator running it through stock market
simulations.
At 5:19 as the first transmission from the paper shredder began processing, the data
pad slipped from his hand as he fell asleep on the sofa…
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Again he was making love to Selina, just as he had on this sofa, except now they
were on Wayne One flying to Metropolis, that lacey undergarment tossed over his
shoulder and landing on the bottle of champagne in a perfect snapshot of Wayne
hedonism. The tablet she was awkwardly lying on was his preparation for his meeting
with Luthor. He was supposed to be studying it on the flight but he couldn’t get her
out of his mind… He didn’t even notice the tiny flashing light as he slid the tablet out
from under her, the tiny purple indicator of a USB he’d also failed to notice. Something
she’d slid into his device knowing he would be carrying it right into the LexCorp tower
for her…
There he was shaking hands with Luthor, going through the motions pretending the
meeting was anything more than a favor to Clark, an excuse to get eyes inside that
vulgar new corporate headquarters that took the obsession with lead and sonic mesh to
such ludicrous extremes. If only he’d known back then that Luthor hired Catwoman to
break into his office, if he’d known then how reasonable she could be if asked to help
in… the proper way.
His lip twitched as his dream rewove the memory, making her break-in part of
Batman’s plan. His surprise was as feigned as Luthor’s when the alarm went off—that
just-installed system whose volume controls hadn’t been properly set. His smile
warmed at the thought: Catwoman tripped that alarm, not because she’d got the X-27
too easily, not because she was bored and she wanted to see what Luthor’s new
security team had to offer… No, she’d done it because he told her to.
His vanish was the same, but instead of changing into Batman he went out the
window and shimmied around the P190s just like he had at the Hobbs Trust. He
planted one… two… three… four… external receivers for the wave modulators
Catwoman was planting to counter the sonic mesh, allowing Clark to hear whatever
was said in Lex’s office like he could anywhere else. If he squinted just so, he might
even be able to make out figures and movement through the walls in spite of the lead.
It was done. All he’d have to do now was change and Batman would join Superman
in the simplest of confrontations: keeping Lex occupied and directing his bluster away
from Catwoman’s true objectiv—
No.
No.
Too late he realized the LexCorp Towers resembled a pair of Jenga towers more than
an office building, and setting up all that wave cancelation around the sonic mesh
could only… He heard a scream far below, Catwoman’s scream as the window frame
he was hanging from began to rumble and shake.
“No,” he breathed as he felt the first give of the impending collapse, his mind’s eye
picturing Catwoman at Luthor’s desk, X-27 plans obtained on a tiny memory stick, but
staying to take her payment knowing he would welch. His accounts were laid bare on
the screen, scrolling lines of banks and deposits… Nevis, Nassau, Costa Rica, Belize…
and a cinematic transfer bar counting down zeroes as the transfer was complete.
She meowed at the screen, withdrew the memory stick, and in the instant she pulled
it from the machine—just like sliding the wrong piece from the bottom of the Jenga—
the tremors began and the whole building began crumbling. Huge chunks came
hurling past his head and he leapt to a collapsing ledge, the instinct to keep moving
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without time to work through a reasonable route. The tower was coming down, and
he rode a girder to a lower roof that was also crumbling. Somehow the LexCorp
instability was becoming an earthquake, the whole city collapsing into God-knowswhat. He ran on, in a window whose room was crashing in on itself, the floor tilting
under him and knocking him out a different window and onto the street. He rolled,
aching, and was again on his feet, atop the stairs in—in Daily Planet Plaza. He started
running again—somehow Catwoman was beside him now, and managing to keeping
up despite some gruesome tears to her costume that probably reflected nasty injuries
underneath. They ran down the stairs, down the street, through another crumbling
building—when the looming crater before them looked like the end—widening,
deepening, bottomless and impossible to leap over—before that beautiful jolt of
Superman grabbing them each at the waist and hoisting them to safety.
He woke (happily before Clark could ask if the carnage was a Batman protocol-gonewrong).

…
…
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Duty Log: Nightwing :: … … …
Personal Revisions, Restricted Access
Encryption Matrix: HUP
Encryption Key: Straddle whip, hocks salto & double

Well that was weird. Not that Bruce has ever been anything
but a tangle of mixed messages where Catwoman is concerned, but
I really thought I’d made my last WTH entry a long time ago.
Sorry.
Special entry | Afternoon Report | Civilian | Wayne Tower
Penthouse
Like it matters. It was a Bludhaven night last night, see
main log, and Babs usually lets me sleep as late as I want after
those. Today she woke me up just before noon to say that she’d
woken up to a message from Bruce. She then proceeded to do that
PITA librarian thing giving me all the pointless cataloging
details, as if I’d care before I’d even brushed my teeth. But
that’s Babs. Gotta love her for it. Even now I don’t care that
Bruce sent it after 5 through the manor relay. All that means
is he probably sent it right after he finished the logs. If I
was a compulsive teacher pleaser, maybe I would have read that
log before going to see him, but I wasn’t cramming for a trig
final.
He wanted me to go to lunch at the Penthouse, so I
showed up at 2, as requested, and figured if there was anything
he wanted me to know from the night before, he’d tell me.
So I went over, he opened the door and… weird.
Okay, background. One of the creepiest things in the first
months working with Batman was how he just knew stuff.
Sometimes he would point out all the breadcrumbs that led to a
conclusion so that some day I could do it myself. But other
times he wouldn’t, and at the time I thought he was being all
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wax on/wax off mysterious.
I later realized he couldn’t
explain, because sometimes when you’ve been doing this long
enough, you just suck in details without noticing.
You just
know and you can’t say why.
The second the elevator door opened, I thought of the diner in
Bludhaven. The split second I saw Bruce’s face, I flashed on
it: walking in that morning, seeing him sitting in that booth
looking dour. He’d called at the crack of dawn the day after
he’d seen Catwoman’s stage show. He called it lunch then too,
even though he was already sitting in a booth across the
street. I have no idea what made me think of it today when all
he had done was say hello and ask about Barbara. I don’t know
if it was something in his voice or what, but boy, all I could
think of was waking up to that call “Thought we could have
lunch” and walking into that diner seeing him sitting there.
And it only got weirder when he had me follow him to the
kitchen. Not that Bruce cooking will EVER be less than weird.
It’s like you wake up one day and the cat talks. He started
explaining about the hellacious night he had and why he was
squeezing in the meeting this way, when he turned—he just turned
casually like it was nothing and said “You like tamago yaki,
right?”
And he had an egg in his hand, which is probably the only
reason I figured out that’s what they call those grilled
Japanese omelets.
I said “Yeah, sure” (they are incredibly good) and he starts
whipping together eggs and a little milk and soy sauce, gets a
flame going under this rectangular frying pan, whisking with
chopsticks—it was the weirdest damn thing you ever saw.
So while he’s cooking—I still can’t believe I typed that—while
Bruce was cooking, he gave me the highlights of Batman’s night.
A while back he cut a swath through the Cráneos Sangrientos and
the small fry took over while their bosses were up the river.
Now the bosses were back, the first wave that cut deals for
reduced sentences that is, they were back on the street and
tensions were running high.
Also Lao Ha, a Chinese money
launderer was in Gotham for 72 hours, undoubtedly to meet with
one of the Triads. The FBI had a bigshot in from DC supervising
what appeared to be a routine mortgage fraud investigation, but
he wasn’t staying at the hotel they always used. That raised
flags and Batman had been keeping an eye on him. Last night it
paid off in that he uncovered and stopped an assassination
attempt, but backfired in the amount of bluster, bruised ego and
bullshit he had to deal with after. The assassin was apparently
an ordinary freelance hitter whose employer found him through a
Chechen-run murder-for-hire site on the dark web. He was not a
soldier with the Chechen mob, but after forty minutes of trying,
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Batman still didn’t think the feds accepted that. They still
thought it was the Chechens who ordered the hit.
“And then there was the Z activity that looked like a Mad
Hatter front being prepared,” Bruce concluded, handing me a
plate.
“Full night,” I admitted as we settled at the table.
“And this morning, Arkham was getting a water reclamation
system installed.
I wanted to be on hand to monitor the
situation, walls open, strange workmen getting access. I barely
had time to grab a shower and leave a note for Selina. This was
the only time to meet.”
Translation from Bruce-Speak: whatever this was about, he
needed it for tomorrow.
Patrol/logs/shower/Arkham meant he’d
had no sleep and was going to crash as soon as I left to get
some rest before tonight’s patrol (which of course he wouldn’t
consider skipping) so it was now or never. I would have offered
to take his patrol, but I knew he’d turn it down so soon after
the last time.
That much was old school Bruce. Then he asked about my tech
work for the GCPD, which was just a continuation of the BarbaraBludhaven smalltalk before getting into it:
“The Lyon case, I remember hearing you and Tim talk about
Robin Pop Quizzes. How bad was I?”
“GSR and Cross Contamination, GO,” I reminded him of my first
test on gunshot residue while we were waiting for a Freeze
henchman to depressurize a door.
He just smiled, so I went on. “Fire suppression as a murder
weapon, GO.
Nail guns as a murder weapon, go.
Falsified
alibies and surveillance video—”
“I get the picture,” he said.
“Before that, before the
quizzes, the systems you were asked to study. Particularly the
financial systems: anti-money laundering, forensic accounting,
enhanced due diligence, countering terrorist financing, what
could have been better?”
“What could have been better?”
“In the way information was presented, the material you were
asked to absorb.”
Weird, right? And ‘the material you were asked to absorb’ as
if he was an indifferent bystander. He was the one doing the
asking, though ‘assigning’ would be more like it and ‘demanding’
wouldn’t be a stretch.
Naturally I kept those thoughts to
myself. Truth is, it wasn’t any fun at the time (except for
blood spatter which was all kinds of cool,) but I did have to
learn it and Bruce’s Get It Done approach worked.
I can’t
imagine any other way to tackle so much detailed information on
so many subjects than to just accept that you have to, put your
head down and gnaw through it.
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So I thought about the finance stuff specifically and did my
best to come up with an answer.
“That first rat’s nest of holding companies the Penguin was
using on that Langston Reed thing, that was the worst. I was
resisting it so hard, it was just pieces of paper and I could
not make myself concentrate on those numbers. But once I got
over the hurdle, it was fine. I would get into a rhythm and
just speed on through it. Start spotting patterns, connecting
dots…”
“But what could have been better in the way it was presented.
Opening the file, page 1, paragraph one, what could have been
better?”
“Too. Many. Acronyms,” I told him. “OMG the acronyms. KYC,
CYCB, CDD, EDD, SDD. And could we all get on the same page if
it’s CTF Counter-terror financing or CFT Counter financing of
terrorism. SAR, IMF, FATF—take it out back and shoot it already
TIOBASIA-boom.”
Bruce laughed—which would have been the weirdest thing yet
once upon a time, but it’s natural enough now that I kept going
for the win.
“And then, when you think it cannot get any more constipated,
when you are convinced these are not human beings at all but
some kind of replicant intelligence that’s come to Earth and
chose this niche to conceal its limited familiarity with our
culture, that’s when they come up with Smurfs.
Smurfs! For
dividing illicit funds into small sums below regulatory
thresholds—Smurfs! Because they’re small.
That’s the last
straw. That’s when you give up and say: You know what, I have
skills. I can go back to the trapeze, this crimefighting isn’t
for me.”
“Thank you for the insight,” Bruce said, shaking his head. He
wasn’t guffawing or anything, but there was a big smile.
I still don’t know what it was all about. All he would say is
it was a side project he was working on. (Totally not weird,
Bruce holding back any information you don’t need to know.)

Selina woke to an exhausted scribble on the pillow next to her:
Just got in. You wouldn’t believe. And Arkham gets new showers installed today. Going to
keep eye on things, be there in case. Sleeping at penthouse after. Do not disturb. Will patrol
from there tonight. Breakfast briefing tomorrow at Pearl’s. You’ll like. —B.
Figuring eleven was the earliest he could possibly consider a breakfast briefing on
such a schedule, Selina knocked on his door at 11:15 and was surprised to see he meant
it literally. He’d obtained a special pan to grill Japanese omelets, and as he beat the
eggs expertly with chopsticks, he half-jokingly explained his ritual with the time lock
from a Zurich bank vault. Also that Tommy was a better cook than Bruce for reasons
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he couldn’t quite explain, he was just more comfortable in the kitchen somehow.
Finally, he emphasized that neither the food nor the lock was a cat burglar-to-cat
burglar hint about Japan or Zurich. If he was going to allude to anything from his past
to kick off the briefing, it would be the London School of Economics, but he didn’t
think either of them wanted to face a full English breakfast.
Selina could only smile as they took their plates to settle in front of his long belfry
viewscreen, remembering his words: As soon as I feel that click of understanding, the box
inside my mind unlocks and I begin integrating whatever I’ve learned into everything else I
know. As soon as I feel the click, I start adapting the technique to make it my own… Clearly, it
happened. The box opened, Thomas Pearl was the criminal Bruce would have become
if he’d gone that way.
“Alright, Project: Robin Hood,” he said as the screen ran through its start-up
routine. “The way you first talked about it on that flight from Rio, showing lesser
minds what it would really look like, it was clear you understood the complexities
involved. Someone like Luthor, nothing in his orbit is simple. No operations that
emanate from him, nothing he designs or generates, and no systems that form around
him…”
“Look in the mirror, stud.”
“Yes,” Bruce nodded seriously. “What you said that day confirmed what I was
seeing when you went after Demon. It reassured me that you were up to the sessions
we were about to start introducing you to the financial and operational complexities of
my holdings. You have a head for it, Selina, and that’s good because what we need to
get into for this heist is a little… advanced. I think the easiest place to begin is actually
in Rio: that parting shot Luthor took at the restaurant, inviting you into his vulture
fund. It’s a bigger compliment than it seems once you understand how the vulture fits
into the landscape of his empire.
“You understand the basic concept of course: a vulture preys on debt-ridden
companies and economies, buying up debt at around thirty cents on the dollar. It takes
out a kind of insurance on the likely-to-fail debt so when it does fail, the ‘insurer’ has to
buy it from them at full value. Buy at thirty percent, sell at one hundred, but that’s
only the beginning. They can also make side bets if the insurance will have to pay out.
And side bets on the side bets… on the side bets, on the side bets. This is your first
opening to express amazement that what you do is illegal while all of this is perfectly
legit.”
“Like robbing the Wayne-sponsored event, that joke has been done. I’ll pass,” Selina
said pleasantly. “What I’m hearing so far is there are ways of going all in if you think
something is going to go bad. If I want to buy up Falstaff’s debt, I’m limited by how
much he’s actually borrowed. But pile on the insurance and side bets…”
“There can be billions on the line, resting on a fairly modest loan of a few million.”
“Like an inverted pyramid,” Selina said with a glint that Bruce recognized.
“Your feline instinct for mischief hit on the perfect example, yes. Not the stablest of
structures, but it sets the table for an exponential return on investment. Now let’s see
where those profits go—”
“Wait, before you go on, is there any chance you’re going to tell me the bottom of
Lex’s pyramid is the kind of loans we were talking about at Bar Drôme, secured with
collateral that’s, you know, the sort of thing I’d steal?”
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“Can I ask what prompted that question?” Bruce graveled.
“Never mind, I’ll tell you later. Just, go on, ‘let’s see where those profits go.’”
“Selina—”
“Forget I spoke. I’m pulling a you. Bad kitty, white belt. You talk; I listen.”
Bruce considered the possibility of a dimensional leak and an alternate universe
Selina replacing his own. Rather than make an ill-advised joke, he pointed to the
viewscreen and the group photo on Barry Hobbs’s yacht. Selina was all but cropped
out, and there were barely perceptible white corners denoting hotspots around the
faces of Hobbs, John Blaine, Dean Rhoads and Matt Montrasante. An enlarged detail
from a different photo at the same event highlighted Bratsie Drammen, and a final
corporate headshot of the type displayed on websites revealed the woman Barry was
lunching with at the Modern.
“What isn’t paid out to investors goes into Prosperity Partners, the dark money run
by Blaine,” he said, momentarily enlarging his portion of the photo. “It buys the
lobbyists, congressmen and legislation for whatever Lex is into at the moment.
Example: right now he’s deep into coltan and wolframite for his remade tech
divisions. Congressman Beck, head of the Ethical Sourcing Caucus has twenty-eight
colleagues who need to get reelected. They or their PACs get donations from
Prosperity, but they’ll get their marching orders from Dean. His family’s law firm
fronts for Luthor; LexCorp is his main client. At his direction, they make sure Luthor’s
preferred sources of those crucial ores—read: the cheap ones—remain off lists
condemning the human rights and environmental practices that make them cheap.
“Then there’s the garden variety awarding contracts to a private mercenary outfit he
invests in, rolling back regulations affecting his subsidiaries, one-off problems with a
shipment stopped at customs, and so on. But most importantly, above everything else,
they protect the vulture fund’s interests: preventing a bankrupt state from
restructuring its debt in a way that wouldn’t trigger the fund’s payday, for example.
It’s a vicious and extremely profitable cycle, and the two funds are the heart of the
system—the twin ventricles taking money in and pumping it back out at multiple
points on its journey through the cycle.
“Matt Montrasante is the inside man at LexCorp…” Again, the detail enlarged as
Bruce moused over the hot spot. “He coordinates all these outside interests:
Prosperity, Paulson-Hobbs, the law firm Rhoads, Rhoads, and Mann. Acts as a buffer
with Luthor and probably crafts most of their political strategy. And that rounds out
your foursome on the yacht. The other two are Constance Rafkin, Barry’s lunch at the
MoMA, she runs the vulture fund, and Bratsie Drammen, technically LexCorp
Financial but he’s really Luthor’s personal money manager. Top man in the country
when it comes to tax havens, and there isn’t a Kobra, Injustice Gang or Secret Society
that doesn’t use methods he devised to build a clandestine base or channel funds to a
new operation.”
Selina considered this, then bit her lip.
“Refresh me, Barry does what exactly?”
“Each entity’s interaction with Wall Street is through Paulson Hobbs,” Bruce said
grimly. “Barry’s firm handles the debt purchase, the credit default swaps—that’s the
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‘insurance’ I mentioned, bundling hundreds of those ‘policies’ into investment
portfolios, then making the ‘side bets’ on those portfolios and bundling them...”
“So he’s hired help,” Selina said bluntly. “He’s getting a fat commission each time
the money moves, each time the… heart beats, as you put it. But you saw Luthor when
he invited me to the fund, that wasn’t the CEO of LexCorp. That was the guy who
gives policy to Grodd. The vulture fund is his, and he doesn’t look on a mere
functionary as a colleague, a partner or a peer. No matter how much money’s
involved.”
“I’m not sure where you’re going with this,” Bruce said.
“I’m not either,” she murmured. “But it might be an opportunity. Robbing from the
rich is easy. I thought of a dozen ways to pull that off when I was playing with this
idea, to do it in sufficiently theatrical style to send the message. There are a dozen
ways—there are a hundred—I think what you’re about to propose might even be close
to something I came up with. But ‘giving to the poor,’ that is not a fridge-magnet
simple undertaking. If, in Barry’s mind, he’s working with Lex while Lex knows he’s
working for him, that might open some possibilities.”
Bruce grunted, then his lip began to curl into the malevolent smile that gave Clark
nightmares.
“What is it you think I’m about to propose?” he asked.
She reached for her purse and pulled out a thick prospectus.
“Matt Montrasante gave me that at Barry’s viewing party. It’s the vulture fund: East
End Holdings. He changed the name the day he got back from Rio, I checked. Not
really the F-you it would be from some people. More like he’s letting me know that he
saw me coming. ‘I knew you’d express interest once you got some distance from
Wayne to pursue it privately.’
“That’s why Barry lit up as soon as I said I was coming without you, why Matt had
this prospectus with him on the yacht, why Blaine was so attentive. He changes the
name to East End the day after he invites me in—and then you tell me this fund is
basically an inverted pyramid. I can’t help but think that the base, the crucial bottom
stone, is a loan secured with something I would steal. And will steal, that I’m meant to
steal to start all the dominos falling and get Lex his payday.”
“You think he’s setting you up?” Bruce asked sharply.
“No, he really doesn’t hate me the way he does you or Spitcurl. Even when I was
beating the hell out of him that time, screwing with all his assets in Gotham, he wanted
me dead, sure, but there was no blood going to it. With Lex it’s like that old Godfather
wag: it’s just business, it’s not personal. And if I’m understanding you about all these
insurance policies and side bets built on a few core loans, and if it is the kind of
collateral I’d take that’s propping the whole thing up, then he’d want it to fall at a time
of his choosing. Once I’m an investor, I’m sure he figures I’ll do the honors taking the
critical piece.”
“Pieces. I simplified a bit; it doesn’t come down to one guy financing a new fleet for
his airline with a Monet. These are large, diverse portfolios with more than one critical
loan at the root. But the idea is the same. And you did it before with the Justice
League plans: three pieces in a single night when he needed it. If you did refuse, he
could always get someone else. You’ll still profit like mad as an investor; you could
hardly roll over on him.”
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“Which brings us to your proposal,” Selina said with a malicious smile that rivaled
his. “You said the two central funds, Prosperity Partners and East End Holdings, are
ventricles of a heart. We’re going to give LexCorp a heart attack.”
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EAST END
Ladies and gentlemen, East End Charters welcomes you to Grand Cayman. The local time is
approximately 10:47 am. Please keep your seatbelts fastened and carry on items stowed until
the seat belt sign is turned off.
Bruce noted the time, but before dismissing the coincidence, he allowed Selina’s
words from the auction house to float back to him. ‘It’s hunting, Tommy. Hunting
involves luck: good if you’re the predator, bad for the prey.’ He considered his prey:
Bratsie Drammen, Luthor’s personal money manager, rising to get his carry-on from
the overhead bin of the chartered 737. The flight into “everyone’s second favorite tax
haven” (as Selina put it) was slightly over half full; there was no need to rush this or to
follow too close. Bratsie certainly wasn’t in a hurry, helping a short woman with her
carry-on after he’d got his own.
The Caribbean plinking of a steel drum played on the short walk from the plane into
the airport. All but one passenger had made the turn for visitors and he proceeded
alone through the doorway for simpler processing. All but two puddled in the ground
transportation bay after presenting their passports, queuing for the shuttles to the big
resorts or the well-known car rentals. Only Bratsie Drammen and Thomas Pearl left
the airport on foot. They didn’t speak on the short walk to the strip mall down the
road, there was just a moment of acknowledgment as they separated from the
amateurs who stayed at the Ritz.
Tommy went into a mom and pop called Palms Car Rental without bothering to
notice the name on the door Bratsie disappeared into. The clerk had an envelope
waiting along with the car he’d reserved, and in that envelope were the keys to a house
he’d rented on the Internet and a map with handwritten directions. Unsurprisingly,
Bratsie’s pick-up was accomplished in the same span of eight minutes, and Tommy
was able to spot the white Jeep pulling out of the parking lot while he was loading his
own suitcase into a sporty convertible. While not following the Jeep, he spotted it
twice on the winding drive through pleasant suburban neighborhoods to a cinematic
cliff-road that twisted as it rose above the coastline. When the Jeep finally turned, he
noted the spot with a predatory lip-twitch.
He continued another three miles to the very edge of the dramatically rocky coastline
and the modest villa poised over it, “hawk like” as its name implied, that was to be his
home for the next two days. The house was called Séaghdha, an old Gaelic word, and
was built by an Irish privateer at the turn of the 19th Century. None of the original
structure remained but the name stuck, and though the 3-bedroom villa was
thoroughly modernized, the online reviews were dreadful—to those who didn’t know
the code.
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Feeling no need to unpack beyond tossing his bag into the bedroom, Tommy noted
all the features that made the house seem so unattractive to those who didn’t
understand what was really being offered: The pool was indeed ‘slime green,’ meaning
no pool cleaner was around to see who you were. The breeze was blocked by the trees
when the wind came from the East, meaning no one could see onto the deck or through
the windows. There were ‘treacherous’ stairs down to a thin strip of beach that was far
too rocky for sunbathing (though there was evidently delightful snorkeling if you
really had come for some sort of a Caribbean sea-based experience.) The wi-fi was
poor, the cable limited and there was no housekeeping. That did mean if you wanted
fresh towels, you’d have to wash them yourself—hardly an issue if you were only there
for a night or two, and again there was no maid to see who you were. You dropped off
the keys at the car rental where you picked them up, completing the “overall poor
service” which the cognoscenti understood to be secured anonymity.
The purchased privacy confirmed, he pulled a slim tool from his wallet to deliver the
enhancements Batman’s interests demanded. After a scan confirming there were no
bugs or hidden cameras, he set up a perimeter of small discs to enhance and encrypt
his uplink to the Wayne Tech satellite. Telephone and internet arrangements seen to,
he checked in with Clark (this was a LexCorp investigation, after all) and then made
his way to the Veles Property Bank.
His first order of business was the Thomas Pearl cover and setting up the real offshore accounts to mirror the sham ones created for appearances in Gotham. A worldclass thief needed the proper type of bank for an employer or fence to wire payments,
and those set up through Ilya’s man in Little Odessa really didn’t put him on
Catwoman’s level. So he began at Veles and the polished Caymanian accounts
manager who could not have made a more striking contrast to the oily Mr. Sadik at the
Ottoman Bank. In her mid-twenties, possibly mixed race, her hair in a tight chignon,
her smile was gracious rather than hungry. Her business attire, while probably less
expensive and certainly of lighter fabric, fit impeccably. She introduced herself as
Binta Watler, and walked him back to an office that was airy and welcoming rather
than stuffy. There were no precious ornaments or exotic brick-a-brac, only a potted
plant that was clearly benefiting from the floor-to-ceiling windows and the sunlight
that had bleached most of her binders. And while her Ottoman counterpart hit the
Excellents with such greedy gusto, the cadence of her strong Caymanian accent
emphasized Service, Exclusivity, Anonymity, and Security. She also managed to
convey that the actual service they were selling was ultra-secure mailboxes.
“In order to secure the type of banking services you’re looking for, an individual
must establish residency on the island or maintain offices in the case of a company…”
And then, without connecting any dots, she merely stated “Veles, as one of the leading
corporate archives in the world, offers a number of services to protect sensitive
documents and materials for some of the most powerful businesses in the world,
including ultra-secure corporate vaults as well as executive safes for smaller accounts.
Those are mostly held by executives from the client companies, of course, though select
individuals have also been approved…”
It was clear the ‘executive safes’ were the mailboxes, whether they were held by a
company or a person, while the corporate vaults also designated the size of the space
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rather than the type of owner. They were actually ‘container vaults’ like shipping
containers in a secured underground storage facility beneath the building.
“Access is the predictable state-of-the-art nightmare,” he related when he called
Selina later. “EVX-40 Rotating Encryption System. The network can only be tapped
directly from a terminal inside the facility, and there’s a ten minute window before the
encryption program resets and locks us out again. Visiting the safes or the vaults is by
appointment only. That’s when they use the terminal, and the system is programmed
to accept only that client’s individualized keycard within the ten minutes following
their appointment time. Their key—and only their key—will then disable the
automated security inside the vault: infrareds, sentries, pressure sensitive floor,
thermal detectors, you name it.”
..::Well, nightmare by some standards, I suppose, but not like a LexCorp facility. I mean, no
laser turrets, no robot sentries that shoot kryptonite-radiation beams out of their eyes, no—.::..
“Correct, nothing lethal,” he agreed. “Not even a floor pad that delivers 80,000 volts
if it doesn’t detect an employee badge. Hard to believe Lex lets his man do business
with such pacifists.”
..:: So it’s the usual Menu A and Menu B: cameras, thermals, PIRs, etc. and the keycard
switches it all off, meow. I told you once, every lock ultimately has the same flaw. They’re
meant to be opened. Everybody has to go home at night and that means opening the door. ::..
“Well unfortunately this doesn’t open the door,” Tommy growled. “All the keycard
really buys is the ability to walk into the executive safe room or up to the door of your
specific container vault without all the sentries going wild and the cameras recording.
Getting in still require a biometric: a fingerprint.”
..::Not a problem, you got Bratsie’s prints when you got mine, right?::..
“It’s not that simple. Veles doesn’t use an ordinary optic fingerprint pad. It’s what’s
called a capacitive sensor, what I use for the cave elevator at the penthouse. It
measures the change in voltage across the micro-ridges of a fingerprint. It can’t be
fooled with a copied print.”
..::Yeah, it can. I wasn’t going to tell you because I know how you get, but um… Gummy
cats.::..
“Excuse me?”
..::Gummy cats have the same resistance as human skin. Instead of latex or cellophane,
transfer the print onto a gummy cat and press lightly.::..
“I use this tech to secure the satellite cave and you’re telling me it can be beaten
with…”
..::With a gummy cat, yes. But it’s not the kind of thing even thieves on our level stumble on
unless they happen to have a cat theme, so don’t worry about it. Your elevator is as secure as—
::..
“We’ll talk about this later.”
..::Joy.::..
“What about your mission?”
..:: LexCorp jet landed at the airstrip as scheduled, Montrasante’s checked into the
Intercontinental, his usual suite, and unless feline instinct is letting me down—and it rarely
does on something like this—he’ll be having drinks with Barry tonight at the Pegu. ::..
Bruce grunted, and she mused:
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..:: Vitam regit fortuna, non sapientia. ::..
“Fortune, not wisdom, rules lives. Cicero. That’s what you need him to say?”
..:: Those are the syllables. Shouldn’t be hard.::..
“Blaine would be better. It would be… neater.”
..:: Too neat and tidy isn’t a virtue. Isn’t that the sort of thing that sets off a great detective?
I say Matt is who the Fates sent us; it would be rude to ignore him. Besides, a clean data trail in
Metropolis isn’t everything. I can put Matt to better use against Barry.::..
“I trust you,” Bruce said simply. There was no one more adept at pushing a man’s
buttons and a part of him wished he had recruited her a long time ago to help with the
boys’ clubs that clustered under adversaries like Luthor.
He finished the paperwork registering Tommy’s shield companies, visited two
regular banks and got the paperwork he needed there, and then made his way to a
non-descript restaurant in a non-descript shopping center. He found a comfortable
reassurance in the sun dropping below the horizon as he pulled into the parking lot,
noting the white Jeep with rental plates a few stalls away. So far from Gotham in an
identity so different from Bruce Wayne and on a mission so different from Batman’s,
the real work still began at nightfall.
The place was busy, but Tommy waved past the hostess giving discouraging
estimates of the wait time and headed into the bar where Bratsie Drammen stood with
a beer and a basket of something fried. He had the look of an aging golden boy who
wore his success like a comfortable old sweater. There was none of Luthor’s strutting
aggression, just the easy confidence of one born to privilege, raised to expect success
and given the advantages to bring it about, but whose hard work and genius had
brought wealth that dwarfed that of his grandfathers. The havoc and destruction his
genius enabled through the Luthors of the world simply didn’t occur to him, so he was
able to enjoy the lifestyle untroubled by the specter of human misery and ruined lives.
“Best conch fritters on the island,” he said as Tommy approached him, recognizing
an obvious member of the club.
“Conch,” Tommy said, sampling one. “Those are the big shells? Mm, spicy.” He
ordered a basket and a beer, introduced himself as “Tom Althorp, Greenwich,” and
they chatted.
Bratsie mentioned a sailing school in Greenwich and Althorp mentioned the
upcoming America’s Cup in Metropolis. Then Bratsie mentioned the folder of papers
Althorp had with him, and the conversation shifted naturally into their respective
business on Grand Cayman. Drawing on Tommy Pearl’s interest in fine spirits, Bruce
had devised a very particular type of hedge fund Pearl would come up with for his
cover.
“Getting $10 million together for a very simple private equity fund investing in rare,
limited-edition scotch whiskies. The supply strategies in the ‘80s didn’t anticipate the
growth we’re seeing in Asia.”
“Simply put: running out of the rare vintages?” Bratsie said with a twinkle.
“According to indices produced by Whisky Highland UK, sales of the top 100 single
malts are up 230% over the past three years.”
Bratsie let out a low whistle, and somewhere deep in Bruce’s psyche where his
various mindsets coexisted, he realized that if Pearl was a con man instead of a cat
burglar, he might have a mark. Psychobat snarled not to give the newcomer any ideas,
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while the more reasoning aspects of Batman pointed out that Catwoman had dipped
her toes into those waters once or twice. Grifters might like to believe they were
different from thieves, but there was considerable overlap… It was probably Psychobat
which then prompted a healthy swig of beer, while Pearl quietly noted that he was not
a moron. Drammen was tight with Lex Luthor and that’s not somebody you mess with
for pocket change or in any way that leaves a contrail. Psychobat drank again, noting
the pun—a contrail? A con trail?—while the more reasoning Batman again noted that
Selina deliberately baited Luthor after the quake, preying on his interests in Gotham
and signing her name to every act in order to provoke him. It might not be a pun but
nevertheless… Psychobat and Pearl then roared together that he was not—was not—a
theme criminal. There would be no puns, there would be no costume, there would be
no gimmicks, and… At that moment, Psychobat and Pearl realized they were in
complete agreement and peace was achieved.
After a pleasant hour chatting, Althorp and Bratsie went their separate ways, the
former with a recommendation for the best lionfish tacos on the island, the latter with a
Wayne Tech DB83-nano attached to his watch. Tommy meant to test that little gem of
cat burglar tech before pulling out of the parking lot. He sat in his car watching the
black screen on his phone and holding his breath. Was the feed from the micro-camera
dark or was it simply not sending? He thought about checking its homing signal, even
though it wouldn’t be nearly precise enough to be effective. It was made to track a
target driving at high speed to a particular building; he would need to pinpoint
Bratsie’s location within inches. If the camera didn’t work, that would leave him with
the crapshoot of Plan B and only…
The gnawing question became moot. The feed from Bratsie’s wrist suddenly
brightened, clearly showing the speedometer of the Jeep and a portion of the
windshield. It was working.
Tommy took a deep breath and headed home where, ironically, his online purchase
of gummy cats had been delivered by a Global LEXpress drone.

… … … … :: Duty Log: Oracle :: … … …
Selina is becoming Mrs. Batman. She had me pull all the tail
numbers for the LexCorp fleet and won’t say why. She said thank
you, which makes a nice change, but not a hint what it’s about.
I told her we automatically scan flight plans filed out of
Metropolis and flag anything Lex-related heading for Gotham.
She must know that, but I told her just in case she wanted me to
track the numbers manually and cross-reference with five or six
ancillary parameters. In case something was going on. There
must be something going on if she’s pulling tail numbers, right?
So I told her we’re already tracking, and she didn’t bite. So
then I came right out and offered to check for her, keep an eye
on Metropolis and let her know when something happens—and she
said no, she’s rather do it herself.
Rather do it herself, how is that for a she-Bruce? I mean,
yeah sure, Flight Aware, Jet Charter, anybody with internet
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access can track a plane. But if the All-Seeing Oracle offers,
who besides Bruce says ‘Grunt, no, I’ll do it myself.’
Needless to say, I decided to keep an eye on those planes
anyway and some others she didn’t ask for. Unlike Bruce, Luthor
doesn’t have any personal craft; they’re all technically owned
by LexCorp. But a few of his friends (technically he doesn’t
have those either, but, y’know, the neighbors one mansion over)
have a plane, so I added them to my list. Other rich people at
the country club he’s willing to be photographed with, some of
them own planes… on the list.
And I just happened to check the Watchtower schedule and saw
when Superman had monitor duty.
It is LexCorp, Metropolis,
planes fly, he flies; you never know what might casually come up
in casual conversation. So I called to pass the time, since it
was a slow night.
He didn’t mention anything about an
investigation with Batman or anything related to Gotham.
Or
anything about Luthor or LexCorp.
Or Selina apart from
unsealing a Justice League file so she had access to Mxyzlptk
Blackout
Dates
and
something
called
The
Camelopardalis
Alignment. That’s, like, some kind of Lemon Nebula Mardi Gras
the Green Lanterns keep an eye on.
I started to feel bad. I hadn’t realized it, but I’ve been a
little “been there-done that” about the wedding. I’ve been a
Wayne Manor bride, and… I just hadn’t realized how much more
complicated it is for Selina. Becoming Mrs. Wayne is a bit more
involved than Mrs. Grayson, just on its own. Add in Batman as
the groom and Superman as the best man, I can’t even imagine
what she’s trying to juggle.
If she wants to be a little
mysterious about some LexCorp investigation, I could be less
territorial.
So I had backed off tracking LexCorp planes and I didn’t think
anything more about it until I fired up the OraCom to three
alerts. There was the reminder that B was going out of town
again and Nightwing would cover his patrol. It’s been on the
schedule for days, nothing unexpected there: One night for
certain, 20% projection it would extend to two, 5% projection it
could extend to three.
There was also an alert that B would be cutting his patrol
short—also not unexpected if he was leaving early in the
morning.
And then there was a third notice that Cassie was cutting her
patrol short.
She wasn’t flying out with B, there’s no
indication she won’t be back on the job tonight. It’s not like
her to put up an alert that way. Normally she’d just tell me on
the com at some point during the night, or even right before she
takes off, and I’d find out then what it’s all about. But an
alert—an alert that (I checked) was entered into the system
around four in the afternoon-it’s so formal.
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So once she logged into the com, I asked what it was all about
and she said she was cutting out early because she too had an
early start in the morning, just like B but totally unrelated.
Selina called her this afternoon and told her to get a good
night’s rest for an early start. Now, Cassie isn’t the best for
details so I figured I’d get the story from Selina when she
logged in. It was a busy night with this and that, I wasn’t
paying too much attention, but around one I realized I hadn’t
seen any action at all on Cat’s channel. So I asked Cassie and
she said Selina had gone to Metropolis. She hadn’t taken Wayne
One, obviously, or I would’ve gotten the ding when it filed a
flight plan. Selina’s credit cards are locked up now same as
Bruce’s. I don’t know how they do it but I can’t seem to track
them.
Luckily they can’t lock me out of commercial airline
manifests.
Since I knew where she was going and she booked
under her own name, I found her flight and nailed down that she
booked it this afternoon approximately 40 minutes before Cassie
entered the alert.
Then I remembered the LexCorp tail numbers and checked. Sure
enough, one of the Lex fleet filed a flight plan at 3:49 for a
flight to Gotham today. So I pulled out a spreadsheet and made
a timeline.
-LexCorp pilot files the flight plan Metrop to Gotham
-Selina sees it and immediately books a flight to Metropolis
-calls Cassie and books her for a job early this morning
(possibly meeting that flight and tailing whoever’s on it)
-Cassie logs her alert
-Selina flies to Metropolis
-AND I DON’T KNOW WHAT’S GOING ON!
So like I said: Mrs. Batman.

The East End of Grand Cayman is not a figurative name. The day began with the
intense rays of a peach and purple sunrise streaming through the bedroom window
and muttered curses from a man who didn’t like mornings as Bruce, as Matches, or as
Thomas Pearl.
Since the one thing he hadn’t managed the previous day was equipping the kitchen
with breakfast staples, he had to forego Tommy’s breakfast ritual and set out to find a
juice bar. Sustenance accomplished, he made an appointment to visit his new box at
Veles Property Bank and found a central but inconspicuous location to monitor
Bratsie’s video feed.
With considerable envy, Tommy realized Bratsie was enjoying the holiday lie-in that
he would have liked himself. The watch remained untouched on the nightstand until
9:41 when it jostled briefly and showed Bratsie moving towards (presumably) his
bathroom. It didn’t actually move to his wrist until 10:05, when Bratsie drove to the
marina and had a leisurely breakfast at the yacht club. Tommy’s bitterness calcified as
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he who had been (grudgingly) up at dawn watched this late-sleeper tucking into eggs
benedict and blueberry pancakes at 10:26. Selina’s admonitions about resenting the
rich or speaking ill of bankers went out the window. He was going to enjoy Bratsie
Drammen’s executive safe laid bare before him. Grunt.
Eventually, Bratsie finished his meal and visited the First Caribbean National Bank,
Scotiabank and Grand Cayman National… then he had lunch at Camana Bay
overlooking the marina, and finally—finally—at the point when Psychobat and
Thomas Pearl had again achieved perfect synchronicity in contempt and the words
they used to expressed it, Bratsie drove to the Veles Property Bank.
Tommy sat up, focused intently on the screen as the BankerCam on Bratsie’s wrist
gave a jerky oblique angle of the Veles exterior, of the door opening, the lobby floor,
the lobby fern, the receptionist, and finally a green plastic basket. Tommy’s heart
stopped as a minute passed, imagining worst case scenarios. What if it was more than
passing through a metal detector, what if items like the watch were removed before
entering the vault? Not only would the watch cam be useless, he would have to stow
his own valuables when he went in and Plan B would be nullified too.
He began thinking through ways to smuggle his phone in, when the question was
again made moot as the camera’s still image came to life. Lifted from the basket,
blocked momentarily by Bratsie’s fingers as he put it back on, and offering a pictureperfect close-up of Bratsie’s keycard sliding into the reader. Tommy scrutinized the
movements as Bratsie walked through the vault to the executive safe room… Even
from the watch’s oblique angle, it was an impressive sight coming into view. Dark,
polished slate floors, cream colored walls trimmed in silver metal forming an open
doorway… It didn’t look like “a vault” but some ultra-rich space station. Through the
doorway, what looked like space age ceiling art camouflaged the multi-tier security
that had all been switched off. Boxes were visible to the left and right in a series of
recessed, angular bays that tilted hopelessly out of focus as Bratsie reached the
doorway.
Tommy watched fixedly… Three steps down… Right hand set of four bays A01,
A02, A03, with signage on the sides that were probably instructions… a better view of
the boxes then… the third bay from the door… Tommy could see now that the “signs”
were really recessed flatscreens displaying, not instructions but the capacity, humidity,
and more he couldn’t make out as Bratsie moved past… Bottom row… the first box in,
though his hand obscured the number… Placed his finger on the pad… And that was
that; Pearl’s lip twitched into that unique hungry-deliberate curl that wasn’t quite a
smile.
The smile didn’t last, but Selina did say there’s always a snag.
It was almost two hours later when he was the one retrieving his watch, keys and
phone from the little green basket. He slid his keycard into the reader and seemed
jaded enough as the row of LEDs lit their approval and the door before him clicked like
an ordinary lock unlatching. It then slid open like an elevator, and only then did
Tommy betray himself as a first timer, turning to the guard and confirming all the
security measures inside were disabled, most especially the cameras. The guard gave a
patronizing nod. It was the usual concern.
Tommy walked first to the same box Bratsie had, Batman’s perception easily taking
in the flatscreens at a glance now that he had an unobstructed view: Capacity,
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Humidity, Temperature and Pressure on the top left. Below that, a window full of
machine code, probably related to the EVX-40 and the various systems it monitored. In
the middle, a narrow window displayed three colored graphs charting the second-bysecond fluctuations in something. And on the far right, circular meters of global usage
and memory. Tommy’s brow crinkled and he turned back for a longer look. Displays
like this weren’t usual on EVX units. It could be something Veles rigged up to impress
the clients in their vault, that was the likely explanation. It wasn’t using a Wayne Tech
visualization matrix; it might be a LexCorp and that would be worth a closer look. He
recorded a few seconds video of the display to study later.
He continued to Bratsie’s box, opening a false compartment in his phone and
extracting the prepared gummy cat. Psychobat seethed for a silent moment as the light
around the scanner turned green. It was the technology he used in Wayne Tower – the
tech that protected its Batcave – active capacitance, 20 milliohms, minimum error
threshold – and Pearl could now beat it – because Selina could beat it – with a gummy
cat.
He glanced through Bratsie’s papers: the expected bank statements and passbooks, a
few deeds… He took what snapshots he needed and then fingered the real items of
interest: two USBs and a portable hard drive. The last was almost an inch thick with
the footprint of three credit cards, quite bulky for a mere terabyte of storage. The
current Wayne Tech models would pack five times that into a unit this size with a
resident power supply. Tech snobbery aside, it is what he hoped to find. An older unit
should mean older data, and a few years of historical data was a priority for the
mission objective Selina didn’t know about.
The one flash drive copied almost instantly, but the portable drive would take some
time and the second USB held a nasty surprise. He connected the portable drive to his
“phone” and would leave it to run inside Bratsie’s safe while he took his gummy cat to
the second destination... As he did, he tried to think if there was any solution to the
second USB besides taking it with him, working on it overnight and bringing it back.
He had time to decide. Closing Bratsie’s safe, he followed the path he’d seen the
other man take to the elevator that led to the container vaults. Lacking a keycard
authorized to use the elevator, he had planned to hack the controls but decided to
check a vent he’d noticed on Bratsie’s watch cam. It would be faster if it was big
enough to crawl through…
And it was... For all the imposing security, Veles had vents a man his size could
crawl into. Even the vent cover came off quickly, and for a moment he paused,
considering if it might be a trap. He glanced around the rim looking for tells… and
found none. More importantly, the instinct that sniffed out the silent ways into Demon
bases and Joker hideouts said that this vent was exactly what it seemed. He crawled in
and crawled down— right— forward—
He did have to stop and remove grates every few feet, so the Veles wasn’t
completely oblivious about the uses a man-size vent could be put to…
The grates didn’t take long to open, however… Certainly not for Batman… And
while he considered that all those silent infiltrations of criminal dens made him faster
than a typical thief, it really didn’t seem likely. The grates simply weren’t the
impediment the designers thought.
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He crawled out into the underground complex where the container vaults were
housed… nothing to impress a client from this view. It was like a sprawling multilayered warehouse, all grungy efficiency. He was on a kind of cramped stairwell,
climbed over the railing and down a shadowy, non-foot-friendly route to a keypad.
Though Veles claimed all the vault security was switched off when a client was
admitted, he had his doubts. An area like where a client had no reason to be… Sure
enough, the keypad was active, though it was an easy hack…
LexCorp’s container vault was on the second floor, and it wasn’t difficult finding his
way to the elevator. From there, he followed the path Bratsie had taken from the
elevator… He entered the narrow corridor consisting of a concrete wall on his left, the
long wall of the container vault on his right, and the access panel directly ahead. The
fingerprint reader was identical to the one on the executive safe and the gummy key
was just as effective, but unfortunately, after that he was on his own.
The corporate vaults were shipping containers just as he’d been told—extremely
clean, posh, space age looking containers, but shipping containers all the same. But
either those slick, pristine walls were treated with something that had messed with the
camera feed, or else... or else, he was screwed. All Tommy knew for sure was that the
camera feed had become a jolting wall of static once Bratsie stepped through the door.
If the interference came from the something in the walls blocking the signal, Plan B
should let him track Bratsie’s movements in the cavern of archived documents. The
DB83-nano had a thermal signature and it was less than two hours since it moved
through the space. Once he was within the same walls, he should have no trouble
picking up the trace signature. Even Bratsie’s wrist might have picked up enough
residual radiation that if he had removed the watch, Pearl could still track his
movement through an insulated vault where the air hadn’t been disturbed.
If the interference came from the walls. That was the crucial point. If it didn’t, if Lex
had Kryptonite stored in there and the radiation from that created the interference, it
would more than blot out the miniscule signature from the watch… Tommy pressed
the gummy onto the reader and an entire section of the wall slid out just as it had for
Bratsie, revealing a keypad. The keypad didn’t look like it required a fingerprint, but
he used the gummy anyway to type in the 4 digit code he’d seen Bratsie enter, the last
images he’d seen from the watch before that break-up into hopeless static. He held his
breath as the door panel slid open and he looked on the interior of the LexCorp vault.
At first glance, it looked like a storage closet at the Watchtower. The long,
rectangular floor tiles were dark and slightly reflective. Indirect lighting that was
chosen for practicality wound up presenting a theatrically space-age feel. The walls
sectioned off: a column of drawers here, a shelf with a row of binders there. A low
bench covered in blueprints, another with long black suitcases that looked like they
might contain weapons. A shelf with document boxes, a large stack of more document
boxes, another low shelf with a laptop… Selina once spoke of the instinct that led her
through a home, a sixth sense that prompted her to take or avoid certain items in a
safe… “I’ve been doing this a long time” she’d said. He hadn’t. He’d had no time at all
to hone that instinct and his awareness of the fact manifested as a sickly clenching at
the back of his neck. Searching blind without a hint of what Bratsie had done in here
would take days, perhaps weeks…
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He let out the breath and took out his keychain, activating a delicate sensor in the
fob…
If Luthor had kryptonite in here, he was absolutely screwed…
The tension at the very base of his hairline seemed to spread outward…
And he was holding his breath again…
Well…
There was no overwhelming surge of a radioactive space rock wreaking havoc from
a few feet away…
Whew…
There was no subtle clicking of a DB83-nano moving through the space 90-minutes
ago either…
He took a slow step towards the long metal drawers on the right wall of the
container… then another… then another… deeper in, farther right… deeper in…
towards the center… deeper in… farther left… -click-click-click-click-click- -click-click-click-click- -click-click-click-CLICK-CLICKHe resumed breathing as he followed the auditory trail of Bratsie’s movements
through the vault… To one of the archival document boxes… The Collateralized Debt
Obligations, the Credit Default Swaps, all the underlying documents for the alphabet
soup of acronyms Dick had railed against. The physical contracts, deeds, bonds and
policies that would be triggered when the lynch pins were removed.
He shoved these into his briefcase and hurriedly closed up the storage boxes and
continued to scan. The trail led to one of the binders next, whose pages he
photographed… Then one of the drawers… charters and paperwork for the holding
companies LexCorp (probably) used to hide its income like any other corporation using
the tax haven in the usual way… Probably. With Luthor, you never know. He took
these documents as well. If closer inspection revealed it was simple tax avoidance, that
was between Luthor and whatever passed for his conscience, but if it was the means to
construct his next SIEVE installation, his next Intersect or his next Sinister Citadel…
He resumed scanning.
There was a small safe in one of the wall panels beneath another row of drawers,
beside a keypad he was not prepared to crack. Batman merely noted it along with the
black suitcases, a wall panel of “drawers” that looked like they might conceal servers,
and the low shelf with a laptop… He grunted. It was never over for long with Luthor
and there would be a time to return and make this vault cough up every one of its
secrets.
He left the vault as he’d found it, returned to Bratsie’s executive safe and collected
his phone with a few quick snaps of cable and then marched out in the snappy but
casual rhythm of a world class burglar with a plane to catch.

… … … … :: Audio Log: Batgirl :: … … …
Lessons with Selina Sensei confusing. More than with Bruce
Sensei or Sifu Tsu or even Father. But feel better confused
after Selina lesson than sure after others. Today got samples.
Facial scrub, toner, lipstick, rope darts and makineko. From
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fancy Paris cosmetics line. Scrub and toner and lipstick, not
rope darts or makineko. Those from Kittlemeier. Makineko is
like makibishi, ninja caltrop that can also be thrown. “Maki”
means “scatter.” “Bishi” is diamond shape like water chestnut.
Selina Sensei gets special ones made, shaped like cat. Cat is
“neko.” Makineko can’t be thrown like shuriken, but work good
for scatter when escape through vent or tunnel. Anyone try to
follow or chase, must slow down or get sliced. Hee hee.

Unfortunately, thanks to the problematic second flash drive, Tommy wasn’t quite
ready to get on that plane. He returned to Séaghdha, tossed the infuriating object onto
the dining room table and set his phone beside it, double checked the encryption
perimeter and began its upload to the Wayne Tech satellite. He unpacked the
briefcase, sorting through the stolen documents and arranging them in neat piles. He
powered up his laptop and established its uplink to the satellite and the BatComputer
beyond… and then he made coffee. It was going to be a long night…
By morning, he’d confirmed Selina’s assessment of Luthor. The lynchpin loans that
could destabilize the East End portfolio predated Bruce and Selina’s engagement and
so did the fund’s acquisition of all the derivatives. There was no way Luthor or Barry
could have engineered it as a cat trap. The fund was exactly what it seemed, and Selina
would never have to know he took extra steps to make sure she was safe before they
continued.
He did not have the crucial list of East End Holdings subscribers—that was a little
too much to hope for—but he’d learned the location of that list in Metropolis. Selina
wouldn’t be thrilled at the prospect, but with a little teamwork, they’d have all those
investing in the fund in time for the payoff.
Finally and most importantly, he had all the details of the small private banks East
End dealt with and the larger correspondent banks they relied on for currency
exchange. The Achilles Heel… All those yen becoming euros becoming pounds
becoming dollars, becoming renminbi and rupees, becoming dirham and dollars
again…
The challenge of the flash drive wasn’t insurmountable. Its controller chip was
smart hardware, a second-rate version of the Wayne Tech smart chip. A simple code
was etched into the USB connector. Any computer meant to receive the drive would
check for the physical presence of that code and, if found, would send a signal to the
controller chip unlocking the drive. Attempting to use the drive on a device that didn’t
check for that code—well, the result of that unknown. It might just remain locked, but
if the data was valuable enough, the control chip might very well destroy the contents
of the drive. Considering it was Luthor, that was the likely outcome.
He’d considered opening the case, physically removing the memory stick without
the control chip and installing it in a normal case with a normal USB connector and a
normal regulator chip. But since it was the first thing he thought of, he felt sure it
would be the first thing Luthor’s team thought of and there would be additional fail
safes in the software. He considered the rigorous testing at Wayne Tech, brainstorming
countless ways people might try to fool the smart chip and devising ways to thwart
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them… It wasn’t worth the risk. It would be far simpler to fool people. So he’d placed
an order which had not yet arrived.
He made another breakfast foray, this time finding a pleasant waterfront spot
favored by the locals. Passing on the ackee & codfish, he opted for bacon and eggs on
the patio deck… A pair of restaurant cats were in residence: one black and white,
perched on the rail; one a dark solid grey, stretched out on a chair. It was clearly their
deck and they gave him the once over the moment he stepped onto it. Judging him an
acceptable addition, they became very friendly. Naturally he thought of Selina, if she
were here with him—the glamour of the international thief finding a small corner of his
mind to settle in. Tommy Pearl and Selina Kyle… or, no, Selina was Catwoman who
was very much spoken for, better leave her out of it. Tommy and Colette, nestled in
that oh so private rental in the middle of the Caribbean. Rich hunting among the
people who came here. Finding a place like this a few minutes away, sound of the
waves breaking, clear turquoise water with the tarpon swimming around, a tree with
shoes nailed to it for some reason... passing the time when their heist hit a snag…
Certainly wasn’t a bad life. For Tommy, for a man with no obligations, who felt no
compulsion to protect people who were victimized. Who simply didn’t think of them
and felt free to apply his talents in whatever way served his appetites.
The black and white cat rubbed against his leg… And when those ways to apply his
talents violated the law, it simply didn’t figure into his thinking. He did as he pleased,
just as Bruce had done becoming Batman.
He reached down and ‘greeted’ the cat with a fingertip aimed at his nose, and
considered Selina—not the woman of today but the Catwoman of countless frustrated
logs… The Catwoman who felt no compulsion to protect people who were victimized,
who simply didn’t think of them—until a situation was playing out before her. And
then, whether it was Prometheus tearing up the Watchtower or civilians trapped by the
quake or Croc menacing Nightwing or Joker running free or a Penguin henchman
pulling a gun, she always stepped up. Always. She became defensive as hell if you
said anything, but she always did the right thing as she saw it. Thomas Pearl, he
wasn’t so sure. For the separation he liked to maintain between Batman and his cover
identities, Thomas Pearl should be too selfish to put himself in danger to protect other
people. Yet it didn’t sit well. The only real model he had for a criminal of this kind
was Catwoman, and if she saw innocents in danger she would act. She was also his
sensei and she taught a very hard lesson about the parts of himself that must not be
excluded from Tommy.
The best he could come up with was that Tommy had never been in a situation
where he had to make the call. He probably would act if he saw people in trouble, but
he was utterly unaware of that fact and should forever remain so.
He finished his meal, headed home and found the Global LEXpress drone had once
again made its delivery: a brown LexCorp flash drive nearly identical to the one with
the smart chip. He applied a few scuff marks, took out a jeweler’s loop and an
airgraver, and carefully reproduced the code etched into the metal tip of the USB
connector. He would return to Veles on his way to the airport, place the duplicate flash
drive in Bratsie’s executive safe, and when the replacement was eventually used and
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found to be blank, it would be assumed the failsafe was triggered and the drive wiped
clean.

… … … … :: Audio Log: Batgirl :: … … …
Never hee hee with other sensei.
And other sensei start
“Today we work on this.” Very grim. With Selina, not always
sure what lesson is about but is never grim.
Call yesterday, say ‘Go home, get rest, go early tomorrow
Bristol Executive Air Strip. Slim chance I will be back in time
and meet you there, but probably no.’ So get up early. Run.
Get bacon-egg-cheese on everything bagel from Polas.
Go
airstrip.
Only one got off plane.
Matthew Montrasante, Luthor big
shoe.
Followed to the Gotham Intercontinental Hotel.
Now,
Selina Sensei not say anything but tail, but Father teach much
about hotels. Say target checking in to hotel is best thing to
observe. See if goes to concierge. See if has mail waiting.
See if hands over anything to go into hotel safe. See if makes
reservation…
Lobby make good challenge.
Big, like train station.
Open
sightlines. Sofas and chairs in middle of everything. If face
check-in, would have back to concierge. If face concierge, have
back to check-in. Have to turn or move to see both, and anyway,
too far too hear. No good. And Luthor big shoe not like other
businessmen. Can tell by back of neck. Also muscles of cheek.
Is aware of surroundings, could easy notice tail. So must be
careful.
Lobby has two shops.
Jewelry store, mostly watches and
scarves in window.
Not my style so I don’t look too long.
Clothing store is my style, but window too far from concierge to
hear.
Don’t look there too long either.
Lobby also has
entrance to restaurant and entrance to spa, still too far away
to hear but spa has little take-away slips with list of services
and prices. I take this and wander like distracted, pretend to
read.
Go right up close enough to hear reservations: he is
confirmed for lunch at Forty Cloves and asks if Edo lives up to
the hype.
Concierge says yes, so he says get reservation
dinner.
He went up to room but I wait. Pretend to read restaurant
menu and watch his luggage go up. Use phone to look up: Forty
Cloves is in Moxton Building, famous restaurant for power
lunch. Has “Picasso Alley” most people don’t know, between Pool
Room and the Grill Room. Big tapestry, 19-by-20-foot, largest
Picasso canvas in United States. Selina Sensei will like detail
like that. Edo is new steakhouse in Meatpacking District. See
enough pictures to make up sketch floorplan for both. Edo best
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place for hit. Strange entrance, long hallway, stairs. Good
sightlines to hide in shadow, strike fast and escape.
Also spa has hydrating bamboo facial and glitter tip manicure.

The subtle tells of a man fresh off a plane from the Caymans was not to be wasted,
and Tommy called Ms. Lowell on his ride from the airport to clear a quick drop in at
Crispin’s Fine Art Storage. His cab pulled up within the half-hour, and on the pretext
of visiting his unit he laid the groundwork for another new client: a married woman,
the very reclusive wife of a very private Metropolis tycoon. Mrs. Blaine had rarely been
seen, never photographed. Tommy wasn’t sure when she would be flying in, but he
urged Ms. Lowell to be discrete even by Crispin standards. Any security who saw her,
any other staff she came into contact with… it was terribly important they didn’t stare
or give the impression that they might be, you know, sneaking a photo. Samantha
Lowell assured him the Crispin staff were models of professionalism, and Tommy
nodded: Yes, he had seen that himself, no offense intended. It’s just that Mrs. Blaine is
a stunning beauty and even the most decorous professionals have been known to stare
and then turn away too quickly if they think it’s been noticed. If the client is anxious to
begin with…
Samantha nodded, repeated the assurances in another key so to speak, and thanked
Mr. Coronet for the heads up. Tommy called Selina from the parking lot.
“You can be confident no one will be looking too closely—”
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FORTUNA
It sounds like a lonely life, he said.
“Nah. Not really. There are other satisfactions.”
I sat in a thick hotel robe in the middle of that achingly tasteful suite at the Roff
Metropolis… and mocked myself. “Nah. Not really. There are other satisfactions.” Yeah.
Sure.
The coffee is still damn good: Ethiopian Yirgacheffe. The sheets are nice: handstitched Italian percale. The petite filet mignon au Roff is still the best late night dinner
on any room service menu in North America. And I miss Bruce.
It’s only one night. It happens often enough. But never like this. Never on the heels
of “it sounds like a lonely life” and here I am in Metropolis breaking into Lex Corp. It
feels so much like my old life but… it wasn’t really this empty, was it?
No, it wasn’t, I’m sure of it. I just felt a little off because I missed the window to call
and say goodnight. I knew Batman was packing every punch he could into the last
hour of a half-patrol before knocking off early so he could make that flight to the
Caymans in the morning. And I was looking at an early morning myself: Welcome to
Metropolis, where even the burglaries are a daytime thing.
I did a speed review of the Oxford Complex, where LexCorp is headquartered now,
and the route I planned to follow. This job, there was going to be a lot of back-andforth… I had a client once, a Mrs. Simmons, absolutely obsessed with jewels claiming
some connection to the Empress Josephine. When I finally got her one of the Nitot
cameos, she was convinced I was a magic user. She’d been fixated for so long, she
knew almost as much about Gripsholm Castle as I did. She knew it resembled a
Gordian knot more than any building has a right to and the security was a tangle of
Christmas tree lights balled around the knot. (A layman’s simplification. It’s more like
Christmas lights around a knot with the whole thing then drizzled with honey and a
few thumb tacks thrown in for fun.) Still, dilettante generalizations aside, Simmons
understood more than most clients, so I understood why she kept asking what no
client ever should: How did I do it?
I understood why she asked. And that’s why I broke down and told her.
She didn’t believe me. She decided I must be a wizard using some kind of magical
teleportation because nobody—nobody—would run around that much, backtracking
and re-backtracking and then going back again: to close the window, going back to the
east parlor to reconnect the camera, back to the pink room through the service corridor
this time to put on the maid’s outfit and going back to open the window again, going
back to disconnect the camera again… Nobody would go to all that trouble to advance
only eight feet and then have to backtrack to the service corridor again and change into
the jumpsuit to “fix” the wifi, drop the birdseed, go back to the pink room and ditch
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the jumpsuit, catch up with the tour and notice the birdseed, finish the tour and wait
six hours, put on the hat and come back for the garden party. Nobody would do that!
There simply had to be a bibbity-bobbity-boo solution.
I never told Tommy that part because Bruce already knows. The things he’s done as
Batman, the protocols he’s come up with, the martial arts he’s mastered, he’s no
stranger to marathons of nobody-would-ever-be-crazy-enough-to-do-that.
I checked the time. It was too early for bed, too late for more Ethiopian Yirgacheffe.
I considered the suit…
Working visits to Metropolis, I learned a long time ago the best camouflage for a
woman alone booking a night or two on short notice was the Retail Therapy Package at
the Roff. It includes a professional make-up application from one of Miracle Mile
department stores “a few short steps outside your door.” (They never choose a good
color palette for me; there must be something about the air in Metropolis. Golds and
browns this time, I mean really.) There are two big perks: it gives me a unique look for
the brief time I’m here that I’ll never use again, and it’s an extra layer of camouflage.
Women who notice my face in any detail tend to note the pro make-up job and that’s
what they remember. Beige Mousseline eyeshadow and dashed eyeliner, not green
eyes… The package also includes a customized mock fashion magazine made up by
your Shopping Concierge (Nicole) from the current offerings at the Miracle Mile shops,
still a few short steps outside your door. The suit was Oscar De La Renta, a throwback
to this thing he did in 2011, really rather smart on its own: the jacket was a little busy
but paired with a solid grey skirt it wasn’t a horror… apart from the blouse. Ruffles! I
know it’s de la Renta, but come on! With a multi-color tweed jacket trimmed with
unnecessary florals at the sleeves and a skirt that, despite being solid, is still a bit much
with that jacket—and you’re adding ruffles? Why?
It fascinated.
And appalled.
And was enough of a mental palate cleanser that I could do another speed-run over
the LexCorp layout and my plan of attack… By the time I got to the security manager’s
office, I’d considered what the jacket would look like with a simple scoop-neck shell…
not pink like the ruffled horror, but black silk would work best, cream a close
second…
It was still too early for bed.
It sounds like a lonely life…
It occurred to me that I was technically in Metropolis to commit a crime, and they did
offer a resident cape for the convenience of visiting cat burglars who found themselves
at a loose end. I hadn’t planned to call until morning, but I did happen to know he had
monitor duty tonight and Lois did mention he was finding the news feeds up there
hard to take... And I had a JL communicator in my phone that I hadn’t used since
Bruce installed it. No need to go through Oracle, no one had to know… Do it quick, I
thought, like ripping off a Band-Aid.
..:: Watchtower,::.. he answered.
“Hey, Spitcurl. How’s my second favorite obstacle in a cape?”
..:: Catwoman, good evening. Not much of a night, actually. A storm system in the Atlantic
I’m keeping an eye on, a fire in Auckland the locals are on top of, the Dow closed 130 points
down, and someone I’ve never heard of is refusing to apologize after ‘a backlash’ on Twitter that
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Chris Hayes is reporting as if it’s Khrushchev banging his shoe at the United Nations. I’m very
glad you called.::..
“Lois did mention you’re losing patience with the news these days.”
..:: It’s that SIEVE fiasco Luthor set in motion. When we shut it down, it was a reboot for
journalism. Rather than address any of the problems that have become standard practice, they
just picked up where they left off. It’s very hard to take, sitting here seeing the questions that
aren’t asked, the angles ignored, complexities glossed over… And the superficial irrelevancies
that— a backlash on Twitter?! At home with Lois it’s hard to take, but at least we have each
other to…commiserate. Up here, it’s just nine channels of it and grinding my teeth.::..
“I’m sorry. I’m in Metropolis, I could knock over a jewelry store if you want to take
your mind off it.”
..:: No thank you.::...
No thank you. He’s so cute.
“I figured not. But listen, I am in Metropolis and I really could use a favor. You
remember Barry Hobbs, professional nincompoop at the Tae-Vrroshokh exhibit,
squealed like a cartoon character when the fear gas kicked in?”
..:: I remember Mr. Hobbs..::...
“His company has two offices: the Paulson-Hobbs Building midtown and a suite in
the financial district. Any chance of you giving me a speed-fly back to Gotham
tomorrow and buzzing them?”
..:: Buzzing them?.::...
“You know, make few high speed passes past the windows. Fast enough that they
see something that’s probably you but can’t be sure.”
..:: I can do that. So what are you doing in Metropolis?.::...
“I told you, knocking off a jewelry store. And possibly buying an ugly suit.”
..:: Fine, don’t tell me. What time tomorrow?.::...
Okay, it wasn’t exactly a brazen Riddleresque taunt, but the call did provide a
second palate cleanser which let me make a third and final speed run over my LexCorp
plan of attack. Three is the max, more is just over-rehearsing. I didn’t tell Tommy that
either because, again, Bruce already knows. The things he’s done as Batman… You
know how you take on an armed or super-powered attacker? You prepare to the point
it’s effortless but not ingrained. Because there’s always a snag. Every plan goes awry
somehow and if you’ve got it down to a reflex, you can’t adapt. But as long as you’re
choosing to act each step of the way, you can make those hundred minor adjustments
without slowing down, half the time without noticing there was any drama at all. The
things he’s pulled off as Batman, he does that part better than anyone I’ve ever met.
I got into bed, set the alarm, and… froze for just a second, that last thought lingering
like a taste… The things he’s done as Batman. I have no word for the feeling. It wasn’t
nostalgia or déjà vu or anything like it. It was… I was in a cold bed big enough for
two, alone, final rundown of tomorrow’s break-in fresh in my head, and the last
thought as I turned out the light was Batman.
Going to sleep in that kind of a time warp, it’s not surprising I dreamed about
dimension hopping. Happily, there were no other aftereffects, not even a glance at
Mirror Bitch on my way to the shower. The morning of a heist is too exciting for her
nonsense. I had my usual Heist Day breakfast, placed an order for later with the Puxi
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Terrace, and before long, I was on my way into the employee parking garage as
Georgina Barnes, her trademark blue office attire concealed by a dreary maintenance
jumpsuit and the red wig tucked under a utilitarian headscarf.
Metropolis or Gotham, the parking for downtown office buildings are pretty much
the same this time of day and Oxford was no exception. Technically there’s a card
reader requiring an employee ID, an easy hack, even at the old Tower where LexCorp
was the only occupant, the garage keypad was an easy hack. But at this time of day,
when the whole world is queued back to the turn off Grant Street creeping three inches
at a time between car length lurches, hacking it isn’t necessary. You don’t even need to
be sneaky about it, just walk in on foot past all the cars coming through. Maintain a
brisk pace to the camera’s blind spot and then squat and dash to the supply closet…
One step into this revolting corner of the garage, it’s very clear why it needs ample
ventilation. Exhaust fans, car exhaust, puddles of oily ooze, plastic barrels of godknows-what. The vent was hot, smelly—and even roomier than it looked on the
blueprints.
If I hadn’t studied the plans I could have followed my nose. In a moment that
simply reeked “crime doesn’t pay,” the smell of what I have to assume was some kind
of breakfast burrito pushed through the garage smells as I neared this little security
room for the garage alone: Bare bones, no dedicated monitors or anything. Just a
laptop on a folding table, phone, fire extinguisher, two lockers, two folding chairs, and
that quaint relic of a bygone era: a pneumatic tube station. Later in the day there
would be two guards but now there was only one, watching the feed from the cameras
on the laptop. Watching in theory, while playing minefield in a reduced window
covering most of Camera 4.
My position in the vent was an ideal distance to tap into the phone. Pretending to be
the reception desk, I told him we had a report that some kids were playing with spray
paint outside the west entrance. He went to check it out, and I slid down from the
vent. I checked the laptop first. There was an email with a door code for the day.
(Three digits—556—what you put on a door you don’t care about.) The laptop also
controlled the garage cameras as well as monitoring them, so I switched off the one
that would cover my exit. Then I sent my packet through the pneumatic tube and was
on my way.
There was an elevator and a stairwell leading from the garage to the lobby. I opted
for the latter—door code 556—and shed the maintenance togs. At the old LexCorp
Tower, coming in through the employee garage saved six or seven steps compared to
the front entrance, but at Oxford it dumped you into the same lobby. (Woof.) I
presented myself at the reception desk with an eager happy-to-be-here smile.
“Hi, I’m Georgina. Georgina Barnes. LexCorp. First day.”
This brought a sour look, an annoyed glance at the tiny tilted screen on the top of her
desk, a more searching look at a larger recessed screen hidden behind the desk, and
finally at a clipboard.
“We’re not expecting any new employees,” she said tersely.
“I spoke to Justin in H.R. He said my badge and welcome packet would be waiting
for me,” I told her.
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“Nobody told me anything about this,” she said, the sour deepening to produce a
pucker but it was no longer aimed at me. “Hang on,” she said and took a few steps out
from behind the desk before turning back. “On second thought, you better come.”
She waved me to go around the desk, right past the guard at the security check. That
was unexpected so I just let my natural reaction happen and shrugged at the guard as I
passed. I followed her back through the lobby to the main security office—or the show
security office, I should say. It was a movie set: Halfway down was a glass wall and
beneath that, SECURITY etched into the plaster in this really tasteful two-tone racing
stripe. Behind the glass was the most pristine, ergonomic, well-funded and photogenic
security closet I have ever seen. Not a soda can on the desk, no unsightly stacks of
binders or unfiled papers. What file boxes there were had been placed at neat right
angles to the edge of their respective tables. The coffee mugs had LexCorp logos which
faced the window, handles in perfect alignment with the edge of the desk. There were
three men inside and their uniforms fit like they were tailored.
At the end of the glass, there was a metal door (with more exquisitely designed
lettering reading SECURITY, AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY) secured with a
regulation Hockley & Lowe keypad in custom eye-candy housing out of a Mission
Impossible movie. Think a Volkswagen engine in a Porsche body. In any case,
Sourpuss ignored it and knocked on the glass, and one of the impeccably tailored
guards looked up. With his face tilted up that way, he looked like a 1930s recruitment
poster, like he was looking forward to marching into Czechoslovakia. He opened the
door, Sourpuss went in and the two of them looked around the desks, the inboxes, and
finally the pneumatic tube. Sourpuss came out with an unsealed envelope in her hand,
looking infinitely less sour.
“I’m so sorry about that,” she apologized. She’d slid an ID card from the envelope,
glanced at me comparing the photo, and then handed it over. “Welcome packet’s right
here.”
“Bad hair day,” I smiled, flashing the photo at her, and she actually smiled back.
She walked me to the elevators and pointed me at the card scanner… where of
course my counterfeit ID did nothing.
“I’m fired already?” I joked.
“First day glitches; welcome to LexCorp,” she said, unclipping her own badge and
scanning it to let me through. “If it keeps acting up, bring it to security.” She pointed
back to the office we just came from, and the handsome if unnervingly Aryan guard.
“Kevin,” she mouthed, mock-fanning herself.

I took the elevator to the third floor, simply because it’s not staffed with a lot of 9-to5ers arriving en masse at this hour. I waited until the coast was clear and hit the doors
with a locking EMP. Reasonably sure I wouldn’t be interrupted, I squeezed and
squirmed my way behind a soda machine to another comfortably sized vent. All
buildings have their hidden support and maintenance areas behind the walls and off
the beaten path, but the ones Luthor rents and everything he builds tends to have
entire corridors, and even the occasional room, dedicated to his anti-Superman
measures. The vent brought me to an electrical room where I could trip a breaker if I
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needed to, access the elevator shaft or—what I’d come for—climb to a different
network of vents. I made my way to seven offices on four floors, knocking out a total
of nine computers with a pinpoint EMP. Then I made my way to the IT department
and waited. I suppose I should have felt bad, but these guys do work for Luthor. Fuck
‘em.
It was a large room with impossible sightlines. An entire wall consisted of servers
behind glass doors that were reflective enough to let anyone facing one see movement
throughout the room. There were six island workstations heaped with peripherals
(and one or two goofy action figures) where everyone working could see everyone else.
The phone started to ring. One by one the staff of six was whittled down. Nine nonresponsive computers and related hiccups spread over four floors… The last man
stayed behind to answer the phone and act as dispatcher. When he was alone, I made
my move.
There are a lot of ways to take a man out. In an isolated corporate environment in
the middle of a work day, I like the one that makes him a co-conspirator. Exiting my
vent, I crept into position and tossed a very mild gas pellet onto the desk. These things
are the most anemic excuses for anesthetic you will ever find, good for maybe ten
minutes, no hangover to speak of. Why? Because someone not answering their phone
for three hours gets noticed, and when somebody comes looking and finds him
unconscious, that raises flags. But someone who nods off for a few minutes and wakes
up to find three of those miniature airline bottles of vodka in the trashcan, they’re
going to keep their mouth shut even if they notice something on their desk isn’t exactly
the way they left it.
I dropped the two empty bottles into his trash, poured the contents of the third into
his coffee and dropped that empty in a drawer. Then I went to work on his computer.
He was already logged in, no hacking required, though it took me a few to find the
security partition with the door codes.
The real “Main Security Office” (as opposed to the show one in the lobby) was on the
28th floor, door code 1137. The security manager (poor bastard) was next to that, door
code 57319, and Mercy Graves was next to him, door code 11573 (though in my
experience Mercy was never far enough from Luthor’s boot to use it. Whenever he had
a meeting she waited outside the door like a spaniel, making his secretaries
uncomfortable.)
Matt Montrasante was on the 32nd floor with Luthor, and all of the upper
management had voiceprint locks. Matt’s key phrase was a perfectly Luthorian bit of
pretension: Vitam regit fortuna, non sapientia. Fortune not wisdom rules lives… I’d be
willing to bet he thought that Fortuna meant money rather than luck.
Back to the vents, I made my way to the security manager’s office. Leon Borch (poor
bastard). When I first came after LexCorp, he was a homeless guy—appeared to be a
homeless guy—sleeping on a bench across the street from the old towers at the ideal
spot to do recon. The idea, I suppose, was that nobody with strictly innocent
intensions would decide to sit on that bench next to the large, scary homeless man,
whereas somebody doing recon for their upcoming heist would consider it a cost of
doing business. It’s a cynical theory, pure LexCorp.
Me? I didn’t go near him for one simple reason: it was a stupid place to sleep. The
wind coming off the lake was a constant. There had to be a thousand warmer benches
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in the city. The only reason to pick that one was for the reason I spied it: to keep an eye
on LexCorp’s front entrance, the plaza and the path going around the side to the
service door… So I kept an eye on him as I went about my work from more discreet
locations, and I discovered the “homeless man” knocked off a few minutes after ten
and… went home.
So I made him a hobby. LexCorp—the old LexCorp, those old towers which were
then the brand spanking new towers with a brand spanking new security force to
match—that was a tough recon. Even before addressing the Superman factor, it was a
hard heist to get my head around. I was looking at nine days of legwork, feeling
completely overwhelmed most of the time, and Leon’s routine became a welcome
touchstone. His daily stop at Big Belly Burger, for example—though what possesses a
man to eat something called Death by Bacon three days out of five, I still don’t want
think about.
The amazing thing is, he paid off. Day Four, he left his bench at the height of the
lunch rush, disappeared into a Wendy’s down the block and came back looking
cleaner, tucked in, a windbreaker draped over his arm… his walk through LexCorp
Plaza wasn’t exactly uptown but he was no vagrant… He went in a service entrance,
and I followed, of course—it was the breakthrough. He was going to pick up his
paycheck and then file his timecards for the week, and he led me right through the
security staff’s organic backstage pathways to do it.
Now he was security manager for the whole place, reported directly to Mercy… It’s
weird but I was almost proud of him.
He wasn’t in yet, no distractions required. First thing, I found the black
box/encryption terminal and coded myself a working ID so I could start using the
elevators like a normal person. Then I attacked his computer. The first thing I found
was… actually the most disturbing tidbit I’ve found in all my LexCorp recons. The file
was titled SPOOKS. Apparently one of the parting gifts Luthor brought with him from
the White House was a list of CIA operatives to poach for LexCorp security. He had
some tagged as likely to retire, some were down as ‘wooable,’ ‘doable,’ and one just
had a string of dollar signs after his name. I copied all but the last. I couldn’t say for
sure Bruce would make them a better offer but, speaking for myself, if we’re going to
have retired counterintelligence in the game, I want them on our side in Gotham and not
working for the other guy.
I continued to search…
Borch’s computer also controlled the cameras (I switched off the pertinent ones so I
could leave through the door and not a vent) as well as the nasty stuff in… we’ll call it
R&D. It’s nothing like the Wayne Tech equivalent, but it is a high security vault (if you
can apply the term to three entire floors of a downtown high rise) where LexCorp
keeps its deepest, darkest secrets. You can never dope out these high security areas in
a LexCorp HQ from blueprints. He uses shadow manufacturers from, I assume, the
Secret Society or the Injustice Gang. He fudges the building permits, insurance, fire
exits and power drops. There’s just no way to know what you’re dealing with other
than coming into the building, dead reckoning through the vents and looking at it—or
coming into the security manager’s office and reading the labels on the controls. The
office was the safer option. The controls included a k-metal laser grid, k-metal laser
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turrets, robot sentries with (you guessed it) k-metal lasers. Lexxy really wants to be
able to fry any intruders with kryptonite-radiated light beams.
This is where all those surveillance cameras came in handy. Borch was far above the
grunts assigned to watch those boring video feeds, but his controls display the feed
from whatever camera is selected. I could use th—SHIT!
“Borch.”
Mercy.
The communicating door was opening. —SHIT!
“Not in yet. Of course not in yet. God forbid we get anything done around here
before the circus comes to town.”
Apart from the security guys on laptops, these LexCorp computers have glass
monitors that rise out of slats on the desktop. I had smacked a button on the side to
turn it off before diving under the desk where the actual computer still hummed, the
hard drive clicked—it sounded like a bloody percussion band from where I was
squatting—and up on the desk, the keyboard was actually lit. The monitor would have
residual heat if not a residual glow… Four ways a half-alert person might notice the
computer had just been used—plus, someone with Mercy’s training just might have the
ki awareness to sense a person in the room.
Shit.
Shit, shit, shit.
She was coming to the desk.
Shit, shit, shit.
Shit, shit.
She was scribbling something, while I was remembering the serious beating I took
the one time we fought and tracing my best two routes out of the building through the
main office door or the second communicating door to security—the latter meant a
pursuit from anyone who was in there, but that was no obstacle last time. (Last time
when they were fresh new hires anxious to impress)
Mercy was walking around to the front of the desk—and I considered the fact that
I’d had several years of sparring and an actual lesson from Batman since then, as well
as a stint with one of his old sensei. I could certainly handle her better than I did last
time, and could possibly flatten her sufficiently to use the vent with minutes or more of
a head start...
It was also possible that she was too focused on her concern of the moment to take in
anything else, because that scribble was a Post-it note she affixed to the keyboard
without noticing or finding anything suspicious in the faint red glow under its keys,
without hearing the hard drive clicking, the processors humming or sensing me under
the desk.
Vitam regit fortuna, non sapientia
She left.
And I waited.
Heart was still thumping. The rush is similar to a Batman chase, not the same but in
the ballpark, though not nearly as much fun… But anyway, still thumping when I got
out from under the desk, but the volume was down. I stretched out my legs and
listened carefully at the communicating door…
Silence.
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I counted to ten and then eased it open just enough to peek…
It was dark and empty.
I took a deep breath, closed the door and went back to work.
Borch had control and override for every surveillance camera in the building, and when
a camera was selected it displayed the feed. That let me have a good look around the
high security floors without going down there: I saw the laser turrets, the robot
sentries… the elite guards’ lockers and break room… and arsenal. Not that I expected
Luthor’s security to be armed with slingshots, but bloody hell, they had firepower to
hold off an army.
It was educational, but not what I was there for. I checked Lex’s floor. There was a
second laser grid. This one was military grade, dynamic frequency lasers and it was
good to know where I could shut it off, but I wouldn’t need to do that today.
The job was done. Before I shut everything down, I read the Post-It.
“Four more guests for the America’s Cup. Fri only for the practice day so Tier 1
background check will be fine. Remember LL coming Sunday only. All Sun guests
must be cleared to Tier 3.”
Surprise cream. No self-respecting cat turns her nose up at that. I searched Bosch’s
files and found the guests with cleared background checks. Added Thomas Pearl, Cora
Colette and Selina Kyle at Tier 3, just in case we wanted to use them.

It was a little under two miles from Oxford to Prosperity Partners, that’s thirteen
minutes in normal traffic, sixteen to eighteen in heavy. Time was I would have waited
for lunchtime to score that extra layer of anonymity, but since none of these were
Missing Van Gogh burglaries I wasn’t terribly worried about the redhead in the blue
suit being remembered. Plus Superman was giving me a ride home; that made any
nod to Catwoman’s old anonymity checklist rather precious.
Prosperity was across the river and past the theatre district, a stone’s throw from the
park and the Art Institute. It was a pleasant drive. Past CBMetro, formerly the
Commerce Bank of Metropolis and jewel of LexCorp Financial’s Crown, bankrupted by
Talia al Ghul, bailed out and rebranded to become my favorite place to burgle when I
need to blow off steam outside Gotham. Meow. Past Gucci and Bvlgari—I considered
running in for a little sparkly since I did tell Clark I’d be hitting a jewelry store…
Tiffany (Ibid)… Saks if I wanted that suit (I didn’t.)… MaxMara, where Doris got her
inspiration for her Game Theory costume. The things I taught Bruce for Tommy were
so far beyond anything I taught Doris. She was operating in a city with a far more
informed Batman than I ever did, poor thing… I was pulled from my reverie by the
cabbie, who evidently made me as an out-of-towner but not one with a right-thinking
Gothamite’s understanding of what does and does not constitute a pizza. He informed
me when we were within a block from Giordano’s and two blocks from Gino’s…
We passed the Daily Planet, crossed the bridge… the underpass that was my Plan-C
escape route when I went for the X-27, it hadn’t changed… Past a caterer Lex often
uses—my first time in Metropolis I’d broken in, copied their logo and taken a uniform.
I was sure it would come in handy one day. It never has… There were two armored
cars outside the County Clerk and Treasurer’s Office, and people on the sidewalk
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pointing up. Even bet Spitcurl had just done something, though the spot the cabbie
pointed out as the shadow of his cape was obviously from a flag… With that bit of
drama behind us it was just another block to the turn, past another bank that had been
Luthor’s until Talia came along, and two blocks more to Prosperity Partners.
Compared to the gravitas at LexCorp, Prosperity was a much lighter affair: the
atmosphere as much as the décor felt like a software company. High ceilings, funky
colors, a faux skylight… This was a hip west coast software company, not a powerful
financial concern piping dark money into a darker Luthor agenda. There was a slick
curved wall in the middle of things with a subtle light show playing over blue tiles and
an embedded monitor. That ran a slideshow displaying (I suppose) all beautiful and
exotic places you could travel to with that titular prosperity, and driving the point
home, the name Prosperity Partners in one of those hipster Silicon Valley fonts.
Completing the picture, a “conversational group” of pastel colored bean bags on a
circular rug… Young, hip—and way too open for the constrained sightlines you expect
in the halls of a somber financial juggernaut.
Nevertheless, I’m a pro. Cats do not curl up their tails the minute things get hard. I
shed Georgina’s jacket—a white blouse and navy skirt seemed less conspicuous than
the full suit—and I played the angles as people passed through the lobby, mingling
into this crowd and that one until I made it past reception. A little dead reckoning
though the side halls brought me back to the lobby in easy distance to the elevator—
which was glass. They had a glass elevator, which I hadn’t figured on. But the trick to
invisibility in an aggressively open and casual space is to make like someone at home
in a fishbowl… I got into the elevator, silently praying no one would get in with me but
outwardly too absorbed in my phone to notice if they did... The door closed and, even
though I knew I’d be facing something weird, I didn’t know what and I wasn’t quite
prepared for the sight of it. There were no buttons. None. Everyone could see me
having strolled in like I worked here and knew what I was doing—walking into an
elevator with no buttons. Only a circular receptor with a lit wi-fi symbol and the name
Prosperity Partners again in that obnoxious hipster font. Apparently you just had to
zing the code for your floor into the thing like a Martian telepath introducing himself.
A lesser thief would be screwed, but I am not a lesser thief. As soon as Bruce put me
onto Prosperity, I’d started digging. I’d found a Mrs. Aldsby on maternity leave and I
messengered her a package with a… call it a trojan phone. Basically a stripped
smartphone with a nanowire super-battery. It sat in the mailroom, scanning for
wireless signals and Bluetooth access points for days until it died, sampling the highrepetition signals on the most trafficked nodes. I’m no hacker and I couldn’t pull off
the miracles Oracle no doubt could with the access, but I had the elevator signal for the
lobby, second floor, third and basement. I used the last—and freaked slightly as my
phone vibrated the exact second the elevator started to move.
My stomach lurched a lot more than the elevator for the second it took to realize it
was a real, actual call coming in. (An incredibly ill-timed call, but the ones I was
expecting were important so…) It was Cassie, reporting that Matt Montrasante was
the sole passenger getting off the plane in Gotham, that he’d checked into the
Intercontinental Hotel (his usual), a River Suite (his usual), and she even got his lunch
and dinner reservations. That girl is a treasure.
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By the time we’d hung up, I’d reached the basement. Strangely high ceilings, but at
least it wasn’t hip. It was maybe a little Soviet space station, but at least it wasn’t west
coast hip. Finding the server room wasn’t difficult. Hacking the door was a bit more
challenging than all those Hockley & Lowe keypads at LexCorp but I got in… Inside
was much less Soviet space station, more the Stanley Kubrik variety that had mated
with an Apple Store. It was much smaller than LexCorp’s IT room. There were three
walls of black servers in white cabinets with glass doors, apart from a small section
directly across from me with an access terminal: simple monitor and keyboard. The
top of the server cabinets were open, wires coming out there were neatly aligned in
troughs that occupied a foot and a half between cabinets and ceiling which came
together at a port high on the wall opposite the door, heading out to wherever
terminals they fed throughout the building. Hacking into the access station wasn’t
difficult and with its help, I found the cable that led to John Blaine’s office: J14-9.
Getting to it was a bit of a challenge—those server cabinets aren’t exactly made for
climbing—but I managed, as cats do, and was attaching my little care package when
my phone rang again. I had never done a job like this, even team-ups. Just as I had
climbed and contorted, the black box for John Blaine’s office tucked between my neck
and shoulder, cable J14-9 twisted around my pinkie and a pin-tip screwdriver between
my teeth—
..:: Just had my get-to-know-you interview at the property bank. It’s almost impressive how
many ways they can deny being a tax haven.::.
I wished I’d gone to the Caymans. Beautiful coral-sand beach, delicious seafood
with Caribbean spices, vaults without laser turrets.
..:: Access is the predictable nightmare, ::.. he was saying. An EVX with rotating
encryption, hardly my idea of a nightmare. ..::The network can only be tapped directly from
a terminal inside the facility::.. while I’m literally on my back, instruments laid out on my
stomach, trying to separate those hair-thin filament connectors. Jackass.
“So it’s the usual Menu A and Menu B: cameras, thermals, PIRs…” I said. “Every
lock ultimately has the same flaw. They’re meant to be opened...”
I got it. The blackbox was in place, cable back in place, indicator light on—it’s
working, yay—and turned towards the wall just in case anyone who comes into this
closet happens to look up. I gathered my bits and slid down—always taking a quarter
second to check the angle after that time in Barcelona.
..:: It’s not that simple. Veles doesn’t use an ordinary optic fingerprint pad. It’s what’s called
a capacitive sensor::…
Oh hell, ever since that escapade using his own biometrics to break into Wayne Tech,
I knew it was going to come to this.
..::…can’t be fooled with a copied print.::..
“Yeah, it can. I wasn’t going to tell you because I know how you get, but um…
Gummy cats.”
..:: Excuse me?::..
Oh hello, Dark Knight. Any chance I could get you to put Tommy back on the line?
We were kind of in the middle of something.
“Gummy cats have the same resistance as human skin. Instead of latex or
cellophane, transfer the print onto a gummy cat and press lightly.”
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..:: I use this tech to secure the satellite cave and you’re telling me it can be beaten
with…::..
Breathe, Bruce. I’m Catwoman and even I never would have discovered that little
factoid if Eddie didn’t have a thing about remembering birthdays and sent a bag to the
lair, if I hadn’t left the green ones because, really, gummy-minty-lime-ew, and if I
hadn’t been bored laying low until Felix Faust left town because, really, sometimes the
greater part of valor is just avoiding the wizard who says his wife doesn’t understand
him. So relax, your elevator is safe. It’s as secure as it was eight seconds ago when you
didn’t know what absolutely nobody in the world knows about the active capacitance
of gummy cats—
..:: We’ll talk about this later.::..
Joy.
..:: What about your mission?::..
I gave him the 411 on Matt as I finished up the server room and headed back to the
elevator. Right before I stepped in he said ..:: I trust you.::.. and, and I must admit, the
redhead riding that glass elevator up to the lobby may have had a bright, just-got-laid
smile that was just a tad more noticeable than the jaded creature who’d gone down.
She may even have smiled all the way across the lobby, out the door and down the
street to the Art Institute. ..:: I trust you.::.. He just meant I knew what I was doing with
Matt and Barry but, from Bruce, I don’t know, those three little words mean so much.
So… smiling… I reached the Art Institute. Now, a rendezvous with Superman is like
meeting any hero, except more so: if he’s late, something is on fire. Something big and
nasty is hurdling towards something soft and vulnerable. So there’s a little tension as
you approach the meeting place, even if you’re a bit early. You feel it as soon as you’re
close enough to see: Is he there? Or is something terrible happening, somewhere?
We were meeting at the South Lion, outside the Museum Shop. I was six minutes
early. After four minutes, there was a slight breeze and I felt a tap on my shoulder. I
turned and Clark—glasses, tie—was in the South Garden beckoning with his finger. I
followed, and as soon as we were around the side in the building’s shadow, there was
a blue-red-purple flash and we were airbourne.

..
..
..

:: Aethyr Al El
:: Fortress of Solitude
:: Personal Log: Kal-El

::
::
::

..
..
..

I used to laugh at the way Catwoman befuddled Batman.
It
seemed so simple. She was a thief, a criminal, his enemy. But
he was attracted to her and quite apart from that he liked her.
It was so hard for someone like him to reconcile, the logical
parts of his mind locked up and created a lot of confusion where
there didn’t need to be.
That’s the way I used to see it. It was his perceptions, his
screwy way of thinking. Now I’m not so sure. Selina is… very
hard to figure out.
Bruce is investigating LexCorp. He hasn’t said it’s related
to the Demon case in Brazil, but it’s a reasonable assumption.
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Luthor got off easy. He was working with Demon. Bruce doesn’t
forget that, ever.
Once Joker got involved, the case became
about that and Luthor slipped away. That’s not something Bruce
will let go.
He made a new cover. Tested it right here in Metropolis and
didn’t say anything at the time about it having to do with
LexCorp (typical Bruce).
Now he’s tracking Luthor’s personal
money man through the Caymans. And he’s got Selina involved.
She was in Metropolis this morning and asked for a fly home, so
I met her at the museum at lunchtime. She asked to stop at her
hotel. I assumed she wanted to pick up her bags, but no. She
had a couple of box lunches ordered from the Puxi Terrace. The
best fusion dim sum outside of Shanghai, she said.
“In my opinion nobody ever thanks you properly,” she said.
The thief said that. The cat burglar. There is a degree of
selfishness implied in that career choice, yet of all the people
who’ve asked flying favors over the years, she is the only one
who’s brought a gift. “Nobody ever thanks you properly.”
I
don’t know how to respond to that. Prawn & Pea Shoot Dumpling,
Lobster & Chicken Dumpling with Black Truffle, Foie Gras & Duck
Dumpling—I’m not kidding. There was enough for four people and
she only nibbled. After Gotham, I brought the leftovers home to
Lois and we had a desk picnic.
In Gotham, she wanted me to ‘buzz’ two buildings owned by that
Barry Hobbs character who apparently hates me because he likes
Luthor because Luthor and Bruce are rivals and he hates Bruce.
I buzzed the buildings as requested, and in addition to lunch, I
got a hard promise that before this thing is over, I will get
the full story.
And that’s when I got introduced to the
“naughty grin” that, I have to admit, is very difficult to know
how to respond to. I admit I was unfair to Batman, I was unfair
to Bruce, it is very, very difficult to know how to deal with.
But I will get the full story, that much is locked down.
The byline I am not promised because she’s seen those BruceLois negotiations and doesn’t want to step on toes if he’s
already promised her an exclusive.
She hinted that I should have my tux ready, and that “the last
act, aka the fun” would be in Metropolis.
And she had a look that… I wouldn’t like to call wicked but it
was definitely the villain who dropped an elevator to trick me
into aiding her escape more than the friend who bought lunch
because nobody thanks me properly. It was Catwoman the villain
saying that I—saying that I as Superman—could expect to enjoy
where this LexCorp plot was heading.
A development that does make me wonder what the heck they have
in store for Luthor.
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Then in virtually the same breath she says she owes me for the
Mxyzlptk and Camelopardalis Blackout Dates and regardless of
what Bruce and Lois have worked out, she’s going to make sure I
get something “juicy.” (She doesn’t owe me a thing, needless to
say.
I gave her information she needed to plan her wedding
safely. What friend wouldn’t?)
Selina is good for Bruce, that’s been clear for a long time
and that’s why I so hoped they would get married. But I have to
say, all those years I laughed, I did him wrong. It wasn’t his
perception, it wasn’t the logical parts of his mind locking up
and creating confusion, it was her. That woman is a mystery I
will never understand.

The original Pegu Club was an officers club in 19th century Burma. Kipling wrote
about it: always filled with people on their way up or on their way down. Its
reincarnation in Gotham is more homogenous: filled with people who were born up,
live up, and prefer to drink up surrounded by the impedimenta of Empire. For Barry
Hobbs, part of the Pegu’s charm was how very much it would offend the people who
most offended him—if they knew about it, that is. Pegu is nothing like Bar Drôme with
its six o’clock parade of Dolce and Gabbanas trotting along that brownstone-lined
street to enter through a hotel that bleeds UES Beaux Arts posh. There’s nothing to see
approaching the Pegu but a block of tiled buildings that’s 60s kitschy at best, a door
with the name and logo etched in the glass (not even the pretentions of a faux
speakeasy trying to pretend it’s a secret,) and through the door: stairs. There are no
suits and ties climbing up; no one would come straight from work. It’s all bankers
casual: good polo shirts with a good watch, khakis from someplace like Asprey or
Kiton. In short, nothing to tip off the kind of people Barry Hobbs hates until they make
it past the doorman.
Then the really astute egalitarian might get a whiff: East Asian dark wood grilles
across the windows, potted palms, low wood tables that are both polished and roughhewn, it all hints at a romantically exotic locale without overworking it. There’s a
staggering variety of gin and a suspicious dearth of vodka behind the bar. But even
then the lost traveler might notice how each table is equipped with a box of
eyedroppers and flavored liquids to customize their drinks with lemon, lime or bitters.
He might well dismiss the preponderance of gin (and very, very wet martinis) as an
uncoded, apolitical tribute to an age that took its cocktails seriously.
Be that as it may, our wanderer’s innocence would not survive an encounter with the
leather bound menu which could not be clearer in its message: Back when Britain had an
empire and the sun never set on it, the Pegu Club was a British Colonial Officer’s Club in
Rangoon… nor would it survive the snatch of Barry’s conversation overheard as I
approached his table:
“While other analysts were being grilled about convexity and duration, I was talking
about boarding school pranks, the somm at the French Laundry and scuba diving in
Maldives. Of course, I got the job—Selina! What a pleasant surprise! We don’t often
see you in this part of town.”
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He managed to introduce and dismiss his friend in one surprised owl/spiritual
psychopath flutter that rivaled Bruce for midsentence juggling of personas. I was
installed in his friend’s vacated seat, receiving the first timer’s advisory of drinks and
nibbles to sample and which to avoid. And then, social niceties dispensed with, he
assumed that look that had me convinced he’d collect German Expressionists.
“So why are you here?” he asked, direct as usual.
“I came to hear about scuba diving in Maldives,” I told him.
“I’m meeting Montrasante later,” he said as if I hadn’t spoken. “I know he gave you
a prospectus on the East End.” He leaned forward. “You wouldn’t be here to see him,
would you?”
“I may have heard a murmur that he was in town,” I admitted. “And if I wanted to
catch you both together, I would have to move swiftly before you spirit him off to one
of those men only dinners.” He went full owl at that. Eyebrows and all, it’s the
damnedest thing you’ve ever seen. I took advantage of his surprise to redirect the
conversation. He’d been leading, and that didn’t suit me. “But I won’t be one of those
tiresome people who tracks you down to your neighborhood bar to talk shop. So tell
me about this interview, the somm at the French Laundry and scuba in Maldives. It
sounds like a hoot.”
You can’t go wrong letting a man like Barry Hobbs talk about himself. It opens them
up. Soon he was pointing discreetly around the room expounding on the class system
of wrist watches on Wall Street with all the nuanced complexities of cariocas
explaining the beach: from the analyst’s Submariner to the associate’s Sea Dweller or
Blancpain Aqua Lung to the vice president’s Vacheron Constantin Overseas—and the
need for serious research on the bizarre, possibly Freudian water motif in timepieces
favored by those who hadn’t yet made director.
I missed Bruce.
Because that was Barry’s idea of a joke. And that’s what dates were once: men who
ordered Chateau de Poulignac at the Bristol and thought the water motif among
midlevel investment bankers’ watches was funny.
It ended. A Breguet Classique or Jaeger LeCoultre Master Tourbillon meant a
director who had three years to get promoted or his career was toast, a Patek Philippe
was the exclusive provenance of the managing director rung, and another I-guess-theword-is-joke that “you never actually own a Patek Philippe, you look after it for your
douchebag son.”
At which point, having followed the lecture with great interest, I saw he was nicely
softened up to talk shop. I asked which of the two Paulson Hobbs offices manages the
East End fund and then played just slightly dumb as he explained that everything but
the high-frequency trading division is Midtown. Just slightly was just dumb enough to
get a detailed snapshot of his HFT operation:
“In the 1800s (right about the time Kipling was writing about the original Pegu Club
as it happened) the Rothchild fortune was expanding faster than any other family’s
because they could send instructions to their banks all over Europe faster than anyone
else. Do you know how?”
Of course I did, and even if I didn’t chat with Oswald often enough to know these
things, I could have guessed:
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“Carrier pigeons,” I smiled and he nodded without too much condescension before
explaining that two hundred years later, the principle is the same: no matter the
technology, whoever reacts fastest to any piece of news makes the most money.
Paulson Hobbs, like all firms of its stature, has its particular highly secret algorithm, a
complicated series of commands to buy and sell in response to market conditions,
millisecond by millisecond. That fraction of a second more or less in orders reaching
the trading floor could mean the difference between making or losing millions—hence
his FiDi office for the high frequency trading mere yards from the trading floor so as
not to lose those precious milliseconds transmitting from Midtown.
This wasn’t news. Pre-Talia, LexCorp had been investigated for market
manipulation tied to high frequency trades. They were claiming—get this—that they’d
patented a way to line up the electrons in their electrical current to squeeze out extra
milliseconds transmitting the buy and sell orders. They were selling this edge to a half
dozen corporate clients and allegedly doing something shady with their market orders
before passing them on. I alluded to this, and Barry beamed at the reminder of Luthor
genius:
“Market manipulation,” he said proudly. “Yes, I remember. Strange activity from
the company's server caught the attention of the S.E.C. 80% of the time they can't
prove those things and the investigation boosts the guy’s rep. Luthor understood
that.”
I smiled, impressed, like this was a point in the East End’s favor, and with perfect
timing, Matt Montrasante arrived. I teased that his ears must have been burning,
which allowed for a recap of LexCorp topics while he got settled in with a new round
of drinks. And I readjusted to turn just a little away from Barry to give Matt more
direct attention.
He was a tall, well-built man in his late forties. Brown hair in a chic, slightly tussled
style that was a little too young for him with the receding that had just begun on the
right and bits of grey popping in on both sides. He was otherwise the picture of a
successful, conservative businessman—except for a strange distance in the eye and a
stranger not-quite-smile. Together they hinted at a ravenous hunger that would never
be sated, and at constant, complex calculations in which the comfort or misery of
millions was a simple variable designated ϻ.
I wasn’t rude, I’d just turned slightly towards Matt, leaned just a little and mirrored
him subtly while the conversation expanded to more general Metropolis topics. It was
meant to be the lightest subliminal hint at who outranked whom.
“I imagine you’re why we had Superman sightings today,” I told him, offering an
eyedropper of bitters like a geisha waiting to pour his sake.
“What’s this?” he said, looking sharply at Barry.
Barry confirmed that there might have been something outside the office, and of
course he’d taken no chances. He ordered integrity checks and security audits at both
Paulson Hobbs locations… I let my eyes almost meet Matt’s and assumed that would
get the job done.
Conversation returned to safe Metropolis subjects, nothing LexCorp specific but
never too far from Lex’s shadow. The regatta for instance. Matt repeated John Blaine’s
invitation and naturally I demurred; it wasn’t Bruce’s kind of thing… And was it my
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imagination or did Matt’s gesture wave rather vaguely in Barry’s direction, including
him in the dismissal of irrelevancies that aren’t worth considering.
The next round of drinks brought a large platter of smoked trout deviled eggs. At
first, it seemed like a whim, like Matt shared Barry’s preference for the dishes that
alluded to that officer’s club in Burma (the eggs were made with curry). But then, after
the order was placed, he rather pointedly suggested Barry call the restaurant and push
back their dinner reservation. The reception in the bar sucked (at least for their crappy
LexCorp phones) so Barry had to go outside.
“He’s not one of us,” Matt said, looking piercingly into my eyes as soon as Hobbs
was gone.
“I didn’t mean anything,” I said as if caught off-guard.
“You did. The Superman sighting. What did he say? What did he miss?”
“Oh, it’s nothing; it’s just… nobody seems to have actually seen the Alien. It’s only
vague reports of something at the window, maybe. And then ordering security audits
just to be sure, it’s all a little… familiar. A hate-on for superpowers is easy to exploit.
Keystone Steel building one time, I faked a Flash incursion, they lost their mind
running ‘integrity checks.’ Take critical systems offline, it’s nothing but reboots and
resets, and for three days every little blip is attributed to that. I waltzed right in.”
“So he’s played right into someone’s hands.”
“I don’t know,” I shrugged. “Maybe. Maybe not. We’re sitting here sipping
cocktails, it crossed my mind, I pass it on.”
He made a noise like a deeply disapproving sneeze, and I did my best socialite at the
Wayne Gala changing the subject to lighten the mood.
“You’ve got a great dinner to look forward to,” I said, trying to lift his spirits. “Edo
has an amazing rep.”
“Well, I would invite you to join us; we could go over this East End business, but I’m
afraid the group we’re dining with is—”
“Is tripods only, I’m aware,” I laughed. “Pisses off all the right people, doesn't it.
Weeds out all those who aren't worth the time. Hell, they weed out themselves
without you having to show your hand about anything that matters.”
“Hmph, Lex was right about you. He said you’ve an excellent nose for bait. But
how do you know that's not a convenient excuse and we’re not really sexists who don’t
want women around ruining our dinner?”
“I don't care, Matt, under the same principle. If you and Hobbs would let my lack of
dangly bits get in the way of a good business deal, you're not worth my time.”
“But Selina, if we’re chauvinist assholes, we'll assume we’re smarter and try to
double cross you,” he pointed out like I wasn’t aware he worked across the hall from
Alexander bloody Luthor.
“Matthew, Batman thinks he's smarter than me. And I’m sitting here. I'm still free
and engaged to Bruce Wayne. You think you've got a shot to take, I look forward to
showing you my backhand.”
He’d come alive. His pupils dilated, his skin looked warmer, his legs had spread just
a tad as he leaned forward and his smile rose above his mouth showing off the front
teeth. “Touché,” he said, and then popped an egg into his mouth and devoured it with
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more pleasure than anything he’d eaten or sipped thus far. There was no doubt the
stories were true: he liked fighting more than winning.
“Lex also thought he was smarter than me,” I told him. “And tried a double cross in
exactly that way. Ask him how it turned out.”
“It turned out with him sending me here to give you that prospectus. Have you had
a chance to read it over?”
I said I had skimmed but hadn’t read in any detail, that I’d have studied it properly
by the regatta and they would have my answer then. Then Barry returned and, given
Matt’s new mood, I decided to roll a die I’d been thinking about since those first words
I’d heard when I arrived. I was pretty sure I had all the syllables I needed to cut
together Matt’s voiceprint. But he was excited right now. He was lit up by that hint of
a challenge. If I could get him to say the actual words…
I started by telling Barry that I’d given Matt the highlights of his treatise on the
hierarchy of watches (since it was clearly one of his pet conversational ploys) and he
reprised with a few variations based on new arrivals in the bar, such as $23,000 Panerai
Luminor “favored by Emerging Markets guys who brag about cheating on their
wives.” That prompted the expected question from Matt as to how this ludicrous
subject came up in the first place, and that led back to the original story about new cabs
on the French Laundry’s wine list and the staggering revelation that Yes, Virginia,
there’s a class ceiling on Wall Street.
“That’s just it, some people are in a position to bring up quite naturally in the middle
of the interview how the cellar had dwindled to about 1500 bottles,” I noted. “So the
sommelier’s been on an enviable spree and was deepening the focus on Napa. Some
aren’t. Which you are mostly depends on what you’re born into and that’s really,
ultimately, a matter of luck. There’s a saying like that, isn’t there? Your life is decided
by chance and not—”
“Fortune rules lives, not wisdom,” Matt declared sagely. “Vitam regit fortuna, non
sapientia.”
I lifted my glass and toasted him like it was the Sinister Citadel and he’d just spelled
out his plan to take out the Justice League.
“Vitam regit fortuna.”
That was work. I don’t remember when I’ve had such a damn checklist to get
through on a single conversation, but I’m sure I didn’t have to put away as much
Pernod and Plymouth Gin to do it. I stopped at the nearest cat lair and checked the
recording: Vitam regit fortuna, non sapientia. No editing required. As for the rest, I’d
have to wait and see.
Waiting.
My evening was free; that was unexpected. I thought I’d be editing Matt’s password
from the recordings.
My evening was free. However, I had the parentheses open on two heists—three if
you count Tommy’s—and those aren’t optimal conditions to prowl. Besides which, it
had been a long day, Metropolis felt like a week ago, and there wasn’t even a Bat to play
with. So no prowl.
Another night I might hit the Iceberg, but after Pegu another bar wasn’t appealing.
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I wondered what happened at Veles. All I had from Bruce was a text saying he
needed an extra day to finish up in the Caymans. I could have called, but a text argued
that he was busy and whatever it was, he obviously had it under control. No point in
bothering him just because I was bored...
I drummed my clawtips on the table.
Pestering Eddie could only bring trouble. He’d be with Doris, and I didn’t want
shop talk with those open parentheses on three heists.
Pestering Barbara could only bring work I didn’t want to be bothered with, helping
Robin with some surveillance thing I didn’t care about.
I dusted Bast.
Pestering Jason Blood could literally bring a detour through a Temporal Wormhole
cum Mirror Dimension to stop a seventh century river cult from calling forth an eightheaded Japanese god-dragon. I wasn’t that bored.
So I went home. Alfred must’ve sensed something. He knew Bruce and I had a
project but as far as I knew, he didn’t know anything about a heist. He just happened
to make the same scrambled eggs with asparagus that he had waiting the night of the
Holce Concepts-Alman Freely break-ins. Just his usual more-mystical-than-Jason
wizardry, I suppose. I honestly wouldn’t have been surprised if there was Ethiopian
Yirgacheffe on the breakfast tray.
There wasn’t. It was his usual Italian roast—along with a thank you note from
Clark.
I was up early and dressed in the layers of careless, multi-textured, I’m-not-aKardashian grays that are the ideal urban camouflage in Soho. I took up my position
on Mercer Street across from the 2,000 foot loft Barry bought fresh out of college with a
multimillion dollar loan from his parents. Inside was a Dybek 7X-3000 reinforced
titanium safe, the most expensive model they’ve got, six cylinder with two false
gates—and a glass jaw. Never came across one that could hold off a Forly box for more
than 89-seconds, which is several seconds less than a cheap Gorman-4.
Not that there was anything worth taking, not yet. Right now I was just there to
follow Barry. I didn’t think he was likely to do anything before work, but I wasn’t
about to risk it. Sure enough, when he emerged he went straight to the Hobbs building
on Fifth, no stops. At 9:26 he came back out again and returned home. Gotcha! I
figured Matt had passed along the idea that the Superman sighting was a trap and that
Barry stepped in it running those integrity tests. The only smart move he had left was
to get that algorithm out of his office and put it somewhere safe. While that could have
meant a safe deposit box at Gotham National or a rented compartment in Vault 23 at
Midtown RDFI, a man who bought a Dybek 7X-3000 was most likely to take it home.
At 10:15 he was gone again, and now that safe was worth cracking. Getting in
Barry’s front door was indecently easy. (Lock picks, they work.) Alarm system
indecently easy. (People like Barry never have anything complicated, they want the
housekeeper able to deactivate it.) Getting the Dybek open was indecently easy. (3422-93-73 and as a matter of interest, Barry’s safe has an internal temperature of 63.31
degrees, internal humidity 24%) Really the worst part of the job was waiting for a cab
at the Roff Soho.
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Still, a cab is the least conspicuous way to the airport, and a commercial flight is the
least conspicuous way back to Metropolis. Back to my room at the Roff there, back into
Georgina’s wig and make-up, back into LexCorp—now with a working ID—and back
to Leon’s office to turn off the cameras and dynamic frequency laser grid for the 32nd
Floor. Wait… Perform an intricate ballet of clip-clipping, mad dashing, stealthy
incursion, and feline hiding to blend with, evade or divert the secretarial staff and
security between the 32nd Floor elevator and the sanctum. The holy of holies in Lex’s
world: the Office of the Chief Executives of LexCorp.
It’s sealed off from the rest of the floor, as if the staff within require specially filtered
air. Smart glass of course, bullet proof, with opacity or transparency controlled from
within. Right now it was transparent, so the elevated peasant lucky enough to get this
far could see inside. Marble floors, slate and metallic walls, all in gray, green-gray and
blue-gray. The art, the lighting and furniture was all “corporate tasteful” if you know
what I mean. And there was one reception desk for the two offices: Lex Luthor, CEO to
the right, through a large richly appointed waiting area like a hotel lobby to a pair of
stately double doors. Matthew Montrasante, CSO to the left, up an awkward staircase
and to the right, up another flight of stairs behind the reception desk. It was pure Lex:
putting you close enough to signal your importance to them while making sure you
never forgot your place.
With no cameras to worry about, it was simple getting past reception and up the
stairs to Matt’s office—“Vitam regit fortuna, non sapientia ” (with a spritz from a bodytemp atomizer to give the sensor the hit of moisture it read as human breath)—and I
was in. Set up my remotes to match the ones at Prosperity Partners and was soon
checked out of the Roff and on my way back to Gotham (after one quick stop on the
Mile for the Oscar de la Renta multi-color ruffled tweed of horrors, a new hat, dark
glasses and gloves).
The call came from Bruce while I was picking out the gloves: ..::You can be confident
no one will be looking too closely…::..
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HEIST
The first time they’d flown to Metropolis on a case, Selina was giddy at the thought
of a Bat-Cat team-up in another city now that the masks were off. Captain Leffinger
announced their cruising altitude of 26,000 feet, Bruce was reviewing Riddler
communiques on his laptop and she set about rubbing the soft flesh of his palm until
he accepted a glass of champagne. Then she ran her finger around the lip of his glass,
and as she toasted their new adventure, her moist lips parted just so whenever she said
“Batman.”
Today, Captain Leffinger announced their cruising altitude of 28,000 feet, Bruce’s
laptop was open again so he could study videos from the America’s Cup trials in
Gotham and again Selina interrupted, but this time it wasn’t on purpose. She wasn’t
trying to seduce him; she wasn’t even aware she was doing it. She was just sitting
there, quietly freaking out.
“Relax,” he said, noting the third sigh since take-off and agitated breathing
otherwise. “I had them stock a Dom Pérignon, the 2002 rosé.”
She blinked as if he was speaking a language she didn’t know, and to poke her he
released the fop: “Its exuberance from the bottle is nowhere else to be found according
to Antonio. You remember him, don’t you? Antonio from Wine Advocate? ‘Probably
the most overly vinous rosé ever made by Chef de Caves Richard Geoffroy. Layers of
cool, insistent minerality balance the fruit beautifully on the crystalline, vivid finish.’”
She looked blankly, and his vacuous smile faded into Batman’s piercing focus.
Selina refusing to paw at the fop was on par with Whiskers ignoring a catnip mouse.
“Do you have any idea how big this is?” she said finally. “The scale of what we’re
about to do?”
“Jitters?” he said, with a very different smile. “Kitten, you broke into the
Watchtower when almost the whole Justice League was there.”
“This is different. This is four very serious break-ins, in multiple cities, in less time
than anyone’s even attempted it, and that’s not even the entire plan.”
“You had to blend in with ninety observant journalists to get to the Storm Opals, get
past Kryptonian senses and a Martian telepath.”
“And get past you to get away with them,” she added. “Which I failed to do. Even
before Prometheus you were onto me, weren’t you?”
In answer he glanced at her legs crossed primly at the ankles, and she shifted in her
seat to re-cross them at the knee. His ability to see through a disguise by recognizing
her legs wasn’t the point; he must know that.
“Open the champagne,” he said without a hint of the fop.
She did. She brought him a glass, and as she handed it over she admitted “I have
attempted ambitious jobs, yes. It was always my plan, start to finish. And I’ve played
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my part in your mind-boggling protocols-that-can-take-out-the-entire-Justice-League
schemes, but those were different. It was never a heist, not literally. A metaphorical
one requiring certain skills, yes, but nothing like this, not on this scale. Not exactly
what I used to do in the way I used to do it.”
“And this is,” Bruce said, standing and tilting his glass to gently touch hers. “This is
a heist,” he said, looking into her eyes. “That we have planned together, Catwoman,
and that we are going to execute together.”
It meant ‘I love you’ and that’s what she heard.
“I love you too,” she whispered. “But are we crazy?”
“Probably. Most criminals are,” he graveled, and then leaned in, pushed her hair
aside and breathed a hot whisper into her ear, “And our crazy fits.”
The glasses were lifted, the champagne was sipped, and Wayne One continued on its
course into Metropolis.

There was an odd patch of grass between the lakefront and the Curt Swan
Expressway just off the exit leading to the planetarium. It didn’t have the grandstands
of the America’s Cup Village on Shuster Pier. It wouldn’t host the posh spectating
events of the Siegel Yacht Club, or even the more modest “Boaters Bash” Ross Harbor
was offering on a platform near the racecourse. What it had was the optimal vantage
point to shoot the course through a telephoto lens against the backdrop of the iconic
Metropolis skyline. That’s why Llanzo chose it. He didn’t have the fanciest gear in the
world but he did alright with an ordinary Nikon, a good zoom lens, a selfie stick and a
tripod. That and what his muma called “good island sense for where to put the
camera.” The boats against the skyline would make for some highly salable pictures.
He hadn’t realized the location also put him in an ideal spot to observe the dockyard
where the boats were stored. But now, taking the final test shots before the practice
day, he spotted a crane in the distance where no crane had been previously. He
adjusted the zoom and scanned the area beneath it: an exceptionally clean industrial
area peopled with men in windbreakers and ball caps sporting the logos of Team
France and Team New Zealand. Just outside that fenced in compound, a row of
slightly less immaculate warehouses stood apart from the rest. A man stood alone, no
logos, standing casually like he was waiting for something. He was tall and well built,
with broad shoulders, glasses, a weekend beard and dark wind-swept hair/no ball cap,
and a duffel. There was nothing special about him and Llanzo might have looked
away except right then, as he fussed with his zoom and played with the sightlines in
the new area, a girl came out of the warehouse behind him. Presumably that’s who he
was waiting for. There was nothing special about her either: youngish dirty blonde,
olive jacket and blue jeans… He took a bundle of cash from the duffel and she gave
him a set of keys. There was nothing furtive about it, but there was something that
prompted a test shot—of the man and the girl, and then an interesting architectural
detail on the upper floor of the warehouse…
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As soon as Wayne One landed, Selina went alone to check them into the Four
Seasons with an ostentatious suite of Prada, Saint Laurent and Globe-Trotter luggage
that Bruce used for his “Wayne is Biarritz for the season” alibis. She then slipped a
plain leather weekender over her shoulder and made her way to the address he texted,
a dreary but spacious warehouse in a dreary but ideally situated industrial area
between the riverfront and Lake Metropolis.
“He knows we’re here,” she reported. “As you predicted. Instead of your usual
suite, they’d put us in the Presidential. ‘Snafu.’”
“The Alexander Luthor Presidential Suite, how passive-aggressive,” he noted.
“Don’t worry, he’s still his old aggressive-aggressive too. The room was bugged.”
“It wouldn’t be Metropolis if Luthor didn’t at least attempt to bug my suite at the
Four Seasons. SurveiLEX SV?”
“Five SV-10s, One LX-19, One LX-75. I flushed all but the last in case we want to
feed him something.”
Bruce’s lip twitched.
“That’s a compliment to you, Kitten. On my own, I never rated more than a pair of
SV-10s.”
“Well, you are only a business rival as far as he knows,” Selina said, testing the
springiness of the bed in their make-shift loft. “Catwoman had the VIP tour of the
Sinister Citadel—”
“At a time when surveillance from that range without the aid of a magic user was
something to brag about,” he added.
“So of course he’d up his game now that we’re together—”
“And that’s why you’ll have Team Lex for an alibi. Or Luthor himself if I can
manage it...”

Since the Australia II’s winged keel in 1983, there’s been a cloak of secrecy
surrounding America’s Cup boats on par with that of a smaller nation’s intelligence
bureau. The teams each had their spies to watch each others’ practice. The software
each used to analyze data, modify their designs, and even monitor the crew’s
heartrates were closely guarded secrets. If he’d known, Llanzo might have expected
the chain of events that promised to buy him better gear (and who knew what else) by
the time the regatta was over.
It began with a video, a silly little video of the America’s Cup Village under
construction. He posted it as a curiosity from his unique vantage point off the
expressway, and in a week his YouTube subscriptions tripled. Then WLEX bought the
video of the Team New Zealand boat arriving and things really started happening.
The Daily Planet bought a still photo they ran on the cover of the Sunday Magazine,
and in only a few hours he got an email about submitting a series of race photos from
the same location for a calendar.
And then, then he got the call that changed everything. A yachting syndicate
(whatever the heck that was, it sure sounded impressive), a yachting syndicate in Fiji
(it sounded impressive and it also sounded like money) was planning to mount a
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challenge in four years. They were willing to pay handsomely (handsomely) for
footage of the boats going into the water from his exclusive angle. So here he was
much earlier than expected, unpacking gear that now included a cooler full of water
and sandwiches. It was going to be a very long day, but looking on the bright side, he
hadn’t been sure how early to get up to stay ahead of the traffic. Now that he had to be
set up and shooting at this ungodly hour, he didn’t have to worry about it.
He pointed his camera to the dockyard, setting the zoom and examining the crane
and the area around it, and then he panned casually to the warehouse… The duffel
guy was there! The one who paid off the blonde. He was on an upper floor balcony,
no shirt—and whoa, very different girl—different woman rather, a very very hot
woman. Instinctively Llanzo framed the shot but decided still photos were better for
this and switched cameras. They were just having breakfast, judging by the Starbucks
cups, and waiting for the boats, judging by the way they were facing the crane. They
were going to watch the boats going into the water same as he was, that figured. Then
the duffel guy actually pointed to the crane and Llanzo quickly changed cameras again
and got to work.
Putting those catamarans into the water was quite a process: getting the wing
upright, putting the crane on the wing to line it up, lifting the hull, the rudders going in
while it was suspended over the water—he only peeked back at the couple once during
the process, and afterwards they had gone inside.

Bruce and Selina were stopped at the door of the Siegel Yacht Club. Her name was
on the list; his wasn’t.
“Ah, Lex, so charmingly petty,” Bruce said, and then pointed out he was Bruce
Wayne of The America’s Cup Timeclock presented by Wayne Enterprises: Look what WE can
do. He said it like a one-percenter who expected that to end the conversation, just as
Lex carried on whenever he came to Gotham, but he met with the same response. The
Siegel knew what side its Good Foods bread, a division of LexCorp, was buttered on.
Selina rolled her eyes with a laugh and, seeing who was close enough to be
summoned, called out to John Blaine. Bruce was duly vouched for and signed in as
Prosperity Partners’ very special guest (“Yes, in the absence of even a Tier 1 security
check, Peter. It’s only the practice day, after all. Not like Mr. Luthor himself is going to
be here.”) and joined the party.
“They’ll still be keeping an eye on you,” Selina noted.
“Probably,” he replied and then turned to include Blaine and added “The
impertinence.”
Blaine nodded sympathetically and led them to Moët & Chandon’s special
champagne bar set up on the far end of the lobby. He was playing host, figuring a guy
like Wayne was best soothed with a glass of good bubbly. He was just handing Bruce a
glass and babbling how Moët were fellow sponsors… “Very keen for all the guests to
know if we get bored on the club deck, we’re welcome to view the racing from the
M&C yacht just a few meters from the race course, launch leaving every 15 minutes.”
…when he saw it. A flash in the eye—a vindictive glint like Lex’s when he had an
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idea—which resolved in a rather unpleasant leer as Bruce’s eye flicked down Selina’s
body.
“If some insolent little security goon is watching us, we’ll have to give him
something to see, won’t we,” Bruce said, toying with the end of her hair for a moment
and letting the back of his fingers brush against her breast.
Blaine chuckled, the idea of humiliating some wage slave with an exhibitionist romp
appealed to him. Later watching the first 25-minute dash of the day from the outdoor
deck, he saw Bruce and Selina sneaking off just as Oracle Team USA was taking the
lead, and he chuckled again. Imagine the embarrassed oaf turning red at whatever
grunting and moaning reached his ears from the pair heaving against the wall in the
Meltzer room. Say what you will about Wayne Tech—and the LexCorp team had a
great deal to say on that subject—it was a hell of a way to answer Luthor’s insult at the
door. Blaine lifted his glass to the Wayne name on the timeclock and took a sip of
champagne in Bruce’s honor.
Not far away in the clubhouse, the unfortunate security man did look very much the
way Blaine pictured him, though the rhythmic duet of intimate gasping didn’t actually
come from interlocked bodies. Instead it was a pair of tiny speakers hidden in the
models of Sir Thomas Lipton’s Shamrock V and Dennis Conner’s Stars & Stripes. The
couple who had disappeared between those models of the most famous J-Class and 12metre racing yachts were zig-zagging through traffic on a pair of messenger
motorbikes in matching black jumpsuits, faces concealed behind opaque black helmets,
while a sync’d timer counted down their approach to East End Holdings.
31 minutes: 30 seconds, it declared as they crossed Byrne Avenue.
22 minutes: 15 seconds as the female messenger disembarked, package and clipboard
in hand, requiring the signature of the only non-secretary low enough in the East End
hierarchy to not be at the Yacht Club…
19 minutes as the lowly analyst slumped and three airline bottles of Smirnoff were
dropped into her trash can…
18 minutes: 45 seconds as the window opened for Bruce/Tommy, having made his
delivery to the more trusting offices of Isidor & Pugh Associates next door from whose
16th floor window he now descended…
18 minutes: 15 seconds as Selina slipped a USB into the sleeping analyst’s terminal to
tap the network…
“Timer is set, three minutes and counting before the encryption program resets,” she
reported into her mic. “Nine, give or take, until Sleeping Beauty here wakes up.”
..:: Roger, going in::.. he said as she scurried up the line where, two floors above her,
he had defeated the rudimentary protections on Constance Rafkin’s window and was
disappearing inside her office.
The cameras were off for three minutes. The pressure-sensitive floor was on an
independent system, so with Constance out for the day, there was nothing for it but for
him to reach the desk from a tension line, which required her counterweight. Climbing
up was the easy way to achieve the tension, once she was there, all she could do was
bounce, hold onto the window frame for dear life and pull against his superior weight.
“You’re heavy,” she said through clenched teeth.
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..:: And LexCorp computers are slow,::.. he hissed over the comm. ..:: A WayneTech would
be powered up by now.::..
“My love, Wayne is the best by every measure, and from the depth of my soul I pity
people who don’t… fucking… know that. But that is so unbelievably… not the point,
we have—you’re heavy—we have—”
..:: One minute, nineteen seconds, I’m aware, I was just—::.. he paused, slamming the
USB from Bratsie’s executive safe into the terminal as soon as the welcome screen
appeared. …::—making conversation,::.. he concluded. ..:: Logging in.::..
“We have 58 seconds.”
..:: Found the subscriber list.::..
“51.”
..:: Transmitting now.::..
“You’re still heavy.”
..:: … ::..
“How long can that damn file take? Fund’s got a thirty million dollar minimum,
how many subscribers can there be?”
..:: Almost there.::..
“Almost?! ... 24 seconds.”
..:: Got it.::..
“Sweet merciful Bast,” she said, as he pulled the flash drive, shut down the
computer, and jostled the tension line horribly as he made his speed swing to the
window. It was a dramatic move to say the least as he cleared the window, giving the
tension line a fierce tug to pop the anchor free and holding onto the original descender
with his left hand while struggling with the window on his right.
“I’ll do that, get yourself secured,” Selina said, and he gratefully snapped carabiners
into place again while she announced “Twelve seconds,” closing the window.
“Eleven… ten… nine…” as they both shimmied down out of view of the cameras that
were about to come back online.
“Cameras are back online in Rafkin’s office,” Selina announced as they got their
bearings in the sleeping associate’s office. “Six minutes on her.”
She retrieved her USB from the terminal, did a final look-round for any residual
presence, and took a step to the window—only to find Tommy blocking her way.
“There is one thing before we go,” he said, hovering over her. “Your plan to ‘show
the ant-fuckers just once what it would look like’ if Catwoman was a Robin Hood, that
plan didn't happen to include putting Bruce Wayne's economic savvy to work for you,
did it? Along with Batman's knowledge of Luthor?”
“What?”
“You did say this is where we settle accounts,” he said, reaching experimentally for
her throat as if he wasn’t entirely sure how to go about it. “It's a possibility that needs
to be addressed.”
“You can’t be serious,” she said, echoing a phrase of their old encounters.
“Kitten,” he graveled, adjusting the hand, “All this wasn't just to weaponize my
expertise to prove some point about what Catwoman is and shame the people who
insist on making you a Dickensian hard luck case out of an orphanage, was it?”
“It’s what I told you at the beginning,” she said evenly. “A gift. From the essence of
the real me to the essence of the real you.”
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“I know,” he said, and kissed her cheek.
“Then why in the name of all cats and cat burglars—”
“I wanted to try the settling accounts on the getaway. You said you have to live it to
learn it.”
“I don’t believe this.”
“Five minutes on her; fourteen on the tape at the yacht club. Get the window behind
you,” he said, climbing out.
“I’m marrying fifteen kinds of crazy,” she whispered, shaking her head.

The sounds of hushed but spirited love-making had gone quiet in the Meltzer room
and the demoralized security man perked up, waiting for his charges to emerge. A
minute passed. Then another. And for ten seconds more he measured the sounds he’d
heard against his own experience, probable recovery time, and the desirability to not
dawdle after screwing in a public place. He peeked around the corner and—saw
nothing. The models of the America, the Australia II, the Shamrock V and the Stars &
Stripes were flanked by the Endeavor and the Tall Ship Rose, each in a glass case on a
carved wooden base. It didn’t sound like on-the-floor fucking he’d heard, but unless
Wayne and the girl were on the ground hidden by one of the bases, they were no
longer in the room.
Scott’s head spun. Where? How? He ran all the way into the room and circled each
of the ship’s models just to confirm the obvious, nobody was hiding there. So where?
How? He ran outside—
And scanned the guests watching on the deck. No Bruce Wayne, no hot brunette.
He ran back inside and checked the champagne bar—
No Bruce Wayne, no hot brunette. He ran back outside, and again scanned the
crowd while composing four—five—nine ways to begin his non-report on the man he
was supposed to keep an eye on…
He decided the second was the least likely to get him fired… and if he was fired, if
he could make ends meet going back to the Home Depot or would have to get a
roommate—and if it came to that, if it might be better to move in with Julie...
Then he heard laughter that sounded an awful lot like Wayne and his wife (not like
he hadn’t heard enough of them enjoying each other’s company) and when he turned
to see, it was—IT WAS THEM! IT WAS—IT WAS THEM! HE HADN’T LOST THEM!
THEY WERE— THEY WERE—How was that possible?—They were getting off the
Moët & Chandon launch.
But how? HOW? Wayne was telling his buddies they’d gone to watch the first race
from the M&C yacht? Then who had he heard screwing in the… Y’know what, it
didn’t matter. Here they were. They’d been on the M&C yacht. He was watching
them again, it’s as if he’d been watching them the entire time, he was not going to be
fired, and he did not have to move in with Julie.
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Lois Lane Note-Taker Pro 7
Story Notes: Wayne
Keywords: Wayne Enterprises, Wayne Tech, Economy, Wayne/Kyle
Wedding, GSE, NASDAQ, America’s Cup, Yacht Club, Regatta,
Versace, Christina Bomba, Manolo Blahnik; Luthor, LexCorp, hedge
funds, Observatory, Balmain, Delman, Gucci, Davi
Cross-ref: Business & Finance (Hardwick); Fashion (Cat Grant),
Style (Grant), Gossip (Grant); Sports (Lombard)
This wedding is going to kill me. Five minutes on the record
with Bruce wasn’t crazy enough before. Now he’s half of them.
She’s part of him. It was supposed to be three minutes on Wayne
Tech, one on the economy, one on the wedding plans. A wedding
is just fashion and celebrity fluff, a few tidbits to barter
with Grant. Maybe one piece of real news in the rest and a
half-dozen business tidbits to barter with Hardwick. How did it
turn into this??? I’m maxed out on keywords.
I’ve interviewed enough Bruce Waynes of the world to know the
drill: they’re scheduled so tightly, they figure making time for
you at all is more than enough effort on their part. It’s not
that they’re blind to the inconvenience when, for example, your
five minutes has to start at their hotel and you wait around the
lobby until they’re ready to leave for the gala. You ride with
them in the limo to wherever it is they’re going and are left to
arrange your own ride home. Sure it’s an imposition, but they
figure it’s worth it for the priceless minutes of exclusive
access you’re getting. It’s obnoxious but it’s true.
Bruce isn’t as bad as most, he does consider me a friend. But
he’s also Batman and I know that, and he knows I know, and that
means he knows I know he’s juggling twice as much as it appears
to the outside world. I know he must have a very good reason for
arranging things the way he does and I’ll go along.
And I did.
I went along.
I presented myself at the Four
Seasons prepared to wait. I wasn’t completely surprised when
the call came down inviting me up to the suite to wait there,
but I was completely surprised to see Selina there still in the
manicure and hair dressing stage. How Wayne, right? Manicurist
and hair dresser from the hotel salon right up there in the
room. It did put a certain crimp in the conversation—not that
it mattered, Bruce was too busy on the phone to do more than
wave hello. Then there was this improvised sign language that I
can only guess was inviting me to order myself a snack from room
service while I waited.
I passed and decided to hover around Selina for extra tidbits
about the wedding plans. Instead, I got a regulation briefing on
tonight’s dress, shoes, jewelry and handbag—along with details
of another formal ensemble she brought for “Monday night.” She
said it casually, like I’d know what it meant, and all I could
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think to do was pocket it like she was the S.O. of any other
interviewee who let something slip.
But Selina doesn’t slip.
She’d just told me there was
someplace to be Monday night, she’d done it in a very Brucian
way, leaving a trail of breadcrumbs in front of witnesses that
established exactly how Lois Lane caught the scent of whatever
this thing turned out to be. (She’d also given me a very good
idea what to wear, which was nice of her and not at all
Brucian.)
The shindig they were attending tonight was at the North
Harbor Tower, kicking off the America’s Cup Regatta, and that
was only for the weekend. Nothing extended to Monday. No clue
there.
I had my interview with Bruce in the limo and watched them
make their entrance. Bruce being Bruce, he offered me the car
to take me home, and that meant I could pump the driver. More
importantly, I could probe all the other drivers before we
left.
There was an awful lot of LexCorp upper management
attending. I counted twelve sedans from their car service and
four private limos. It took some doing, but I finally found out
Monday night’s bookings are for a do at the Observatory. And a
call to the Observatory as a put upon LexCorp assistant coughed
up the final piece of the puzzle: the event was booked by
LEXponencial, a consortium of hedge funds. [Note: Consortium of
HFs is striking me funny. Like a murder of crows, maybe
something catchy for the headline.]
So I’ve got until Monday to get my hands on an invitation.
LexCorp still uses T&M for 90% of that stuff, it shouldn’t be
too hard to get my hands on a proof copy. [Note: Pick up the
Hervé Léger from drycleaners, see about Clark’s tux.] I need to
research this LEXponencial and the hedge funds that belong to
it. Still haven’t organized the notes from 5-min with Bruce and
it’s already getting garbled in all the new stuff. And for what
it’s worth, Selina’s shoes-dress-jewelry-handbag for two nights
on top of Bruce’s Wayne Enterprises/Wayne Tech/Global Economy
maxed out my keywords and cross referencing.
My head’s
exploding trying to map out the 58 potential stories coming out
of those 5 minutes. I need a staff! It was 5 minutes on the
record and they’re not even married yet. I’m going to need a
bloody staff.

Lois Lane, the world-famous Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist was a witness to
Selina’s entrance to the gala and even documented her dress, an elegant but not
especially eye-catching black Versace. A few guests whose views were not shaped by
Luthor thought the engaged couple looked sweet together as they danced, and a few
more smiled at the gesture when, at the buffet, Bruce took a violet from the centerpiece
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and set it on her plate on a piece of chicken. No one but birds noticed the pair leaping
off the tower and parachuting to a safe landing on a side street. No one but mice saw
the unauthorized entry into the Justice League teleporter on the Daily Planet building.
No one but the mice and possibly Clark would have heard the ultrasonic squelch of the
keypad being hacked, but if Clark heard, he had no idea it was disabling the log of the
transporter’s use.
At the gala, Lex Luthor arrived. Matt and Ellen Montrasante were the first to greet
him, and Lex noted that Ellen had gotten over the slight coolness of their last meetings.
She hadn’t wanted Matt to return to LexCorp, but as expected a signing bonus that
added a nursery to their house had pacified her, to say nothing of a salary that paid for
a nanny. Naturally he asked about the little brat (though at this stage, what is there to
say other than it eats, it cries and it poops?) and complimented the ring Matt had given
her when the brat was born (though what was there to say other than it was a sapphire
and it was small.)
John Blaine was next, mercifully unburdened with a wife, so they talked golf, the
practice day racing, and the ironic justice of the drubbing Wartleman-Bromby was
about to take with that doomed Silicon Valley venture they should have bailed on last
year… whether it would lose 50 or 100 million by the time it was over, and when the
inevitable ‘night of the long knives’ would occur. Blaine went off chuckling
maliciously, while Luthor considered the pack of executive talent about to be released
into the wild. They had fucked up certainly, and fuck ups have something to prove.
He would talk to Matt on Monday about setting something up to make them compete,
set the dogs fighting each other and you never know what qualities might emerge.

Willem de Kooning’s Black-and-White Unnumbered never left Gotham. One of
Bruce’s grandparents’ neighbors had met the artist at a dinner party. He became a fan,
went out and bought two pieces from a private dealer the following week and kept the
acquaintance going. A few years later, he showed up at de Kooning’s studio with
$10,000 and a considerable amount of very good liquor. Got him blind drunk and
bought a ridiculous amount of iconic works from the forties worth ten times that
amount.
Black-and-White Unnumbered hung in the Bristol house for only a year and was
then moved to the family’s Park Avenue apartment. It was lent to the Guggenheim for
an exhibit in the late 70s, to the Layne in the early 90s, and was finally sold along with
the apartment when the widow could no longer afford the city… Purchased by an
energy conglomerate for their corporate collection, it hung in their headquarters on
Third Avenue for a year before finding its current home in Vault 41, Compartment 2 of
Federated First Metro along with a Klimt and a Mednyánszky as collateral for oil
leases.

Lex spotted Dean Rhoads at the bar, also unburdened. Dean had a wife, but she
detested Luthor and stayed in Beverly Hills whenever he came to Metropolis. In
Metropolis he had a mistress, but of course he wouldn’t bring her to an event like this
where other wives were present. Lex smiled as he approached. The bar was the best
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place to get it over with. Dean would want to talk about his flight in and that would be
easier with a good scotch in hand. Dean could afford his own plane, but instead he
chartered other people’s. An eccentricity but a perfectly excusable one if only he didn’t
have to talk about it every time. He was always renting a different plane and whatever
little feature or quirk of service struck his fancy was his favorite topic of conversation.
The delight he took in such things instead of being a properly jaded old money lawyer,
it was decidedly odd.

Unless you believe the al Ghul version of the Mughal Empire in India—which
absolutely no one does—the 68 carat pear shaped fancy diamond called The Nicolay
was first owned by Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, who lost it in battle in 1477.
It’s named for a later owner, the French Ambassador to Turkey in the late 16th century,
who loaned it to the French king, Henry III to wear in the cap he used to conceal his
baldness. Insert Lex joke here.
Henry IV also ‘borrowed’ the stone and then sold it in 1664 to James I of England. In
1688 his son James II, last of the Stuart kings, fled with it to Paris. It disappeared
during the French Revolution until it turned up, mysteriously, in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania where the son and heir of a steel fortune gave it to his fiancé.
Now security for a cattle ranch in Argentina, it lives in a corporate vault similar to
that storing the de Kooning, never seeing the light of day except for the rare occasion
when it’s sent to MBH in Gotham’s Diamond District for cleaning.

Lex always preferred Constance Rafkin to her husband. She had a ferocious
intelligence, so much so that he’d never once found it trying to talk to her. That was a
rare quality. She also said what she thought, frankly, honestly and to his face, as if he
wasn’t Alexander Luthor. That was a rarer quality. The combination made her…
unsuitable for the LexCorp ladder where her frankness would be mimicked by others
lacking the intelligence that made her insights valuable. He didn’t want any John,
Dean and Barry feeling they could just vomit their opinions onto his desk any time
they wanted, but someone who had ideas worth acting on—who saw things that
would make or lose money—he didn’t want her keeping those thoughts to herself from
some insidious sense of tact.
Yet this gifted woman had married an absolute dullard. He worked in marketing at
some company that made snow globes or something. He read the Daily Planet. And it
seemed his highest aspiration was to be liked. It was he who mentioned Bruce Wayne
was at the gala….

Cezanne’s Treed Lane in Auvers, a sweet watercolor bought by a 19th Century
Argentine socialite traveling in Paris and left to a Buenos Aires museum at her death.
Seized in the late 20th century by a military junta and traded to Taiwan in exchange for
arms for the Falklands war. It wound up in the hands of a Taiwanese business man
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now using it to buy a timber company, and it resides in the Custody Department of
Gotham National’s Private Banking Group on Twenty-fifth and Fifth Avenue.

Bratsie Drammen had a new wife Lex hadn’t met. Bratsie who was famous for
saying you probably shouldn’t worry what your first wife’s mother looks like. Lex was
expecting the usual trophy (And wasn’t completely wrong in that she was blonde, all
legs, etc. Attractive but far from stunning in Lex’s view.). He was not expecting a
broker of high end real estate, specializing in luxury properties in Venice no less. That
discovery produced the odd smile only his closest associates knew: nothing at all
moved from the nose down, but there was an almost subliminal lift of the upper
eyelids that seemed to transform his entire face, usually followed by a flick of the eye
towards whoever brought the approved thing to his attention. Bratsie knew it well,
and understood in this context it was a dismissal. He went off to talk to the
Montrasantes and would catch up with Lex later.

Máscara dorada del Señor de La Mena, a gold mask of the Lord of La Mena was found
along with a bronze chest plate in an ancient Moche tomb in Northern Peru. One of the
most advanced cultures in South America a thousand years before the Inca, they
developed entirely different methods of melting and shaping the gold. They had no
written language, so all that’s known of their culture was deduced from their art. The
society seems to have been built around religion, warfare, ruling elites, and sacrifice.
The mask presents the face of a sea god with jade eyes and ivory teeth; the breast plate
is decorated with monkeys and peanuts carved in relief.
Looted in the late 80s and sold through a local witchcraft market, it was bought by a
collector in Lima and sold to a second collector who had it authenticated at the
University of Munich. After a number of convoluted side-dramas involving a German
banker, a London lawyer, and that first collector being murdered, it became the
property of Las Empresas Santo Domingo, a telecoms firm in Santiago, Spain, currently
using it to secure a modest $12 million bond issue.

The party was so far along by the time Thomas Pearl arrived, there was only one
man on the door—the same one who had admitted Bruce and Selina only hours
before. He wouldn’t have been Bruce’s choice if there was any alternative, but his
disguise had made it past Lois Lane, after all. Lois was as observant as any Luthor
security.
That was his thought as he strode up and presented the invitation, when the codicil
thought hit: Lois did have the keen observational eye of a crack reporter with one
notable exception. She had a keen eye unless you counted the years she didn’t recognize
Clark.
It was too late for doubts. The guard was looking at the invitation without taking it,
just as he had earlier with Bruce.
“Name?” he asked.
“Tom Pearl. Thomas, that is. You’ll have it as Thomas Pearl.”
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He checked his list, while the gremlins in Bruce’s mind weighed Lois’s inability to
see through Superman’s disguise against the rest of the world’s. Sure she saw more of
Clark and Superman, but it didn’t really mean she was especially dense seeing through
disguises. It didn’t mean she was a poor measure to judge—
“There you are: Pearl,” the guard said without having looked at Tommy’s face in any
detail. “Enjoy your evening.”
“Greenwich!” a new voice called before Bruce could respond.
“Uhrm, thank you,” he said hastily to the guard as he strode toward the new speaker
with a confidence he couldn’t feel.
“Bratsie,” he said brightly, hoping to nail down the first-name relationship while
they remained in earshot of the guard.
“Matt, Ellen! Come over here, meet Tom Althorp of, what was it, Althorp
Investments?”
Tommy hadn’t given his company a name when they’d met in the Caymans, so he
murmured ‘Althorp Private Equity’ while trying to subtly nudge the circle farther into
the party and away from the guard.
“Matt Montrasante of LexCorp,” Bratsie was saying. “His wife Ellen. Met Althorp
when I was last in the Caymans, getting into rare whiskies in a big way…”
“And in a little way,” Tommy said, pointing towards the bar which did finally get
the group moving away from the door and the guard, though Tommy’s situation
hardly improved. As soon as he got a drink in his hand, Bratsie was spiriting him off
to meet the business elite of Metropolis, including John Blaine and Dean Rhoads.
Finally, when it seemed the worst really must be over, Bratsie said “Now you really
must come meet my wife, and by ‘meet’ I mean help rescue her from Lex.”
Before Tommy could react he found himself propelled by his elbow, good manners,
and Bratsie’s determined party spirit, directly into the path of Lex Luthor and his
repugnant meeting-rich-people smile.
“Tom Althorp,” Bratsie was saying, and almost before Tommy could get through the
How-do-you-dos, Bratsie had liberated is wife and was steering her towards the dance
floor.
“Althorp, you say.”
Leaving Tommy with Lex.
“Any connection to Althorp House in Northampton?”
Bruce considered his position: Tommy had never actually passed a background
check. His alias was inserted onto the list by a criminal who had broken into the
LexCorp HQ under all of their noses. He’d arrived late, using another guest’s
invitation to get through the door, and was immediately greeted by a different name.
And now, within minutes, he was in a private conversation with Luthor. In stabbing
distance, as it were. He should be under intense scrutiny right now if anyone in
security knew what they were doing.
As for his disguise, well…
“Not that I’m aware of,” Tom said glibly. “If there’s any connection it must be too
far back to matter. Family’s been in Connecticut forever.”
…On the one hand, Lex wasn’t any better than Lois when it came to seeing through
Clark’s disguise. And if he hated Bruce Wayne, it certainly didn’t compare to his
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hatred for Superman. Hate never led him to look close enough to perceive what other
people missed...
“That’s the funny thing about European nobility,” Lex was saying. “The farther
removed from the source of the original honor, the more it counts.”
…But neither Clark nor Superman had to deal with the dynamic Bruce faced now,
Luthor in that mode when he’s with his own kind. This was exactly the Luthor Bruce
encountered the first time they’d met: oily and inclusive. Another rich man with a
foundation helping the hospital? Let’s join forces and use our muscle to make this
place a profit center…
“I wouldn’t know; never looked into it,” Tommy said, a part of his mind tracing
paths of escape while the other considered that on his first really serious heist, Thomas
Pearl managed to get his face known to half of Lex Luthor’s inner circle, including Lex
himself, by the name Althorp. It was either a miraculous criminal achievement or an
unprecedented criminal fubar, and he wasn’t sure which.
“Nobody in the family ever looked into it, the genealogy stuff,” he said. “Maybe
they knew there was nothing to find. The Althorp who immigrated might have been a
nobody running from away from a murder charge for all I know, grabbing onto the
first name that occurred to him.”
Bruce looked blankly into the eyes of Lex Luthor and wondered why the dumbest,
most unattractive scenario he could think of to shut down the Althorp discussion had
introduced a criminal angle Lex might actually connect with.
“Well there is that,” Lex laughed. “That’s the downside of inherited nobility, they do
tend to piss away the fortunes. If this equity fund is as promising as Bratsie seems to
think, they’d be happy to claim you.”
This was Hell.
This was his punishment for learning how to become the very thing Batman
abhorred.
“A self-made fortune is the best kind to have, Tom, don’t let the social climbers tell
you otherwise.”
Maybe if there was a way to work Superman into the conversation. Tommy could
say how much he admired the Man of Steel, Luthor would decide Tommy was another
mouth-breathing imbecile and that would be that.
“So tell me about this fund for limited-edition scotch whiskies.”
This was Hell.

Cora Colette was the last guest to arrive at the party. Like Tommy, she noticed the
guard on the door was the same one who admitted Bruce and Selina. Unlike Tommy,
she didn’t worry about it. Men of that type noticed two things: hair and tits. Selina’s
black Versace downplayed her bosom and emphasized her height; Colette’s eyecatching red was all about the cleavage. Selina's long, black hair was down; Colette’s
short blonde wig was cropped. Recognition was a non-issue.
Finding Tommy was. She looked at the bar near the door, the one by the dance floor,
and the two flanking the buffet. She wandered around the buffet, behind the band
stand, and the dessert bar and in little alcove with… cordials.
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She stared. There was spirited manly laughter—but just not any man’s laugh. A
laugh heard almost exclusively in the Sinister Citadel among members (and guests) of
the Secret Society of Supervillains. Tommy Pearl—her pupil Tommy Pearl—had
apparently, approximately 4 days into his criminal life, become BFFs with Luthor.
“He’s even a better villain than the rest of us,” she whispered in a daze.
“It’s called ‘Overheard in the LexCorp elevator’ and it’s this little-known gem of the
Internet,” Tommy said as Luthor shook his head in admiration. “‘Teach a man to fish,
he’ll still vote for the guy who gives him a fish. Pay taxes that fund a dozen fire
departments and—”
“‘He’ll still cheer the cape that puts out the fire for him,’” they said together and then
Luthor added “Ericson, that has to be Ericson.”
“Lex, it’s been a pleasure and a half meeting you, but the future ex-Mrs. Althorp is
waiting out there somewhere.”
Lex laughed and waved him off like an old buddy used to his friend’s horn dogging,
and Tommy called back “Overheard on the LexCorp Elevator.”
“I’ll look for it,” Lex promised.
Tommy mingled until he met Colette. They danced once, apparently discovered an
exciting synchronicity in the way their bodies moved together for they disappeared
into the bushes and were not seen again. Bruce and Selina danced a few times,
mingled a bit more, and then left.

The Saturday racing began with wind delays which may have quickened the rumors.
Once again, Bruce and Selina went out to the Moët & Chandon yacht for the first race,
and the sense among the guests was that there was ‘a piece of paper in the room’
among the finance guys on shore. The guests on shore thought those on the yacht were
the ones in the know. Bruce played the silences, creating the impression that the news
was about LexCorp and his presence was keeping people from discussing it openly.
Selina played the silences, creating the impression that the news involved a theft,
perhaps of a cat item, art or jewels of the sort… the American boat had to capsize to
avoid a collision with Team New Zealand… and the rumors suddenly expanded and
clarified.
They now circulated with great specificity, though in extremely hushed tones and
with great care that no Gothamites were in earshot. There had been a theft of the
collateral on certain loans connected to LexCorp, possibly key loans in certain portfolios.
It wouldn’t be a default but the bonds would have to be restructured, roll over into new
bonds, which constituted a credit event that would… that would trigger the credit
default swaps. Come Monday all the paperwork would be filed, starting the process
and then, whew, it would be an early payday for the portfolios involved. And any
derivatives based on them, and derivatives based on them. An exponentially giant
payday the farther out you went.
“I don’t understand,” Clark said. He was reluctant to interrupt when it wasn’t a
Superman-accosting-the-villain situation, but really.
“Trust me, nobody spreading the rumors did either,” Selina said. “You know what
his protocols are like, right? The complexities? This is the finance version. All you
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have to know is the dominos were falling, starting with the thefts and ending with a
payout on one of Lexy’s funds. Japan won the first race and there were two capsizes:
USA and Team New Zealand.”
“Uh-huh.”

At the dockside, a black 2008 Hummer H2 parked in front of the warehouse where
Llanzo had seen duffel guy and his hot girlfriend watching the boats. On the one
hand, there was nothing suspicious about it. A black Hummer—an older one, but
still—a black Hummer catches the eye. It’s not the kind of thing you’d use if you were
doing something shady. Was it? Not if you wanted to stay under the radar…
Llanzo took a few pictures.
On the other hand, there were tens of thousands of fans lining the pier, another
thousand at least in the grandstands...
On the other hand, they were just having breakfast. He saw the cups. And some
kind of rolls. Could’ve been croissants.
And watching the crane maneuver the boats onto the water. (He took another
picture.)
Well that wasn’t so very suspicious, watching the boats. He’d been up at dawn to
shoot video of it, after all. It was a fascinating process.
On the other hand, ten thousand at least on the Navy Pier, another thousand in the
stands, who knows how many along the waterfront. And the duffel bag. The guy
rented the warehouse with a bundle of cash from a duffle bag.
The back of the Hummer opened. There was a crate, and something awkward and
bulky that looked like another crate under a cloth... Another crate and another weird
thing… Between the door of the Hummer and the bulk of the stuff he was carrying,
Llanzo didn’t have a good view of whoever it was unloading the stuff, but he was
pretty sure it was the duffel guy. It seemed like the same color jacket anyway.
Llanzo took a few last pictures… and then breathed a sigh of relief. He could now
see very clearly a corner of a painting in a thick gold frame under one of the cloths.
The covered stuff were paintings. They weren’t explosives, duffel guy wasn’t a terrorist
and Llanzo could relax, give the race his full attention and stop wondering if he was
trespassing, if there were any laws against using the patch of grass off the exit this way,
or if he could get into any trouble calling the police if it turned out to be a false alarm.
Whew! And Oracle Team USA capsized, he would have killed himself if he’d
missed that!

Sunday saw ideal weather for racing, a cloudless sky and a steady Northerly breeze.
Apart from the fresh water in Lake Metropolis, it was exactly what the America’s Cup
is meant to be (in the age of the hydrofoiling catamarans, but that’s another
conversation).
No practice day, no wind delays, just six 44-foot cats with 5-man crews in three tight,
intense dashes that are roughly 25-minutes of sustained strategy adapting to luck. And
I mean STRATEGY down to the millimeter and nanosecond of fluid dynamics,
resistance and torque… and I mean LUCK, what the wind is doing, not three minutes
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ago but now, and not six meters that way but right here. 25-minutes of sustained
tension and thrills, it’s up there with sex.
Clark blinked.
“The first leg was very even, with four boats leaping ahead at the start and drag
racing on their foils to the first turn—the marker was right on the boundary, Team
USA sailed fully out of bounds, UK and New Zealand clipped it and all three took a
penalty leaving Japan firmly in the lead.”
“Do I really have to know this?” he asked when Selina took a breath.
“Lois only got five minutes, Spitcurl, you’re getting as long as it takes to take in all
the detail.”
“I know that, I remember the de Kooning that never left Gotham and somehow
Bruce’s grandparents were involved, and Henry III borrowed the Duke of Burgundy’s
diamond to cover his baldness. ‘Insert Lex joke here.’”
“I’m giving you atmosphere! Do you have no romance in your soul? You’re a
writer.”
“’Insert Lex joke here?’” he quoted again.
“That was fun. If you can’t see the fun in this, I don’t know where you’ll ever find
it,” she said.
“Selina, my experience with art and jewel thieves—and cat burglars in general—is
somewhat limited. Does a typical cat really know that kind of thing, I mean, that kind
of detail about any given piece—”
“Well I don’t know, Clark, why don’t you find a typical nobody from nowhere and
ask them? I am the whole package—meow—from the generational history of the
mansion in Bristol to the Sorbonne to the way yacht racing worked when they still used
12-metres. If that’s too much for a super-journalist to handle...”

Near the dockside, a Metropolis Police helicopter closed in on the warehouse where
a suspicious Hummer had been sighted. A police van and two squad cars squealed
into position outside the gate, the van doors burst open and armed officers ran out in a
swift, military double time to surround the building. Outside the gate and across the
street, a sedan came to a more dignified halt. Driver and passenger waited in tense
silence as the bullhorn order to evacuate went unanswered, a bolt was cut, a door
forced and the officers stormed inside the warehouse.
Special Agent Finley was pissed. Metropolis PD had a photo of a couple inches of
painting too dark to make out anything. That’s all that could be seen from the little bit
sticking out from the tarp: a corner, a fucking corner of what could be an entirely black
canvas for all they knew, in a thick, gaudy, 4-inch frame. And from that, this Maria
Ciaccio decides it has to be from this Swiss-Italian smuggling ring she’s investigating,
because reasons! Some photo of some antiquity found in the wreckage of a car
belonging to a smuggler turns out to be an antiquity that a Sicilian art dealer sold to the
Metropolis Art Institute. It wasn’t his idea of a firm evidentiary link between the
smugglers and Metropolis, but Interpol had apparently been looking for a way in for
years. That corner of a painting in a dark photograph was it, and if the FBI was to get
the help they needed negotiating the tangle of jurisdictions between the Carabinieri
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and Polizia di Stato when they tracked a terrorist to Italy, he had to make Miss Interpol
happy.
“All clear, it’s empty,” their radio squawked just as the lead officer on the bullhorn
waved them in.
The two emerged from the car, the FBI liaison and Interpol agent who clearly didn’t
like each other but were united in contempt for the Metropolis PD. They marched
together into the warehouse, Agent Ciaccio outlining her plan of attack once her
suspicions were confirmed: the items they were about to find had been shipped to
Metropolis “for restoration,” she was sure, and shipped back with forged provenance
documents to be sold throughout the world. Once the items were recovered, a cursory
look at the shipping containers would show where they were headed and point to the
next string of raids…
Finley could tell from the MPD officers they passed that she was destined to be
disappointed. He let her prattle until they were inside and tried not to look smug as
her speech slowed and then stopping entirely. The warehouse was all but empty.
None of the thousands of vases, bronze statues, and frescos were anywhere in sight.
There were no antiquities at all. A few crates of art, yes, and those would have to be
identified, but the one in the thick four inch frame was certainly not Antonio Pisano’s
Our Lady of the Quail, so whatever it all turned out to be, it wasn’t Maria’s Ciaccio’s
smugglers. It was the Metropolis PD’s case, none of Interpol’s business, and that
meant there was no need for Special Agent Finley to be there. At all.

Bruce and Lois sat in their black tie best in the living room of the Four Seasons
Presidential Suite until the door from the office burst open and Selina and Clark
entered at full steam.
“Did you just pull rank on me, Gotham?”
“All I said was I can only speak for the world class thieves who didn’t crawl out
from under a rock of who-gives-a-damn—Oh Lois, that is beautiful. That’s Hervé
Léger?”
“Badgley Mischka, it’s new,” Lois said proudly.
“It’s gorgeous. And god, it suits you.”
“And this is Balmain?”
“Mhm, not new. I’ve worn it to the opera but that was an Eddie thing that doesn’t
count.”
Bruce and Clark looked at each other, and Selina abruptly changed tone.
“C’mon, you’re up,” she told Lois. “The full story, no time limit, ask as many followups as you please.”
Lois glanced triumphantly at Bruce, who was looking at Clark like he’d let him
down.
“What did you win?” Clark asked his wife, but she directed her answer to Selina.
“This time I’m kidnapping you. Better shopping in Milan or Paris do you think?”
“I was promised the full story,” Clark insisted, and Lois looked at him pityingly like
he’d had his chance and clearly blew it.
Selina looked at him like ‘fair is fair, she had promised’ and she rattled off quickly:
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“Lex was there Sunday, so Mercy was there making the yacht club security
miserable. I gave Matt my answer about the vulture fund, Bruce baited Lex about the
rumors, and he appropriated tonight’s party like we knew he would. It’s no longer
about the consortium in general but the East End fund and its impending payout in
particular. Save me a dance, Spitcurl.”

Even for one born into a financial dynasty like the Hobbs Trust, it was a thrill.
Getting into his tux in Gotham and boarding Luthor’s plane to Metropolis, the limo
waiting to bring him to the Observatory. Barry Hobbs was on such a high, he didn’t
even mind the sight of Bruce getting out of his limo up ahead in a party that included
Clark Kent.
There was an awkward bit at the door, maneuvering through the staff and security
hovered around a pleb.
“I just want to talk to one of the guests,” it bleated. “I’m not going to eat anyone’s
shrimp cocktail.”
“This is a private event and if you don’t have an invitation,” the head staffer said as
Barry waltzed around him. The pleb cut him off with a puerile “They are a bunch of
crooks. You do realize that, don’t you?” which faded into “The debt’s triple-A rated,
solid gold” and “The poor bastard’s peeing his pants just because they laid off half the
state” as Barry made his way into the party.
“Asking fifty cents on the dollar, I offered twenty-five and he threw in the
headquarters in Star City,” a too-eager young man boasted at Constance as Barry
approached.
“That kid’s a prick,” Constance declared once he was (probably) out of earshot.
Followed by “You should hire him.”
Barry considered the hyperactive idiot’s back and shrugged.
“If I get through the evening without walking in on him in the men’s room putting
the day’s profits up his nose, I’ll consider it,” Barry declared, knowing there wasn’t the
slightest chance of that happening.
“Did you hear we bagged the cat,” Matt said proudly as Constance steered Barry
into his path.
“Urhm, no,” Barry said, looking awkwardly around the room to see where Wayne
and Selina had landed. They weren’t together. Bruce was working the room alone, in
a pattern that seemed a mirror image of Matt’s, but Selina, where was she?
She was with Lex, who was walking her towards the little circle—towards Matt and
Constance and Barry himself—like one of them, Lex or Selina, was giving the other a
present. It wasn’t clear who was doing the giving, but it was clear they—Matt,
Constance and Barry—were the gift.
“Selina wanted to have a word,” Lex said graciously while she shook Matt’s hand
and gushed “I just wanted to thank you for letting me into your fund.
“I know you’re oversubscribed,” she added, offering her hand to John Blaine who
had somehow joined the circle without Barry seeing. Then she turned to him with a…
warmer smile than Barry had received from her before, although perhaps that wasn’t
quite the word. It didn’t seem any more sincere than the usual social façade, but it
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was... more focused in a way that wasn’t entirely, eh… “I am so glad you made
introductions.”
Barry took the cue and quickly introduced Constance…
“Pleasure.”
“Good to meet you.”
…Released from the focused smile and seeing it turned on someone else, Barry was
finally able to identify it. It was a predator’s smile. The focus of a lioness locking onto
prey.
“Constance is our numbers gal, she knows the inherent value on the different…”
Jesus! He thought that Catwoman stuff was a gimmick but—but the things he’d said
to her before the board meeting—Jesus—and then voting against her proposal for the
Man’s Reach exhibit, and that Gotham v Metropolis campaign he launched against it—
he was lucky to still have a head!
The dinner was unnerving. Selina returned to Bruce’s side, of course, Bruce who
was Luthor’s rival, and the two of them sat next to Clark Kent, who took down the
Luthor administration, and his wife, the head cheerleader for Superman. How plebs
like that got on the guest list he couldn’t guess, but there they were. And that feline
quality he thought was a gimmick somehow enabled Selina Kyle to move back and
forth from Lex’s circle to Bruce’s as if it was a matter of walking across the room with
her feet. How? How?! A part of him wanted to sound out John or Matt, but then he
thought of that smile and he couldn’t move.
The things he’d said before that board meeting thinking he was only risking
banishment from Wayne guest lists—he was lucky to still have a head.
And now… she was dancing… with Kent.

The orchestra ended on a particular note as Constance Rafkin approached the
podium.
“Alright, if you’ve all finished your baked alaska, let’s get on with the dessert,” she
said. “It is time for our speakers: beginning with our leader and inspiration in all
profitable pursuits, Lex Luthor. A man who’s never heard the words ‘no’ and ‘deal’ in
the same sentence, unless he was the one speaking.”
There was polite laughter from all but Bruce, Selina, Lois and Clark. Several people
lifted or toyed with their champagne glasses as if prepping for a toast, and Lex himself
reached into his pocket to retrieve a vibrating phone. While he read…
“A man who has shown us again and again that adversity and opportunity are one
and the same…”
…Matt’s phone buzzed obnoxiously and Blaine’s sounded a sharp musical tone.
Both took them out and read…
“Who has drilled into us that the business cycle’s ups and downs depend on which
way you hold the chart.”
Selina elbowed Clark and pointed, though of course he had already picked up the
surging heart rates from Matt and Blaine. Lex’s face was frozen in a mask that revealed
nothing. Matt’s brow dipped, then glanced across his wife at Blaine, still reading his
phone and then looking up to return Matt’s stare. The two rose in sync, as if they
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shared a telepathic link, and walked casually to the door. Constance faltered slightly
as she watched them:
“And a man whose team has led a reputation— uh-a rebirth in the reputation and
profitability of the private investment sector.”
Bruce’s lip twitched as he tilted his knife to adjust the reflection. Predictably, both
men’s eyes were back on their phones before they reached the door.
“A man whose team will be back in a minute, I hope,” Constance adlibbed.
Clark tuned out the room and directed his attention to the door where they exited,
listening intently:
“Bloomberg and Dow Jones.”
“The collateral's recovered? Paintings, diamond, all of it.”
They were talking over each other, and Clark turned his head to see them pacing
madly back and forth, phones in hand.
“Literally hours after the thefts were discovered, it's all on its way back to the vaults. What
does that mean?”
“The bonds don’t have to be restructured. No reissue, no rollover into new—There's no
credit event to trigger the default swaps.”
“Prosperity Partners under investigation sources report—”
“I mean, it already has, the payouts have been initiated, the CDOs are rolling over. Initiated
but not completed, what will happen? The whole tsunami rolling in on itself.”
“It’s tomorrow in Japan.”
“Billions tied up in legal limbo. Inquiries and litigation…”
“We have two billion in redemption orders because of this.”
Duet became trio as Bratsie joined them.
“What is this? Market Manipulation? Money Laundering? Class-A banks threatening
to...”
Trio became quartet as Barry caught up…
“Self-dealing, fraud—Where the hell is this coming from?”
“Damnit, more redemptions. All right, freeze the fund.”
“We can’t freeze; subscribers will be baying for Lex’s blood.”
“There’s no choice; we are not that liquid.”
“Nobody is that damn liquid.”
…And quartet became quintet when Dean got there.
“No, no, no, not the Cayman accounts. Son of a bitch. How the hell did they find out about
this?”
“East End accounts flagged for—mother fucker— the start and stop on all the subscribers
looks like money laundering?”
In the ballroom, everyone’s phone was now buzzing and beeping with news alerts,
stock alerts and frantic calls from brokers while Constance went valiantly on with her
remarks, repeating the mantra that “Adversity is opportunity. And I for one look
forward to hearing that principle expounded upon by the master himself. Ladies and
gentlemen, I give you… Lex Luthor.”
Never one to back down from a fight, Lex strode to the podium ignoring the phones
as Superman might ignore artillery shells bursting around him. He ignored the empty
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seats—every table was now missing one or two, and the three tables nearest to the
podium were almost completely abandoned.
“Greed. Fear. Hope,” he declared. “They are universal human emotions that have
destroyed investors again and again. But for us, in this room, they do not exist. Not
where it matters. Not in our business pursuits…”
“Lois, care to powder?” Selina said as Luthor’s rhetoric built like a revivalist
preacher:
“Because when others panic, we are steady. When others hesitate, we know only
calm. When others are paralyzed by fear, we have the will to do what must be done.
When the weak run from reality, refusing to see or acknowledge the truths that doom a
venture, we are strong. No denial for us, no matter the sums or the years invested, we
face the reality head on and make the call that must be made…”
He ignored the continued warble of phones. Most of all, he ignored the sight of Clark
Kent, the journalistic disease who somehow got in here and would undoubtedly be
writing up this debacle unless his insufferable wife beat him to it.
“When others succumb to the twin cancers of fear and hope, we know these
temporary market distractions are, at worst, meaningless, at best, our friends…”
The two women maneuvered towards the door, though Lois was nearly run over by
a man screeching into his phone “How much do we have with East End?” and another
“No wait, can we post the redemption in Singapore—” who then grabbed her by both
shoulders he asked “What time is it in Singapore?!”
“Eh-aahleven thirty, I think,” she said meekly, and he went off, barking orders into
his phone.
“This is what it would be like if you were a crusading Robin Hood?” she asked
Selina, and Selina nodded guiltily like she knew it wasn’t pretty but, regrettably, it
couldn’t be helped.
“It’s a good thing you’re not,” Lois observed as a woman passed them, clutching her
necklace and cancelling an order for his and her Gulfstreams.
This time Selina made a sickly half-shrug, tilting her head like a kitten and making a
face.
“I hope she doesn’t have to sell those emeralds,” she said, looking miserably in the
direction the woman had passed. “They’re nice.”

“A series of payments made and then reversed to all the fund’s subscribers flagged
the fund’s accounts for money laundering, so now the Cayman banks that his Cayman
banks rely on to exchange currency are threatening to drop them unless they drop Lex
and a bunch of his investors,” Bruce concluded, while Clark took a final note.
Both men sat in the back of the limo, ties abandoned but still in their tuxes.
“Check,” Clark said. “I think that’s all I’ll need. Unless you’d like to go on the
record with a quote.”
“I gave Lois the quote,” Bruce said, and Clark shrugged.
“Alright, you can do something else—a couple things. First, suit up and keep an eye
on things in Lex’s neighborhood while I call this in. Just once I’d like to beat Lois to a
story, but—”
“Done,” Bruce graveled. “And next?”
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“The details Selina was giving me on the stolen collateral. I think I’ve got it. She was
hinting at a pattern: the de Kooning, widow had to sell it. So someone’s died and the
survivor’s lost her money. The diamond’s in the hands of James II, deposed in
Scotland, takes it to Paris in time for the French revolution. The collector of the gold
mask is murdered… Is it me, or is there a lot of death and misfortune following this
stuff around?”
“The superstitious like to see patterns where none exist,” Bruce said firmly. “You
don’t really expect me to speculate Luthor tripped some curse assembling a portfolio
with a number of bad luck items among the collateral…no matter how good a story it
would make. Next?”
Clark looked at his friend for a long, cold beat. He had only one question left…
“Your new cover. Who is the guy in glasses and how does he fit into all of this?”
Bruce’s lip twitched.

The roof of the Fleischer Foundation on Lakeshore seemed like a spot Matt
Montrasante could be summoned to. He would be out of his comfort zone on a rooftop
at midnight, but the neighborhood was safe and it was a roof a layman of his age and
build could get to without strain.
Catwoman would normally watch his arrival from a higher roof and drop
dramatically into position when he was in place and looking around, nervously
uncertain. But the poor ass had a rough night, so she was just waiting—new claws that
still bore the menacing sheen that didn’t outlive the first night’s scuffs, but standing
and waiting all the same.
“Hello, Matthew,” she said in that tone she’d dipped into at the Pegu Club only after
Barry had left. “Time to talk frankly, I think.”
Matt was never one to back away from a confrontation but he’d never confronted
actual claws before. He eyed the lethal-looking tips for a moment, and then responded
gamely.
“Alright, Catwoman, I wouldn’t expect meeting in a place like this to be anything
other than ‘frank.’”
“Lex isn’t just some Fortune 500 balance sheet and you know it,” she said. “You
know what he is. Secret Society, Injustice Gang, Injustice League, and those are just the
ones that have names. Half his fortune and financial muscle is useless if not lost, tied
up in legal limbo for—what’s the worst case estimate, 19 years?—while he’s got a mob
with pitchforks at his door. This isn’t his problem, this is your problem. I might be
able to help.”
“Why?” Matt asked sharply. “Why bring this to me?”
“Because that Gotham bashing in the campaign pissed me off. And that was you.
You owe the city, and tonight the note comes due.” She handed him a tablet and
pointed. “Barry’s high frequency trading division made a killing on the chaos tonight.
Barry’s algorithm made a killing on the chaos. Not just LexCorp’s predicament but the
companies of East End subscribers who lost their liquidity, and possibly their tax
havens. Do you have any idea how much that algorithm can make in 1.4 minutes?”
She swiped to a new screen and again pointed “In Hong Kong, Malaysia, Tokyo…”
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She swiped. “Out-vulturing Lex Luthor’s vulture fund. Positive Carry from Luthor’s
problem. Lex will fucking destroy him.”
Matt looked up numbly and tried to hand back the tablet, but Catwoman shook her
head sadly, refusing to take it.
“And then there’s that rumor, that the big payout we were all there to celebrate
tonight was the result of lynch pins in the East End fund, secured loans whose security
was stolen, and that the thieves sent images of all four pieces to LexCorp, ransoming
them. Did you hear that part? The story goes that there was a video feed of the stolen
artworks, in a storage unit rented by Mrs. John Blaine.”
“There is no Mrs. Blaine,” Matt said irritably.
“You really want to focus on that right now?” Catwoman asked, and then with an
expression of exquisite sadness as if it really did pain her to break the news, she
pointed at him with a gleaming claw tip, tilted the finger down to the tablet he still
held, and swiped. There, of course, was a timestamped still image from the video.
“Point is, Lex will fucking destroy him too,” she said bluntly. “This video was
encrypted through the servers at Prosperity Partners… and, by the way, sent to you at
your office.”
Catwoman waited. All the back and forth, the second trip to the Metropolis, pernod
and gin at the Pegu club, Vitam regit fortuna, non sapientia… for this. And it was like he
couldn’t come up with anything to say. (Though his thoughts were presumably
running along the lines of ‘Oh crap. Oh shit. How do I get out of this…’) She
improvised.
“Video feed sent from his office to yours before it was all recovered…”
Still nothing. (How do I get out of this…)
“Some kind of blackmail or payoff…”
(How do I get out of this…)
Just standing there like a hatted drone. Pernod and gin, the second trip to the
Metropolis, that horror of a ruffled suit dressing up as Mrs. Blaine, for nothing. Time
to move on.
“I know what you’re thinking,” she said. “How do such ugly rumors get started.
Well I heard it from him.” She swiped, and there was a photo of Selina dancing with
Clark Kent. “Bruce’s best man,” she explained. “You know what reporters are like
when it comes to their sources, I guess we’ll never know where he got it from.”
Matt still hadn’t spoken, though he had that look, eyes shifted off to the side, like his
mind was racing at mach one, rolodexing through schemes and strategies. He
wouldn’t find one. A trap Bruce had crafted over a the course of six days before
bringing her in for an additional three, their cornered prey was not going to find an
escape route in thirty seconds of panic.
“I guess the point is, as a right-thinking villain who wants to see the Justice League
burn, I really should let Lex know what Hobbs and Blaine have cost him. And since
you coordinate everything, he might just decide to destroy you too. Unless of course
he never finds out that you put his financial nuts in the hands of Gothamites with a
grudge.”
“What do you want?” he said flatly.
Catwoman pulled a folder from her loot sack and handed it to him.
“Baen Assets,” he read from the cover.
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“Mhm, “ Catwoman nodded happily, “Though it would properly be called ‘Ba en
Aset,’or ‘the soul of Isis,’ otherwise known as Bast. As in ‘ Beloved Bast, mistress of
happiness and bounty, with your graceful stealth anticipate the moves of all who
perpetuate cruelties and stay their hands against the children of light.’ I think that’s
how it goes. It’s in very small hieroglyphs on a statue I have at home. Seemed a good
name for a fund that’s subscribed to by Gotham’s soup kitchens, homeless shelters, VA
hospital, Meals on Wheels and, just to complete the trope, an orphanage. They got a
nice piece of the 1.4 minute Hobbs party but you know how greedy those people can
be. They want more.
“Give ‘til it hurts, Matt. And I mean that. I’ll be watching and I want to see a very
impressive pain threshold. You, Blaine, Hobbs. ‘Wow me.’
“And remember, I tangle with Batman, steal Picassos for fun, and I’m marrying
Bruce Wayne. I’m not easy to impress.”
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